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RED BUTTE CANYON RESEARCH NATURAL AREA
HISTORY FLORA GEOLOGY CLIMATE AND ECOLOGY
2
amoul
amow ted arn
arnow
A amowl
0w
lois
1
C negus
mcnulty and norman L

Ehlen nger
james R ehleringer
irving
living B

protected near pristine canyon entering salt lake valley utah it contains a
well developed riparian zone and a perennial stream hillside vegetation ranges from grasslands on the lower limits to
douglas fir and aspen stands at the upper elevations in this paper we describe the history of human impact natural history
aspects of climate geology and ecology and faunal and floral information for key species in the canyon the role and
importance of research natural areas is discussed particularly with respect to the need to protect red butte canyon one
of the few remaining undisturbed riparian ecosystems in the intermountain west
ABSTRACTr

red butte canyon

is a

key words grassland intermountain west oak maple plant adaptation
riparian ecology

stantial value to society these might include
unique geological features endangered plant
and animal species or areas of particular value
for scientific research as baseline bench marks
of ecosystems that have been largely destroyed
by human impact in the case of red butte
canyon the RNA designation was given
because this canyon is one of the few remaining
if not the last undisturbed watersheds in the
great basin the US forest service report
proposing that red butte canyon be declared a
research natural area described the canyon as
a living museum and biological library of a
size that exists nowhere else in the great basin
an invaluable bench mark in ecological
time the red butte canyon RNA is unique
because it is a relatively undisturbed watershed
adjacent to a major metropolitan area salt lake
valley to protect this valuable resource access
to the red butte canyon RNA has been largely
restricted to scientific investigators one of the

red butte canyon

one of many canyons in
the wasatch range of utah opens westward
into salt lake valley immediately east of the
university of utah fig 1 like most canyons
along the wasatch front it is a grassland at the
lowest elevations is forested at its upper end
and has a perennial stream what makes this
canyon unusual is its history the canyon was the
watershed for fort douglas the US army post
built in 1862 that overlooked salt lake city As
a protected watershed these lands were for the
most part kept free from grazing farming and
other human impact activities when the US
army declared these lands surplus in 1969 the
US forest service assumed responsibility for
the canyon since that time red butte canyon
has been kept in its protected state and designated a research natural area RNA
the research natural area designation
denotes an area that has been set aside because
it contains unusual or unique features of sub
1

red butte canyon research natural area

ofbiology university ofutah
of utah salt lake city utah 84112
department of biology
Hill view drive salt lake city utah 84124
geologist 1064 E hillview
C
consulting
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location of red butte canyon and other sites referred to in text

goals of the RNA program is to protect and
preserve a representative array of all significant
natural ecosystems and their inherent processes
as baseline areas A second goal is to conduct
research on ecological processes in these areas
learn more about the functioning of natural
to leam
versus manipulated or disturbed ecosystems
research activities in the red butte canyon
RNA are directed at both of these goals understanding basic ecological processes physiological adaptation drought adaptation nutrient
cycling etc and also the impact of humans on
our canyons through both airborne air pollution acid rain etc and land related grazing
human traffic etc activities the latter are
conducted through comparison of red butte
with other canyons along the wasatch range
in size red butte canyon is relatively small
compared with other drainages along the
wasatch front the drainage basin covers an
20.8
area of approximately 208
km 5140 acre
208 km2
aeres
acres
fig 2 the drainage arises on the east from a
minor divide between city creek and emigration canyons and drains to the west the canyon
has two main forks knowltons
Knowl tons and parleys and
many side canyons near the canyon base a
reservoir was constructed earlier this century to
provide a more stable water supply to fort
douglas the diversity of slope and aspect combi
binations
nations of the terrain contributes to a variety

of biotic communities along an elevation gradient from about 1530 in 5020 ft on the west end
to more than 2510 in 8235 ft at the crest
the purpose of this paper is to provide a brief
description of the history flora geology climate and ecology of this unusual and valuable
resource there is increasing interest in red
butte canyon in part by scientific investigators
because of its utility as a protected undisturbed
watershed and in part by curious citizens from
the nearby salt lake valley yet there has not
been an overall reference available for those
interested in general features of the canyon or
past ecological studies within the canyon most
of the information on red butte canyon is
scattered with the closure of fort douglas in
1991 many ofthe historical records will become
more difficult to access it is hoped that the
synthesis presented in this paper will provide
the necessary background for those interested
in the history and ecology of the red butte
canyon RNA irving mcnulty first summarizes
the history of the canyon followed by ted
arnow
amow
abow s description of geology and soils james
ehleringer contributed the hydrology climate
and plant ecology sections the section on vascular flora was prepared by lois
amow and
lols arnow
lots
norman negus wrote the mammalian and avian
fauna sections
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HISTORY

of red butte canyon comes as
bits and pieces from many sources including
arlington and alexander 1965 hibbard 1980
arrington
and the fort douglas army engineers office
1954 records of the fort douglas museum
and discussions with C G hibbard fort doughisto iian
las historian
llan and harold shore fort douglas
lian
water master overseeing red butte canyon it
is primarily a history of human impact on the
utilization of natural resources provided by the
canyon major resources were water from the
stream and sandstone quarried for use in const
struction of minor importance were grazing
and timber in 1848 just one year after the
arnival
arrival of the first pioneers in salt lake valley
red sandstone was first quarried in the canyon

the history

to be used in construction in the building of salt
lake city
gity it was the closest source of construe
tion quality sandstone and was quarried for
almost 100 years this mining had considerable
impact on the plant and animal life in the lower
portion of the canyon the major use of red
butte creek water was by the US army at fort
douglas which was established at the mouth of
the canyon in 1862 this utilization of water
outside the canyon had little effect on the canyon
itself as US army administrators worked over
teet the watershed and water
protect
many years to pro
quality in fact protection has grown steadily
since fort douglas was first established and
particularly since the canyon was acquired by
the US forest service in 1969 and declared to
be a research natural area
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3 geologic map of red butte canyon research natural area see table 1I for a description of abbreviations solid
lines represent contacts between formations dashed lines
hines represent normal faults and T dashed lines
fines
iines
hines represent the black
fines
iines
mountain thrust fault the transect A
A is shown in cross section in figure 4 adapted from marsell and threet 1960
AA
and van horn and crittenden 1987

fig

red butte

sandstone nuggett sandstone
was the first resource utilized from the canyon
most sandstone was obtained from quarry
canyon on the south side of the canyon 44
4.4
44 km
29
2.9
29 mi from the mouth of the canyon because
of the proximity of quarry canyon to salt lake
city sandstone was quarried there from 1848 to
the end ofthe century by private companies and
intermittently by the army until 1940 this
required a road in the bottom of the canyon and
housing for workers in 1889 66 men and 38
oxen and horses lived at the canyon bottom
contributing considerable downstream pollution to red butte creek in 1887 the US congress provided a railroad right of way to be built
to the rock quarry to increase the amount of
sandstone removed stream pollution caused by
quarrying activity brought many complaints

from fort douglas and ultimately a court action
in 1889 which required the salt lake rock
company to control stream pollution and cease
housing men and animals in the canyon
red butte creek was used for irrigation by
a few pioneers east of salt lake city in the early
1850s when fort douglas was established in
1862 army personnel initially depended mostly
on water from nearby springs however by 1875
army personnel constructed two reservoirs east
of fort douglas and diverted water from red
butte creek to fill them in response to the
recurrent stream pollution problems caused by
quarrying activities the territory district court
in 1890 declared that the waters of red butte
creek were the sole property of the US army
and under the jurisdiction of fort douglas also
in 1890 the US congress passed a law to
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TABLE 1

RED BUTTE CANYON RESEARCH NATURAL AREA
description of geological formations in red

butte canyon

cenozoic era quaternary system holocene series
fa flood plain alluvium sand cobbly to silty dark gray at
top grading downward to medium to light gray sandy to
cobbly gravel locally bouldery
fe engineered fill selected earth material that has been
emplaced
em placed and compacted

cenozoic era quaternary and tertiary systems
holocene and pleistocene series
fg alluvial fan deposits bouldery to clayey silt dark gray to
brown rocks angular to surrounded
sub
subrounded
rounded
id landslide deposits composition similar to material
upslope

mesozoic era jurassic system
jtc twin creek limestone brownish gray and pale gray to
etc
arith
pale yellowish gray silty limestone intercalated with
greenish gray shale

mesozoic era jurassic and triassic systems
pinkish
palash buff fine- to medium
jan
jtn nugget sandstone pale pmlash
grained well sorted sandstone that weathers orange
brown massive outcrops form the ridge called red butte
mesozoic era triassic system
andareh formation upper member reddish brown
tau ankareh
reddish purple grayish red or bright red shale siltstone
and sandstone
andareh formation gartra
tagankareh
tag ankareh
bartra gilt member white to pale
crossbedded
bedded pebbly quartzite
purple thick bedded cross
forms a prominent white ledge for long distances
d dish
tarm
tarn andareh
tam
ankareh formation mahogany member re
reddish
shaie
shale
aie
ale
brown reddish purple grayish red or bright red sh
siltstone and sandstone
thaynes formation medium to light gray fossiliferous
tt hhaynes
locally nodular limestone limy
ilmy siltstone and sandstone
tw woodside shale grayish red grayish purple or bright
red shale and siltstone

paleozoic era permian system
ppc
fpc park city formation and related strata fossiliferous
sandy limestone calcareous sandstone and a medial
phosphatic shale tongue

paleozoic era pennsylvanian system
pw weber quartzite pale tan to nearly white fine- to
medium grained crossbedded
cross bedded quartzite and medium
gray to pale gray limestone
prv round valley limestone pale gray limestone with pale
arv
gray siltstone partings contains pale pinkish chert that
forms irregular nodules

paleozoic era mississippian system
mdo
ado doughnut formation medium gray thin bedded
limestone with pods of dark gray to black chert and
abundant brachiopods
brachiopode and bryozoa
mgb great blue formation thick bedded locally cliff
kgb
forming pale gray fine grained limestone
mh humbug formation alternating tan weathering limy
sandstone and limestone or dolomite
md deseret limestone thick ledges of dolomite and limestone with moderately abundant lenses and pods of dark
chert

paleozoic era

P paleozoic rocks undifferentiated
F
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protect the water supply of fort douglas this
law prevented any sale of land in the canyon or
further watershed development in 1906 the
US army built a dam on red butte creek to
supply additional water for fort douglas the
present dam was constructed between 1928 and
1930 and the reservoir provided water for fort
douglas until its closure in 1991
there are no grazing records available for
red butte canyon prior to 1909 by which time
the united states had acquired title to most of
the land in the canyon cottam and evans
1945 reported evidence of some gully erosion
occurring in the canyon prior to 1909 and
assumed it was due to overgrazing although we
lack quantitative data there are a few isolated
incidents indicating the occurrence of grazing
including an 1854 report of a young man drowning in a flash flood in red butte canyon while
herding animals over forty head of oxen used
to haul sandstone from the quarry in the late
1800s remained in the canyon during that time
in 1869 the war department appointed a
herder to control loose cattle grazing on fort
douglas and in the canyon in 1890 three squatters had settled into the canyon and their forty
head of cattle were grazing in the parleys fork
area before being evicted by 1909 the army
had built a gate at the mouth of the canyon to
control access thus further protecting the
watershed although this did not prevent occasional animals from wandering into the canyon
from adjacent canyons it did reduce both their
numbers and their length of stay consequently
most of the canyon has not been grazed by cattle
or sheep through most of this century
portions of the upper reaches of the canyon
were timbered in 1848 when a road was built
along the canyon bottom it was reported that
there was an abundance of timber suitable for
fence poles later the church of ijesus
esus christ
lesus
of latter day saints built a bowery on temple
so
square
uare
aare in downtown salt lake city in the 1850s
with wood obtained from table mound
between Knowl
knowltons
tons fork and beaver canyon
in 1863 the army constructed 34 buildings at
fort douglas from timber hauled from the
ons but there is no indication as to how
eany
cany
canyons
much timber came from red butte canyon
however apparently not many timber size trees
were available in the lower canyon as indicated
by a pioneer who built a log cabin in the canyon
he stated he had to travel five miles up the
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canyon to obtain enough logs for the cabin in the
early 1860s
ava diable records of fires that
there are no available
may have occurred in the canyon in 1988 a fire
from emigration canyon spread into the upper
headwaters of red butte creek before it was
contained the land was subsequently re seeded
with native species by the US forest service
land ownership within the canyon changed
several times during the late 1800s and early
1900s land occupied by fort douglas in 1862
was officially given to the US army in 1867
when president johnson withdrew four square
miles from public domain for the use of the
army however this included only a small portion ofthe mouth of red butte canyon the salt
lake rock company which quarried most of
the sandstone in the canyon owned part of the
canyon and the union pacific railroad co
acquired four sections in the lower portions of
the canyon in the 1860s smaller portions of the
canyon were claimed by private individuals
under the homestead act of 1862 such claims
could be acquired easily under this act which
was very liberal and required only a small claim
fee gradually between 1884 and 1909 through
a combination of acts of congress exchanges of
property and outright purchases fort douglas
obtained title to most of the canyon by 1896 and
almost the entire canyon by 1909 only three
small parcels of a total of less than 90 hectares
200 acres are still privately owned today and
these are close to the margins of the canyon in
1969 the US department of defense relinquished ownership of red butte canyon the
US forest service is now responsible for these
lands the forest service recognized the natural state of the area had been preserved through
many years of closure to the public and desig-

nated

red butte canyon

a

research natural

area in 1970 by definition such areas are tracts
of land that have not been strongly impacted by
human related activities such as logging or grazaree permanently
ing by domestic livestock they ar
protected from devastation by humans so they
may serve as reference areas for research and
education
red butte canyon has served as a research
site for biologists for over fifty years and will
continue to do so in the future public education
about conservation and the need for the public
to better understand the importance of
research natural areas are major concerns
recently the forest service briefly opened the

naturalist

volume 52

canyon to the general public in 1987 the canyon
was opened to the public in late spring for
several days this weekend opening attracted
over 5000 visitors and led to a trampling on
vegetation along the main road in the canyon
this opening was repeated in 1988 and
attracted 1100 people currently the state
arboretum at the university of utah conducts
natural history education classes 10 individuals per group in the lower portions of the
canyon limited deer hunting has been permitted by the forest service each fall but the
impact of the hunts is unknown A red butte
steering committee consisting of representatives from the forest service the university of
utah and other government agencies concerned with preservation of natural areas is
involved in making decisions pertinent to the
jurisdiction and management of the red butte

canyon research natural area
the history of red butte canyon with the
exception of the quarrying activity and some
grazing in the past century is largely a history of
preservation the US army at fort douglas
was concerned with the protection of the watershed and gradually acquired sufficient control
to protect it the US forest service declared
the entire canyon a research natural area and
thus insured its protection for the future as a
bench mark of riparian and shrub ecosystems in
the intermountain west
GEOLOGY

the

rocks underlying red butte canyon
range in age from recent holocene deposits of
our time to mississippian rocks that are about
360 million years old holocene and pleistocene
deposits are unconsolidated consisting mostly
of landslides or alluvium deposited by existing
streams their aerial distribution is shown in
figure 3 and a description of the deposits is
given in table 1
the older rocks range in age from
mississippian to jurassic a span of about 220
million years they are all consolidated now but
originally they were formed as deposits in
annd
arnd
and
oceans or inland seas or as sand dunes in an arid
environment no rocks representing the
approximately 140 million years between the
end of jurassic time and the holocene are present in red butte canyon either they were
never deposited or they have been eroded
the consolidated rocks in most parts of the
lower walls of the canyon consist chiefly of shale

1992
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geologic cross section of red butte canyon explanation as in figure 3 adapted from van horn and crittenden

1987

with some gritty quartzite and sandstone the
upper southeast facing slopes consist mostly of
limestone with some sandstone and limy shale
the upper northwest facing slopes are made up
mostly of sandstone with limestone and limy
shale near the southeast divide figure 3 shows
the distribution of the rocks in the canyon and
they are described in table 1
the older consolidated rocks in the canyon
generally dip toward the southeast fig 4 and
they form the northern flank of a large syncline
whose axis trends toward the northeast and
whose southern flank is in mill creek canyon
6.5
about 65
65 km to the south the rocks are cut by
numerous normal faults that are part of the
wasatch fault zone a lengthy fault zone that
bounds the west face of the wasatch range for
almost its entire length movement along these
normal faults has resulted in horizontal displacement of the rock formations whereas
movement along the black mountain thrust
fault in the northwestern part of the canyon has
raised older rocks to a position overlying younger rocks the faults and their effects on the
consolidated rocks are shown in figures 3 and 4

bedrock the distribution of the soils in the
canyon is shown in figure 5 the relationship of
the soils to the bedrock is apparent by comparing figure 5 with figure 3 a geologic map of
the canyon the soils map fig 5 was adapted
from woodward et al 1974 soils in red butte
canyon have been characterized as dominantly
strongly sloping to very steep and well drained
according to bond 1979 most soils are neutral
to slightly basic vary in color from brick red to
dark brown with textures generally ranging
from sandy to loamy clays depth of the soil is
irregular with depth to bedrock varying from
2.4
nearly 24
24 m 94 in at the canyon floor near the
mouth to as little as 60 cm 24 in or less on the
loams and
loams silt coams
slopes soil types include coams
loams there is little profile development
dry coams
but a pronounced litter layer and appreciable
incorporated humus exist in places generally
the soils are approximately 1 m 39 in deep
especially those adjacent to streams however
the steep rocky upper slopes have shallow and
cobbly soils table 2 includes a description of
each of the soils shown in figure 5 the descriptions were adapted from woodward et al 1974

SOILS

HYDROLOGY AND NUTRIENT FLOW

soils in red butte canyon are derived from
the weathering and erosion of the underlying

red butte creek is

a perennial third order
stream without upstream regulation or diversion
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soils map of red butte canyon see table 2 for a description of abbreviations adapted from woodward et al

1974

until flow is collected in the reservoir located
near the base of the canyon the stream has
created a narrow based canyon with sides rising
abruptly at an average slope of about 35 degrees
to the north and about 40 degrees to the south
immediately upstream of the reservoir is a US
geological survey hydrologic bench mark station this gaging station has been maintained by
the US geological survey since october 1963
prior to that the corps of engineers U
priorto
USS army
recorded monthly discharge at this location
beginning in january 1942
the average monthly discharge 1964 88 is
mvsec
isec
0.133 avsec
0133
47 wsec
msec
ftsec as it enters the resisec 474.7
ervoir at 1646 m 5400 ft elevation US geological survey records the stream flow
exhibits a straightforward annual pattern charact
acteristic
eristic of this geographic region high spring

flows driven by snowmelt
snowbelt
snow melt followed by very
much reduced flows derived from groundwater
throughout the remainder of the year fig 6
spring melt flow which is typically an order of

magnitude greater than other periods of the
year peaks in may and persists for 6 8 weeks
the average monthly stream flow rate during
see
may is 0.416
14.7
147 it
sec by septem0416 msec
ft3sec
isec 147
itsek
itsec
ber the lowest average monthly flow rate
m3sec
0.058 musec
stream discharge has decreased to 0058
msec
20
2.0
sec mean stream flow rates do not
ftsec
fisec
20 fiftfiseo
increase during the summer months although
nearly one fourth of the annual precipitation
falls during this period
average monthly stream flow values however hide much of the stream dynamics and
resultant impact on riparian vegetation on a
daily basis stream flows can vary tremendously

isec
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2 description of units on the soils map of

red

butte canyon
AGG agassiz association very steep 40 70 percent
slopes moderately permeable well drained agassiz 35
percent very cobbly silt loam on ridges and convex areas
of upper slopes picayune 55 percent noncalcareous
m concave areas and in draws
variant gravelly loam in
other soils 10 percent
BCG brad very rocky loamy sand 40 to 80 percent
slopes very permeable extremely well drained very
rociy
rocky cobbly loamy sand dark reddish brown shallow

BEG bradshaw agassiz association steep 40 70 percent slopes moderately permeable well drained
bradshaw 55 percent very cobbly silt loam in slightly
concave areas agassiz 35 percent very cobbly silt loam
ridgetops
in
ndgetops
m convex areas and ridge
tops where soil is shallow other
soils 10 percent
DGG deer creek picayune association steep 30 60
percent slopes moderately permeable well drained
deer creek 55 percent loam very dark brown deep
on very steep north and northeast facing mountain
slopes picayune 35 percent gravelly clay loam very
dark brown deep calcareous on west facing slopes
other soils 10 percent
EMG emigration very cobbly loam 40 to 70 percent
slopes moderately permeable well drained cobbly
loam facing south dark grayish brown shallow patches
of bedrock

HGG barkers
harkers wallsburg association steep moderately permeable well drained harkers
barkers 55 percent
loam 6640
40 percent slopes very dark brown deep in
drainageways
drainage ways and concave areas of slope faces walls
burg 35 percent very cobbly loam 30 70 percent
slopes on ridges and convex areas of slopes where bedrock is near the surface very dark grayish brown shallow
other soils 10 percent

HHF harkers
barkers soils 6 to 40 percent slopes moderately
permeable well drained loam and cobbly loam on
sloping old alluvial fans and steep mountain slopes

LSG lucky star gravelly loam 40 to 60 percent
slopes moderately permeable well drained very dark
grayish brown deep on northerly sipes
mu mixed alluvial land poorly drained highly stratified
mixed alluvium on undulating gently sloping and nearly
level flood plains

during snowmelt
snowmelt depending on air temperasnowbelt
tures and snow
snowpack
pack depth primarily that of
Knowl tons fork
upper red butte canyon and knowltons
the 1982 83 winter was one of unusually high
precipitation along the wasatch front heavy
snows in mid may 1983 were followed b y
equally unusual warm temperatures at the end
of the month As a consequence stream flow
rates peaked at record values on 28 may 1983
red butte creek crested at a discharge rate
seesec stream
nrvsec
ft
m3sec 1049
104.9
ft3sec
1049 fosec
exceeding 297 musec
ftsec
flow was above the maximum gage height and
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overland flow was substantial this was by far
the greatest discharge rate in recent times
having eclipsed the previous maximum single
musec
m3sec goo
ftvsec
day rate of 1.70
sec measured
600
fosec
170 nrvsec
60.0 ft
ftsec
600
on 18 may 1975 US geological survey

records

the unusually high stream discharge

rate in
may 1983 is of particular significance because
of its impact on stream geomorphology and
adjacent vegetation the high flows quickly
scoured the streambed
stream bed taking out beaver dams
eroding stream banks knocking down riparian
trees and causing massive erosion gullies 5 10
m
in 16 33 ft deep were cut into permanent
streambeds
stream beds in Knowl
knowltons
tons fork and throughout
red butte creek sediment flow associated
with this record stream discharge was in excess
lbs per day in
of 269 metric tons 593000 ibs
mid may compared to typical spring melt conlbs per day
cent
rations of 1I metric ton 2200 ibs
centrations
US geological survey records this resulted
in a delta formation at the mouth of red butte
reservoir prior to the 1982 83 winter no delta
had existed the delta was soon 30 in 100
ft long by 1990 the delta had fanned out more
than 60 in into the reservoir the heavy winter
rains of 1982 83 saturated soils all along the
wasatch front and landslides were common
red butte canyon was no exception slope
sloughing which killed the overlying perennial
vegetation was common throughout the canyon
no doubt this compounded the stream sediment load during the spring of 1983 and for
several years thereafter in 1990 signs of the
1982 83 slope sloughing were still clearly obviknowltons
ous in Knowl
tons fork as well as in the upper
and lower portions of the main canyon natural
revegetation of both riparian and slope vegetation types has occurred since these floods in
boxelder
particular acer negundo box
elder and salix
exigua
exigia willow have increased in frequency in
the newly deposited alluvium along the stream
sides donovan and ehleringer 1991 recovery of the sloughed slopes which were for the
pann
parn
most
covered byA
by A grandidentatum bigtooth
bigtooth
montpart
mostpart
part coveredbya
elii gambel oak has
maple and quercus gambelli
gamhelii
gambelii
gambhill
proceeded at a slower rate with those slopes still
dominated by herbaceous species
As part of the bench mark analysis the US
geological survey monitors several major aspects
of stream quality in addition to stream discharge
including water temperature suspended sediment and chemical quality included with
chemical quality are specific conductance ph
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6 mean monthly discharge rates

dissolved oxygen concentration coliform bacteria and ionic and dissolved elemental concentrations
trat
ions ammonium arsenic beryllium cadmium
calcium carbonate chloride chromium cobalt
copper fluoride iron lead lithium magnesium
manganese mercury molybdenum nickel
nitrate nitrite phosphate potassium selenium
silver sodium sulfate strontium vanadium
and zinc the stream itself is strongly alkaline
8.6
8.0
86 and travertine is deposited at sev80 86
ph 80
eral points along the stream channel bond 1979
summertime stream flow represents
groundwater discharge while the spring flows
snowmelt
result primarily from snowbelt
snow melt at higher elevations not all of the groundwater originating
from upper elevation sources enters the stream
before it leaves the canyon tracing the possible
sources of water into stream and therefore that
water which is available to plants is possible by
analyzing the isotopic
isotopic composition ofthat water
the deuterium H or D to hydrogen H
ratios of stream waters have been measured
since june 1988 at the USGS bench mark station and at the mouth of parleys fork by the
stable isotope ratio facility for environmental
research at the university of utah dawson and
ehleringer 1991 these naturally occurring
stable isotopes of hydrogen provide longterm
long term
data that are useful in addressing both longterm regional climatic patterns and the specific

water sources used by plants for growth see
discussion below hydrogen isotope ratios
ratio of DH of a sample to that of a standard
are measured relative to an ocean water standard samples lighter than ocean water have less
deuterium and are therefore negative in their
values over the four year measurement period
1988 91 hydrogen isotope ratios of stream
waters have averaged near 122o
1220 with the
only seasonal changes being more negative
values occurring during spring
snowbelt
snow melt typispying snowmelt
cally the hydrogen isotope ratio of winter storm
events snow is more negative than that of
summer storms the hydrogen isotope ratios of
wells and springs near pinecrest
Pine crest immediately
east of red butte canyon are 1320 slightly
more negative than red butte creek dawson
and ehleringer 1991 and suggest that a fraction of the groundwater originating from the
upper portions of the canyon may persist as
underflow and does not enter the creek before
leaving the watershed hely et al 1971 indicated that substantial fracturing occurs in the
bedrock of red butte canyon which would
have the effect of increasing groundwater loss
from the canyon through these layers and not
via stream discharge
bond 1977 1979 investigated nutrient
concentration patterns of stream flow in red
butte creek in particular his studies focused
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U S army between
locations of weather stations of red butte canyon all stations were operated by the US
U S geological survey has maintained a storage gage at red
1942 and 1964 and only precipitation was recorded the US
butte 2 since 1964 the biology department at the university of utah has maintained daily temperature humidity and
wind speed records at red butte 2 red butte 4 and red butte 6 since 1982 red butte 1I1 while technically outside
the canyon forms an integrated part of the weather station complex
TABLE 3

station

red butte

1

red butte

2

red butte

3

red butte

4

red butte

5

red butte

6

period

location

latitude

longitude

elevation

fort douglas

40 46
40 46

110 50
110 50

1497 m
1497m
1515 rn
1515m

1942 1964
1991 present

40 47

111
11148
iii 48
ili

1653
m
1653m

40 48

.47
47
111
47
11147

ill
ili

1865
m
1865m

1942 1964
1982 present
1942 1952

40 48

11
46
11146

1890
m
1890m

1942 1971
1982 present

40 47

111
11148
lii 48

1753
1753m
m

1942 1956

40 49
40 49

111
11145
ili 45
iii
111
11146
ill 46
ili

2195
rn
2195m
2195
m
2195m

1946 1971
1982 present

relocated to biology
garden
den
experimental gai
cal
cai
head of red butte
reservoir
along red butte creek
at brush basin
along red butte creek
100 m west of beaver
canyon
parleys fork 100 m above
inlet to red butte creek
Knowl tons fork
upper end knowltons
relocated to top of elk fork

on relationships between nutrient transport out
of the watershed and stream discharge rates
solute concentration was not necessarily proportional to stream discharge instead for many
ions such as magnesium sulfate and chloride
the relationship was logarithmic the slopes of
these relationships depend on whether stream
flow is increasing ie spring snowbelt
snowmelt
snow melt or
decreasing over the course of the year a loop
or directional trajectory was formed by having
two different slopes for most ofthe major ions
the trajectory was clockwise that is ionic concent
ration was greater in winter when flow rates
centration
were low than during summer plant growth of
the dominant riparian species commences near
snowmelt
the end of the snowbelt
snow melt period and it is questionable
tio nable whether riparian species are able to
utilize the greater nutrient availability during
snowmelt
snowmelt
the snowbelt
snow melt period after snowbelt
snowmelt stream
discharge is based primarily on groundwater
input nitrate ammonium and phosphate concent
rations in red butte creek during groundcentrations
water discharge are low bond 1979 in
contrast overall concentrations of calcium
magnesium sodium chloride and sulfate are
much greater because of parent bedrock characte
acteristics
ristics
CLIMATE

climate within red butte canyon is characterized by hot dry summers and long cold
winters most precipitation occurs in winter and
spring with the summer rains less predictable
and dependent on the extent to which mon

zoonal systems penetrate into northern utah
soonal
mean annual precipitation ranges from about
500 mm 20 in at the lower elevation to approximately 900 mm 35 in at the higher elevations
hely et al 1971 bond 1977 table 3
precipitation stations have been monitored
in red butte canyon by several groups the
US army had six rain gages in operation
between 1942 and 1964 table 3 bond 1977
collected data at several of these stations
between 1972 and 1974 in addition the US
geological survey maintained storage gages at
red butte 2 red butte 4 and red butte 6
between 1964 and 1974 since that time they
have maintained a storage gage at red butte 2
within the watershed daily precipitation as
rainfall is collected at each of the weather stations snowfall is not adequately measured by
the sensors in place however these data are
currently collected at hogle zoo in salt lake
city same elevation as previous red butte 1 1I
but 4 km south
variation in annual precipitation within red
butte canyon is strongly dependent on elevation fig 7 the slope of this relationship is
similar to that observed for other mountainous
areas within the great basin houghton 1969
and precipitation at the salt lake city reporting
station salt lake city international airport
falls on this relationship thus while lacking
continuous precipitation records for the canyon
proper precipitation records available for salt
lake city can be used as a preliminary basis for
estimating mean annual precipitation at different locations within the canyon
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mean monthly maximum and minimum air temture at red butte 2 1653 m elevation red butte 4
perature
pera
1890 m elevation and red butte 6 2195 m elevation
during the growing season between 1982 and 1990

fig

9

air temperatures have been collected from
automated weather stations at red butte 2
red butte 4 and red butte 6 since 1982
mean monthly air temperatures at red butte 2
were below freezing in december and january
and above 20 C in june july and august fig
8 in contrast mean monthly temperatures at
red butte 6 were below freezing only slightly
longer from november through february and
above 20 C in july and august during the main
growing period may through september I daytime maximum temperatures ranged between
1

C 66 89 F at red butte 2 while

nighttime minimum temperatures ranged
5.2
between 52
16.4
164 C 41 62 F fig 9 at
52 and 164
the higher elevation stations daytime maximum
air temperatures were lower the difference in
maximum temperatures was negatively related
to elevation maximum temperature C 343
34.3
343
gi.91
91 at approxi0.00494
000494 elevation in r 91
mately half the dry adiabatic lapse rate on the
other hand nighttime minimum temperatures
were not related to elevation because of cool
air drainage effects fig 9 red butte 4 is
located streamside within the canyon whereas
the other two stations are above the channel of
cold air that develops at higher elevations and
pours down the canyon at night As seen in
figure 9 this cold air drainage effect at red
butte 4 1890 in 6180 ft elevation depressed
nighttime minimum air temperatures by 4 8 C
7 14 F below that observed at red butte 6
7292 ft elevation
2230 in 7292ft
photosynthetically active solar radiation
PAR 400 700 nm atmospheric vapor pressure
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and wind speed are also recorded at each of mers as factors producing the variation in the
these stations between 1982 and 1990 mean vegetative zones of the eastern boundary of the
daliy total PAR values have exceeded 40 mol great basin juniper is present in the central
dally
daily
dal
dai
m d 1 fig 8 which is typical for midlatitude
mid latitude wasatch range but only three utah juniper
sites having only moderate cloud cover and little
juniperus osteosperma are known to exist in
summer precipitation this number is quite red butte canyon a mature tree with a 05 m
lg1.6
useful not only in estimating the available ig
16 ft diameter trunk located on the south
photon flux for photosynthesis but also in pro- slope of parleys fork and nearly obscured by the
viding an estimate of the extent of solar heating more mesophytic vegetation and two shrublike
1.3
of the surface which ultimately affects air tem- plants 1 13
13 rn 3 4 ft tall growing on the southtures elevation has a limited impact on the west divide
peratures
pera
PAR values within red butte canyon since the
with few exceptions notably the naturalized
difference in elevation is relatively small how- grasses agrostis stolon
bentgrass
grass
stolonifera
ifera redtop bent
ever we suspect there may be relatively large bromus tectorium
cheat grass and poa praten
tectorum cheatgrass
tectorum
araten
differences in PAR between red butte canyon sis kentucky bluegrass only the most common
and salt lake city because of increased air indigenous plants that occur in the various plant
pollutants within the city that tend to reflect the communities are listedbelow
listed below primarily because
sunlight before it strikes the earth s surface
the presence of introduced plants is usually
most notably we would see this as haze or smog dependent on disturbance and tends to fluctuwithin the valley that is lacking once in the ate accordingly some of the more frequently
canyon
histed in a sepfisted
occurring introduced plants are listed
average monthly atmospheric vapor pres- arate section
sure at site 2 showed little annual variation
RIPARIAN COMMUNITY
from the point at
abar throughout the year which red butte creek emerges from the
ranging only about 3 mbar
fig 8 other sites exhibited a similar pattern canyon and throughout the floor of the canyon
this parameter is largely affected by large air the streamside vegetation plants residing in soil
mass movements and since subtropical air kept moist to wet by the stream consists chiefly
masses do not move into this region during the of western water birch betula occidentalis
occidentalist
alis and
occident
summer the monthly changes in atmospheric mountain alder alnus incana
incani accompanied at
vapor pressure change little during the course intervals by usually dense stands of red osier
of the year however because of the large dogwood cornus
comus sericea andadllow
and willow salix spp
app
annual change in air temperature and the non- adjoining the stream along the floor of the
linear dependence of the evaporative gradient canyon below and above the reservoir is an often
on temperature relative humidity levels are densely wooded strip consisting chiefly of
substantially lower and evaporative gradients gambel oak quercus gambelii
ehl box
ehi
gambelin
boxelder
elder acer
gamb elii
gambehi
are substantially higher during the summer negundo and bigtooth
big tooth maple acer grandi
months
denotatum
dentatum many of these trees ranging from 9
dentatum
to 18 m 30 to 60 ft or more tall also included
in this plant community are widely scattered
VASCULAR FLORA
individuals or small populations of
ofcottonwoods
cotton woods
cottonwoods
P angustifolia and P X
populus fremontia
tii
frentontii
fremontii
frenton
fremon
from the mouth of red butte canyon at acu
prunus virginiaja
chokecherry
acuminate
acuminata
minata
virginiana
virginiana
about 1530 m 5020 ft its walls rise to their
woodsii
woods rose rosa woodsie
honeybearberry
sii
wood
highest point 2510 m 8235 ft at the head suckle
involucrate thimbleberry
involucrata
lonicera
Knowl tons fork in the northeast corner of the
ofknowltons
of
knowltons
parviflorous
amelanchier
parviflorus
paroiflorus
rubus
serviceberry
parvi
pardi
florus
this
modest rise of 980 m 3215
canyon within
western black currant ribes hud
alnifolia
ft occur four distinct plant communities riparsoni anum and golden currant ribes aureus
sonianum
aureum
au reum
ian grass forb oak maple and coniferous
pigion
pifion
pin on juniper and ponderosa pine communi- relatively few species of grass and forbs are
found here among them
ties which often occur in this elevational range
blue wildrye
in utah daubenmire 1943 are not present in elymus glaucus
dissectum
dissectum
giant lomatium
red butte canyon billings 1951 1990 in lomatium
repens
rapens
discussions of vegetational zonation in the great mahonia
berberis rapens
oregon grape
repens
basin cites a greater incidence of winter osmorhiza chilensis
sis
sweet cicely
chilen
poa com
cyclonic storms and slightly more moist sum
canada bluegrass
compressa
pressa
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P pratensis
pratensis
Srmlacina stellata
smilacina

racenwsa
racemosa
racemose
solidago canadensis
S
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kentucky bluegrass
wild lily of the valley
false solomon seal
goldenrod

beaver once native were reintroduced into
red butte canyon in 1928 bates 1963 and
were active along red butte creek and some of
its tributaries
tributa ries for 54 years thereafter numerous
marshy areas between elevations of 1645 m
5400 ft and 2133 m 7000 ft were created by
the impoundment of water due to their dam
building activities to prevent the beaver populations from becoming undesirably large the
utah division of wildlife resources in 1971
undertook management of the populations in
december 1981 a recommendation was made
based on an analysis of the water supply to fort
douglas from red butte canyon that all beaver
be eliminated from the canyon because their
feces could contaminate the water with the parasite giardia
clardia lamblia accordingly in 1982 the
colonel in command of fort douglas applied for
and received from the utah division of wildlife
resources a permit to remove the beaver from
the canyon subsequently all beaver were harvested
bates 1963 studied the impact of beaver on
stream flow in red butte canyon the vegetative cover was affected for approximately 91 m
298 ft on either side of the portion of the
stream in which the beaver were active and
sediment deposited behind the beaver dams in
06
the canyon varied from og
0.6
2.4
06 to 24
24 m 2 to 8 ft in
depth he also noted that the small alluvial
plains formed by the sediment made it apparent
that during periods of high runoff and perhaps
during normal flow the dams allowed the retention of quantities of suspended materials scheffer 1938 in a report on beaver as upstream
engineers ascertained that two beaver dams
m3
ft3 of silt it is not
retained 4468 ma
m 157786 ftc
known whether an actual count of the number
of beaver dams in red butte canyon was ever
made but the environmental change effected
by their ultimate displacement during the 1983
flooding of what had to have been enormous
quantities of sediment has been significant the
removal of all inactive beaver dams has inevitably led to the elimination of or significant reduction in the density of some 55 species of typically
wetland plants from once marshy areas within
red butte canyon for example in 1990 it was
noted that in an area which once supported a
cattails
cat tails
nearly pure stand of closely spaced coattails
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lati
0.25
oba covering approximately 025
oha
typha iati
025
latifolia
latifoha
latif
foila
folia
hectare 062
0.62
062 acre only a few scattered clumps
remained according to forest service personnel these losses would not have been as severe
had the beaver dams been active during flooding species in the following genera are among
those undoubtedly affected eleocharis scirCatabrosa deschampsia
pus juncus agrostis catabrosa
Cly cenna
cenia
polypogon
glyceria
gly
ceria poa Poly
pogon equisetum angelica
betula cicuta heracleum rudbeckia solibarbarea cardamine nasturtium
dago

comus trifolium mentha
rorippa lonicera cornus
nepeta lemna epilobium habenaria polerumex aconitum
nmonium polygonum
ranunculus geum ribes salix mimulus
veronica and urtica
the US forest service salt lake ranger
district requested the utah division of wildlife resources to reintroduce the beaver during
the summer of 1991 at the time of this publication beaver had not yet been reintroduced it
hoped that with time the plant diversity typically associated with beaver dams will be reestablished
GRASS
GRASSFORB
FORB COMMUNITY according to
stoddart 1941 the grasslands of northern
utah form the southernmost extension of the
palouse prairie of the two communities into
jalouse
jalouse prairie is divided only that
which the palouse
wheat grass elymus
dominated by bluebunch wheatgrass
spicatus
spicatus originally known as agropyron
spicatum occurs in red butte canyon relatspicatum
ively large open areas inhabited by grasses and
forbs with an occasional big sagebrush artemisia tri dentata squawbush rhus trilobata and
bitter brush purshia dentata
bitterbrush
tridentate are found
tridentata
tri
chiefly below the 1829 m 6000 ft contour
kleiner and harper 1966 although smaller
grass forb associations also occur in forest clearings at higher elevations some of the more
commonly occurring species within the grass
forb community at lower elevations are
is

achillea milli
inillifolium
millifolium
folium
allium acuminatum
album
ambrosia psilostachya
holbolliiii
arabis holboelhi
holboll
aristida purpur
ea
purpurean
purpurea
A longiseta
ludo viciana
artemisia ludoviciana
astragalus utahensis
aster adscendent
adscendens
balsamorrhiza
balsanwrhiza macro
balsamorhiza
nwcrophylla
macrophylla
phylla
balsamorrhiza
balsanwrhiza
balsamorhiza sagittate
ta
sagzttata
sagittata
sagitta
tec torum
bromus tectorum
tectorium
cirsium undulatum
collomia lilinearis
nearis
umbel lata
umbellate
comandra umbellata

milfoil yarrow
taper tip onion
tapertip
western ragweed
Holboell
holboell rockcress
rock cress

purple threeawn
three awn
louisiana wormwood
milk vetch
utah milkvetch
everywhere aster
cutleaf balsamroot
arrowleaf balsamroot
cheatgrass
cheatgrass
gray thistle
collomia
eol
coi
lornia
narrowleaf
narrow leaf col
bastard toadflax
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crepis acu
acuminata
acuminate
minata
cymopterus longines
lon gipes
longipes

elymus trachycaulus
trachy caulus
agropyron caninus
caninum
caninum
epilobium brachycarpum
E paniculatum
pamculatum
engeron
divergens
erigeron div
divergent
ergens
gutierrezba
gutierrezia
gutierrez
Gutier rezia
cutierrezia
saroth rae
Cutierrez
ia sarothrae
hedysarum boreale
Helio
heliomeris
helwmens
menis
meris multi
multiflora
flora
mena
Vigwena
wera
viguiera
vigwera
ra multiflora
multiflora
vignera
Viguie
lomatium triternatum
triternatum
tntematum
lupinus argenteous
argen teus
argenteus
Micro steris
microsteris
microstens
stens
stefis gracilis
phacelia lilinearis
lineaus
lineans
nearis
phlox longifolia
longi folia
poa secunda P sandberg
ii
stipa comata
camata
wyethia amplexicaulis

hawk sbeard
mountain hawksbeard
long stalk spring parsley

slender wheat
wheatgrass
grass
autumn willowherb
willow herb
spreading daisy
broom snakeweed
northern sweetvetch
showy goldeneye
ternate lomatium
silvery lupine
little polecat
tbreadleaf scorpionweed
threadleaf
longleaf phlox
sandberg bluegrass

needle and thread
mulesears
mu lesears

OAK MAPLE
OAKMAPLE

COMM
COMMUNITY
gambel oak
UNITY
eill is the dominant type of vegeili
ehi
gambelin
gamb elii
gambelii
gambehi

quercus
etation throughout the altitudinal range of the
canyon it forms what appear to be randomly
spaced clones throughout much of the area in
accordance with the moisture regimen the
clones may range from thickets 03
0.3
03 m 1I ft or
less in height in dry upland sites to stands of
stately well spaced trees in lowland areas both
walls of the canyon support often nearly
impenetrable oak in association with big
tooth
bigtooth
maple acer grandidentatum the latter grow1

ing chiefly in drainageways
drainageways few species thrive
as understory with dense oak cover the most
common are galium acarine
aparine catchweed bedstraw and mahonia repens
rapens oregon grape
others appearing seasonally under oak are
erythronium grandiflorum
um dogtooth violet
grandiflor
claytonia lanceolata
lance olata lanceleaf
lanceolate
lanc eleaf spring beauty
hydrophyllum capitatum baldhead
ball head waterleaf
ballhead
waterleaf
and H occidentale western waterleaf among
plants commonly fringing oak clones are
agosens
Ago
agoseris
glanca
serls glauca
seris
apocynum androsaemifolium
arabis glabra
gladra
bromus can
natus
cannatus
carinatus
caff
carf
cinnatus
cari
comandra umbellata
umbellata
umbellate
delphinium nuttallianum
nuttallia num
descuraima pinnate
descurainia
pinnata
eriogonum heracleoides
heracleo ides
E racemosum

geranium viscosissimum
Helian
helianthella
thella unij7ora
unifloral
uniflora
uniflora
Helio
Heli
heliomeris
heii omens
heliomens
menis multi
multiflora
meris
flora
wera
Vig
multij7ora
ra multi
viguiera
vigwera
vignera
Viguie
flona
wefa
mefa
multiflora
flora
hydrophyllum spp
app
joelena
Ko
elenia
eleria macrantha
koelena
koeleria
K cn
stata
cnstata
cri
crl
cristana
cristata
Leuco
kingii
leucopoa
poa kingbi
hesperochloa kingu
kongu
lomatium dissect
dissectum
um
machaeranthera canescens
cens
canes
canescent

mountain dandelion
spreading dogbane
tower mustard
mountain brome
bastard toadflax
nelson larkspur
blue tansy mustard
whorled buckwheat
redroot buckwheat
sticky geranium
one headed sunflower
hairy goldeneye
waterleaf

junegrass
Jun egrass
spike fescue
giant lomatium
hoary aster

mertensia brevistyla
brevi styla
Micro
Mic
senis
microseris
microsens
seris nutans
serls
rosens
hutans
phacelia heterophylly
hetero phylla
heterophylla
poa poafendleriana
fendle nana
fendlenana
P pra
tensis
pratensis
senecio mtegemmus
integeryimus
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wasatch bluebell
nodding scorzonella
scor zonella
vancleaf
varileaf
vanleaf
varl
vari
leaf scorpionweed
mutton grass
muttongrass
kentucky bluegrass
columbia groundsel

mountain mahogany cercocarpus
Cerco carpus ledifo
ledino
lius occurs as individuals and as scattered
most ly small populations often in association
mostly
with oak sagebrush or other mountain shrubs
generally on northwest facing sparsely vegetated slopes it can be seen from the main road
through the canyon as small trees aagainst
ainest the sky
9 ainst
along the exposed rocky south rim
nm of the
canyon especially toward its western end As

low shrubs it occurs sporadically chiefly on
exposed dry sites above 1980 m 6500 ft
big sagebrush artemisia tridentata
tridentate
tri
dentata occurs
sporadically in drier sites throughout the
canyon s altitudinal range low sagebrush
artemisia arbuscula occurs as relatively pure
stands at about 2133 rn
m 7000 ft along the
southeast rim of the canyon
coniferous COMMUNITY douglas fir
pseudotsuga menziesia
nwnziesii
menziesii
sil white fir abies consii
menzie
color and aspen populus tremul
oides domitremuloides
nate this community either in pure or in mixed
stands growing chiefly on north to northeast
and northwest facing slopes the aspen reach as
low as 1706 m 5600 ft and the firs occur mostly
above 1828 rn 6000 ft achlorophyllous
corallorhiza spp
app coralroot orchid are among
the few plants able to flourish in the shade of
dense stands of mixed conifers many small
trees shrubs forbs and grasses thrive in less
dense stands or in openings between stands of
trees in this community among them are
acer glabrum
flabrum
amelanchier alnifolia
aimfolia
alm
almfolia
aqwlegia coerulea
aquilegia
coe rulea
arnica spp
app
castilleja spp
app
ceanothus velutinus
elymus glaucus
engeron
erigeron specio
specwsus
sus
speciosus
galium spp
app
hordeum brachyantherum
lathyrus pauciflorous
pauciflorus
physocarpus malvaceous
malva ceus
malvaceus
poa nervose
nervosa
prunus irginiana
irgin iana
fana
virgtmana
ribes
rib viscosissimum
viscosisstmum
rubus parviflora
parvrflora
parviflora
sambucus spp
app
sorbus sco
scopulina
pulina
symphoricarpos oreophilus
ore ophilus
thalictrumfenclleri
thahctruinfendlen

rocky mountain maple
saskatoon serviceberry
colorado columbine
arnica
indian paint brush
mountain lilac
blue wildrye
a41drye
showy fleabane
bedstraw
meadow barley
utah sweetpea
sweet pea
mallow ninebark
wheeler bluegrass
chokecherry
sticky currant
thimbleberry
elderberry
american mountain ash
mountain snowberry
fendler meadowrue
rue
meadow
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only two spe- least six of them would not ordinarily occur
the
canyon
of
limits
elevational
the
within
to
said
canyon
are
occurring in red butte
cies occurnng
poly
eleT
pogon
poi
ogon
polypogon
leri wats
water pol
whee
semivertictllata
wheeley
agrostis semivetticillata
be endemic to utah angelica wheeley
geneck
gereck
fiddleneck
leneck
bidd
fidd
rough fid
llata
tessellata
tessellate
tesse
amsinckw
amsinckia
wheeler
45
1944
mathias and constance
small leaved angelica
angelica
pinnata
pinnate
arenatloides D C
geron
erigeron
angelica and ETi
gefon arenarioides
tasselflower
tassel flower
gran diflora
brickellia
bnckellia
Bric kellia grandiflora
wheeleri
whee leri castilleja angustifolia
indian paintbrush
eat gray rock fleabane angelica wheelere
flodman thistle
cirsiumflodmami
has however been collected close to both the cirsiumflodmanii
cryptantb
crypt anth
yellow eye cryptanth
cryptanthaflavoculata
with
utah
boundaries
nevada
the
idaho and
tufted hair
hairgrass
grass
fairgrass
caespitosa
deschampsia
is
albee et al 1988 erigeron arenarioides
smooth fleabane
glabellum
glabellus
glabellus
engeron
erigeron
thoele weber
cushion buckwheat
known from salt lake utah tooele
eriogonum ovalifolium
ground smoke
branchy groundsmoke
gayophytum ramosissimum
cayophytum
and box elder counties albee et al 1988
bicknell cranesbill
cranes bill
ili
lii
bicknellii
bicknelln
ln
geranium
bicknel
cronquist 1947
manna grass
amerlean mannagrass
american
grandis
glyceria
in red
PLANTS introduced TO UTAH
mennens
me
arten
mertens
rten s rush
mertens
tanus
mertensianus
ianus
juncus
uns
either
zertensianus
to
utah
introduced
sweet pea
canyon
can
plants
on
rydberg sweetpea
butte
L
athy s brachycalyx
lathyrus
whitestem
whitestern
nhit estern blazing star
albi caulis
from other portions of the united states or from mentzelia albicaulis
alkali bulrush
timus
manitimus
mar
mantimus
another country are largely restricted to road- scirpus maritimus
long stalked starwort
lon
longipes
longines
stellario
stellaria
gipes
or
side and trailside sites and to open grassy
edible valerian
edulis
adulis
valeriana
rocky slopes below 1829 m 6000 ft some of
by
reported
were
species
following
this
the
in
plants
the more commonly occurring
stated below
reasons
the
for
1971
but
arnow
category are
no longer be considered part of the flora of
can
alyssum
alyss oides
alyssum alyssoides
the canyon
mouse ear cress
allana
arabidopsis thaliana
PLANTS ENDEMIC TO UTAH

bnziformis
bromus briziformis
B brizaeformis
bnzaeformis
B japo
nicus
japomcus
japonicus
B tectorium
tectorum
tectorum
bursa pastons
capsella bunsa
pastoris
kastoris
le
maie
officmale
offic male
cynoglossum officinale
officina
erata
glomerata
glomerate
dactylis glom
verna
draba vema
dema
defna
derna
num
cicuta nom
erodium cicutarium
cicutanum
hom
grindelia squarrosa
squarrose
squar rosa
umbella tum
holosteum umbellatum
tona
tofia
torla
toria
isatis tinctorial
tinctoria
tinctona
tinc
rriola
berriola
serriola
sernola
lactuca se
perfohatum
lepidium perfoliatum
dalmatica
linaria
linene dalmatica
arvense
lithospermum armense
neglecta
neglecta
malva
maida neglects
malca
malua
Melzlotus
meiz
iotus alba
melilotus
lis
M officina
officinalis

poa bulbosa
balbosa

ranunculus testiculatus
sisymbnum altissimum
sisymbrium
le
maie
officinale
offic male
taraxacum officmale
officina
arvense
aruense
thlaspi arvenie
dubius
tragopogon dubics
aquatica
veronica anagallis aquatical

rattlesnake chess
japanese or meadow chess
cheat
grass
cheatgrass
shepherds
shepherds purse
hound s tongue
orchard grass
spring draba
al
storks bill or alfileria
storksbill
filena
gurn
weed
gumweed
curlycup
curlycue
curly
cupo eurn
eup
curlycu
jagged chickweed
dyer s woad
prickly lettuce
peppergrass
palmation
Dal mation toadflax
dalmation
eom
corn
com
cob gromwell
cheeses
sweet clover
white sweetclover
sweet clover
yellow sweetclover
bulbous bluegrass
bur buttercup
jim hill mustard
common dandelion
pennycress
goatsbeard
water speedwell

tinctorial
tinc toria and linaria
the incidence of isatis tinctoria

dalmatica
dal
matica increased greatly between 1970 and
1990

the following spereported from red butte canyon by

FLORISTIC DIVERSITY

cies were

cottam and evans 1945 and by bates 1963
not only is the presence of these plants unverified by herbarium specimens see albee et al
1988 which is based on specimens in the herbaria of brigham young university utah state
university and the university of utah but at

pu berula nutt
arabis puberula
rockcress
puberulent rockcress

bulbosa L oakes
so balbosa
calypso
cai
cal
mp
i slipper orchid
fairy

cata L
carex muri
murl
muncata
muricata
suricata

as C

collection identified by
R C rollins as an anomlemmonii
nil wats
lemmomi
lemmonii
alous A leimomi
the correction too late for
the 1971 publication
1971 report based on a
basal leaf no subsequent
evidence of its presence
available
A misidentification

angustior mack

species names now submerged with those of
other species present in the canyon also
included in section on nomenclatural changes
carpa A nels
carpe
divancarpa
divaricarpa
divari
didari
diden
didan
arabis divan
bornem
holboellii hornem
A holboelln
commutatus schrad
bromus commutates
thumb
B japo
nicus thunb
japomcus
japonicus
glyceria elata nash
striana
G stnata
striata
M E jones C
lam hitchc
redb
juncus tracyi
tracei rydb
wickst
ensifolius
folius wikst
1 ensi
taraxacum laevigatum
DC T
tofficinale
officina le
willd
officinale
wiuddc
wiggers

dock
nock
rockcress
rockeress
cress
eress
Holboell rock
holboell

japanese or meadow chess
fowl mannagrass
manna grass

leaf rush
swordleaf
sword
common dandelion

thus the 511 species representing

73 fami-

lies reported from red butte canyon by arnow
1971 can now be placed at 484 species 390
indigenous and 94 introduced known to have

of the herbaria
ofkaye thome and leila shultz curators oftbeherbaria
with the assistance ofkayethome

universe
versi ties respectively a herbarium check
uni
universities
at brigham young and utah state universi
exist for those
was made to be certain that no red butte canyon specimens
with
vith an asterisk that according to albee et al 1988 are not in
e ele
sper
eie marked mith
cle
spei
species
ste
nee
rec
ree
d butte canyon or its vicinity
led
iel
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been present in the canyon at one time or
another only two populations present in 1971
are definitely known to have been eliminated
lactuca blennis biennial wild lettuce which
was introduced into utah from the north about
1967 but did not survive and Solic
iago
lago
solidago
occident alis western goldenrod
occidentalist
occidentalis
a single
streamside population at the mouth of the
canyon taken out by the 1983 84 flooding
according to albee et al 1988 the 390
indigenous species reported from red butte
canyon arnow 1971 also occur in at least one
other canyon to the south arnow et al 1980
and albee et al 1988 indicate that roughly 130
native plants not found in red butte canyon
have been collected between an elevation of
1828 and 2438 m 6000 and 8000 ft in canyons
having a greater altitudinal range in southern
salt lake county this figure indicates that the
floristic diversity in red butte canyon while
greater than that in heavily disturbed emigration canyon cottam and evans 1945 is less
than that in canyons farther south
nomenclatural changes since amow
arnow
abow 1971
are listed in the appendix
PLANT ECOLOGY

vegetation distribution

number of
studies have focused on describing the vegetation distribution within red butte gan
ganyon
canyon
can
yon
kielner
kleiner
weiner
kelner and harper 1966 swanson kleiner
keiner
and harper 1966 kleiner 1967 there is a
strong xeric to mesic elevation gradient with
lower portions of the canyon dominated by a
spring active grassland community and the
A

lil
lii

111
III

upper portions of the canyon typically consisting
of summer active scrub oak aspen and coniferous forest communities fig 10 composition
within each of these communities is not constant but instead species vary in their importance within a community type as orientation
and elevation change these elevation gradients
represent a continuum of moisture availability
with high temperatures and low precipitation
amounts at lower elevations making conditions
more xeric while slope orientations less southerly in exposure become progressively more
mesic within an elevation band soil type fig
5 and depth also play a major role in affecting
plant distribution by providing variation in the
water holding capacity of the substrate the distribution
trib
ution of the scrub oak community to the
highest elevations within the canyon is most
likely related to soil conditions since at high
elevations scrub oak persists on south east
and west facing slopes that would normally be
expected to be dominated by aspen if it were not
for the very shallow rocky soils that typify these
elevations within red butte canyon
red butte canyon has been largely protected from grazing since its acquisition by the
US army almost a century ago the consequence of this lack of grazing pressure at lower
I
elevations
is a recovery to near pristine levels
and this is clearly reflected in the early community analyses
abalyses of evans 1936 and cottam and
analy
evans 1945 within the scrub oak and grassland communities of red butte canyon and
adjacent emigration canyon a canyon annually
exposed to sheep grazing there are large differences in plant density fig 11 emigration
canyon was originally described by early pioneers as having a dense vegetation at lower
e levations
evat
ovations
lons however grazing not only
ions
evations
on ly reduced
that cover but also increased the fraction of the
plant cover occupied by ruderal weedy species
cottam and evans 1945 while plant density
in red butte canyon may be greater and weedy
species composition lower as a result of reduced
disturbance and grazing the canyon is not free
of these weedy components and historical
effects as noted in early sections dam const
struction during the 1920s and other U
USS army
activities within the lower portions of red butte
canyon have resulted in sufficient disturbance
that many ruderal weedy species such as
grindelia
gtindelia
ghin
crindelia
Crin delia squarrose
squar rosa curly gumweed lactuca
squarrosa
se Tiola
ser
rriola prickly lettuce and polygonum avi
sef
culare
celare knotweed are now common
1
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samuelson 1950 conducted an analysis
similar to that of cottam and evans 1945 on
the algal components of the streams in red
butte and emigration canyons he observed
that as a result of livestock grazing and human
settlement sediment load and turbidity were
much greater in emigration than in red butte
creek the consequence of this stream quality
difference was the dominance by algal genera in
emigration creek that are turbidity tolerant
phormidium conoscillatoria and phonnidium
such as oscillatotia
versely
ver sely in the clear waters of red butte creek
filamentous algae primarily nostoc were most
common overall algal densities were three
times greater in red butte creek owing to the
greater light penetration into that stream at the
same time whitney 1951 compared the distributions of aquatic insects in the two streams
he found that densities of aquatic insects were
greater in red butte creek of those insects
persisting in emigration creek there was a
preponderance of species characterized by gills
protected from silt which would better allow
them to tolerate the more turbid conditions in
emigration creek
plant activity is governed by
PHENOLOGY
two parameters temperature and soil moisture
availability cold winter temperatures limit
growth activity between november and march
caldwell 1985 comstock and ehleringer
1992 while a limited number of species such
as the early spring ephemeral ranunculus tes
ticulatus bur buttercup may begin activity
during warm periods in february most annuals
do not begin growth until the warm periods
snowstorms
storms in early march at lower
between snow
elevations a number of herbaceous perennials
cutleaf
uwcrophylla
macrophylla cutleaf
balsamorhiza macrophylla
such as balsamorrhiza
balsamroot may begin to leaf out during march
but most woody perennials do not leaf out until
mid to late april the annuals and most herbaceous species at lower elevations have completed growth and reproduction by mid june
and then remain dormant until the following
iggi1 in conmedley et al 1991
199
autumn or spring S smedley
trast woody species at lower elevations remain
active from april through october although the
vast majority ofthe growth will occur during the
spring donovan and ehleringer 1991 at
higher elevations vegetative and reproductive
growth are delayed until late may or june by
cold temperatures plants at the higher elevations will remain active throughout the summer
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A comparison of the plant cover in open grass-

land communities of different elevations in red butte and
emigration canyons adapted from cottam and evans
1945

even though there may be little summer precipitation dina 1970 dina and klikoff 1973
adaptation in the nonforested portions
of the intermountain west plant growth is
largely restricted to spring and early summer
duding
during winter and
duringwinter
periods by cold temperatures duning
limited water availability during the summer
caldwell 1985 dobrowolski caldwell and
richards 1990 comstock and ehleringer 1992
A number of recent reviews have addressed
adaptation characteristics of plants growing in
these environments caldwell 1985 delucia
and schlesinger 1990 smith and knapp 1990
smith and nowak 1990 for the most part
plants within red butte canyon are exposed to
a hot dry environment with little relief from
developing water stress during the summer
months the only clear exception to this pattern
is the series of plants within the riparian communities along the canyon bottom to gain a
better understanding of this occurrence many
of the recent ecological researchers within the
red butte canyon RNA have focused on mechanisms by which plant species have adapted to
limited water availability
eco
physiological studies was
among the first ecophysiological
that by dina 1970 who examined water stress
levels of the dominant tree species in the lower
portions of the canyon acer grandidentatum
elder
boxelder
bigtooth maple acer negundo box
bigtooth
thi dentata big sagebrush purshia
tri
artemisia trn
elii
gambelli
gambelii
gambeeli
gamberi
brush and quercus gambehi
bitterbrush
tri dentata bitter
gambel oak dina 1970 observed that

19921
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fig

12

may
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the

mean water use efficiency values for
grasses and forbs within the grassland community of red
butte canyon during main period of the growing season
water use efficiencies were calculated from carbon isotope
discrimination values from smedley et al 1991 and the
vapor pressure data in figure 8

midday leaf water potentials of 30 to 65 bars
develop in perennials occupying slope sites
during late summer whereas water potentials of
adjacent riparian tree species are maintained
between 20 and 30 bars during the same
periods water potentials in the range of 10 to
15 bars cause many crop species to wilt and
close their stomata reducing transpiration
al
transpirational
water loss tolerance of water stress levels as low
as 40 to 60 bars is thought to occur in only
the most drought adapted fridland
aridland species
these late summer water potential values on
slope species are sufficiently low to close stomata and reduce photosynthesis to near zero
values in dinas
dinas 1970 study photosynthetic
rates of riparian species decreased by 50 80
from nonstress values but riparian trees were
able to maintain positive net photosynthetic
rates throughout the summer more recently
dawson and ehleringer 1992 and donovan
and ehleringer 1991 conducted related studies and again observed that photosynthetic
carbon gain of slope species is largely limited to
spring and early summer whereas riparian species are able to maintain photosynthetic rates
throughout the year albeit that photosynthetic
rates are lower in summer than in spring
two common responses to limited water

113

availability are avoidance and tolerance avoidance of water stress is accomplished by completion of growth and reproductive activities before

the onset of the summer drought whereas tolerance is associated with the evolution of features
that allow plants to persist through the drought
briod
period
p eriod
several interesting studies have been conducted in red butte canyon that shed light onto
the nature of a plant s ability to tolerate water
stress and persist through time treshow and
harper 1974 examined longevity of herbaceous perennials in grass mountain brush
aspen and conifer communities throughout the
canyonn they observed that life expectancies of
cany
eany
dominant herbaceous perennial species such as
astragalus utahensis utah milk
milkvetch
vetch balsa
morhiza
nwrhiza macrophylla
mortiza
macrophylla cutleaf
nwcrophylla
cutleaf balsamroot
hedysarum boreale northern sweetvetch
sweet vetch and
wyethia amplexicaul
amplexicaulis
is mulesears are relatively short 3 20 years when compared to the
longer lived 65 years grass species such as
agropyron spicatum
spicatum bluebunch wheatgrass
wheat grass
and stipa comata
camata needle and thread the
inability to persist through successive drought
years may be one of the reasons that dicotyledonous species have shorter life expectancies
than monocotyledonous species related to this
smedley et al 1991 examined the water use
efficiency of these and other herbaceous grassland species water use efficiency the ratio of
photosynthesis to transpiration serves as a measure of how much photosynthetic carbon gain
occurs per unit water loss from the leaf dicot
herbaceous perennials had consistently lower
water use efficiencies than their monocot counter
terparts
parts fig 12 the differences in intrinsic
water use efficiency within this life form may
be
maybe
a major contributing factor to the shorter life
expectancy in dicot herbaceous species consistent with this pattern smedley et al 1991
observed that water use efficiency of annual
species is significantly lower than that of perennial spec
es in grasslands along the lower porspee
species
tions of tthe
he canyon they also observed that
al s which persist longer into the summer
perennials
peranni
perenni
drought period have higher water use efficiencies than those species that became dormant in
late spring during 1988 90 precipitation was
unusually low the effects of the three year
drought are now seen in gambel oak and
bigtooth maple at their lower distribution limits
especially on shallow soils where stem dieback
has become prevalent
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longines
longipes
ctjmopterus gipes
fig 13 I leight of cynwpterus
at 1986
werk et al
aeter work
ahter
after
aftel
1

examined leaf level
1988
ehleringer
adaptations of plants along the entire elevational
transect within red butte canyon this study
focused on determining patterns of leaf angle
and leaf absorptance variation among species
within communities exposed to different degrees
of drought stress increased leaf angle and
decreased leaf absorptance reduce the solar
energy incident on leaves and are viewed as
mechanisms for both reducing leaf energy loads
reducing leaf temperature and increasing
water use efficiency along a transect from
grassland through coniferous forest very few
plant species exhibit any significant changes in
leaf absorptance however leaf angles among
species become progressively steeper in drier
habitats this pattern is consistent with the
notion that as plants are exposed to progressively drier environments the general adaptive
response of species within the community is to
increase leaf angle thereby reducing incident
solar radiation levels
in the grasslands on the lower portions of
red butte canyon is a most unusual plant spelongipes long stalk spring
longines
cynwptents longipes
cies cymopterus
parsley sometimes known as the elevator
lon gipes is a prostrate herbaceous
longipes
plant C longines
pseudoscope
pseudo scape a
perennial with an elongating pseudoscape
scape is a leafless flowering stalk arising from
pseudoscope
pseudo scape is an elongation
ground level the pseudoscape
of the leaf bearing stem in the region between
other
the roots and existing leaves
pseudoscope
pseudo scape
cynwpterus species also have a pseudoscape
cymopterus
but in none of the other species is it as well
longines
lonpipes
ion gipes
lon
pipes in spring solar
developed as in C longipes
heating of the ground surface increases soil and
leaf temperatures and can result in moderately
C these tem
warm leaf temperatures 30 35 Q

peratures
peratures are substantially higher than the optimum photosynthetic temperature for the elevator plant and result in both a decreased
photosynthetic rate and a decreased water use
efficiency werk et al 1986 to increase both
the rate of photosynthetic carbon gain and
pseudo scape elongates
pseudoscape
water use efficiency the pseudoscope
as spring temperatures progressively increase
fig 13 the result is that what was once a
prostrate canopy is elevated above the warm soil
surface and now exposed to cooler air temperatures above the ground surface werk et al
1986 showed that the rate at which the
psuedoscape elongates is dependent on the rate
of soil surface heating plants from protected or
north facing sites elongate less than those from
exposed southerly sites
donovan and ehleringer 1991 examined
relationships between water use and the likelihood of establishment by common shrub and
tree species in the lower portions of red butte
canyon they observed that photosynthesis is
greater in seedlings than in adults throughout
most of the growing season but that water stress
and water use efficiency are lower in seedlings
seedling mortality in several of the species is
associated with higher water use efficiencies
suggesting that mortality selection occurs with
greater frequency in seedlings that are conservative in their water use before they have established sufficiently deep roots to survive the long
summer drought period
few studies have addressed ecophysiologi
cal aspects of riparian ecosystems in the intermountain west this is somewhat surprising
since riparian ecosystems are most often among
the first to be damaged by human related activities from outdoor recreation to water
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hydrogen isotope ratio of stem waters of three common streamside and adjacent
non streamside tree species
in parleys fork of red butte canyon as a function of the diameter at breast
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are also the hydrogen isotope ratios of the three possible water sources for these
plants local precipitation stream water
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streamside plants adapted
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impoundment to grazing red butte canyon as
one of the few remaining riparian systems in the
intermountain west not severely impacted by
human activities is ideal for studies of the adaptations of riparian plants and for comparative
studies of species sensitivities to human related
activities
in a recent study dawson and ehleringer
1992 examined water sources used by riparian
plants species in their study plants were segregated according to microhabitat
micro habitat and size
streamside versus non
nonstreamside
streamside and juvenile
versus adult based on diameter at breast
height their results were rather startling and
suggest that a new perspective is necessary
when evaluating riparian communities their
establishment potentials and their sensitivity to
disturbance dawson and ehleringer 1991
used hydrogen isotope analyses of stem waters
to determine the extent to which different categories of riparian trees utilize stream water
recent precipitation or groundwater hydrogen
isotopes are not fractionated by roots during
water uptake therefore the hydrogen isotope
ratios of stem water will reflect the water

sources currently used by that plant rain
ground waters and stream waters differ in their
groundwaters
hydrogen isotope ratios providing a signal difference that could be detected by stem water
analyses dawson and Ebl
ebi eringer 1991
ehi
ehleringer
observed that among mature tree species none
were directly using stream water fig 14 all
were using waters from a much greater depth
which had a hydrogen isotope ratio more negative than either stream water or precipitation
young streamside trees utilized stream water
but only when small young trees at nonstream
side locations utilized precipitation having
access to neither stream water nor deeper
groundwater one possible reason that streamside trees may not depend on stream water is
that this surface water source may occasionally
dry up during extreme drought years and
become unavailable to these trees another is
that stream channels occasionally change their
course and dependence on surface moisture
would then result in increased drought stress
and likely increased mortality rates the longterm stream discharge rates suggest that stream
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water may be less dependable than deeper
groundwater sources fig 6
many plants do not contain both male and
female reproductive structures in their flowers
but are present as either male or female plants
1980 noted that
19761980
dioecy freeman et al 1976
dioecy is a common feature of plants in the
they
intermountain west furthermore
observed that the two sexes are usually not randomly distributed across the landscape rather
there is a spatial segregation of the two sexes
such that females tend to predominate in less
stressful microsites
micro sites wetter shadier etc
whereas males occur with greater frequencies
on more stressful sites drier sunnier saltier
etc in red butte canyon freeman et al
1976 investigated spatial distributions of acer
thalic
elder a riparian tree and ohalic
boxelder
negundo box
rue a perennial
meadow
trumfendleri fendler meadowrue
herb in both species there was a strong spatial
segregation of the two sexes
dawson and ehleringer 1992 have followed up on the initial observations of spatial
boxelder
elder seeking
segregation in acer negundo box
to determine whether intrinsic physiological
differences among the sexes may contribute to
micro sites they
plant mortality in different microsites
observed that female trees have significantly
lower water use efficiencies than male trees on
both streamside where female predominate
locations where males preand nonstreamside
non
streamside
dominate male trees exhibit a higher water
use efficiency in dry sites than in streamside
locations but female trees exhibit no such
micro habitats the lack of a
response across microhabitats
change in water use efficiency by female trees
nonstreamside
on dry non
streamside locations may contribute
to an increased mortality rate which then
ultimately results in a male biased sex ratio at
these sites
MAMMALIAN FAUNA

fauna of red butte canyon
is remarkably diverse due in part to the altitudinal gradient and numerous small patches of
various plant communities indigenous to the
area A particularly rich small mammal fauna is
associated with the patches of riparian habitat
tributa ries prior
along red butte creek and its tributaries
run off of 1983 riparian habitats were
to the runoff
much more extensively developed than at present numerous marshy meadows existed in
association with large active beaver dams prior

the mammalian
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to 1982 the loss of active beaver dams in the
early 1980s has doubtless greatly reduced the
populations of small mammals that are
restricted to the mesic marshy habitats of the
canyon
nonetheless based on the altitudinal gradient and vegetational diversity of red butte
canyon a total of 51 species of mammals should
hypothetically occur there below is a list of the
39 species of mammals known to occur in red

butte canyon
insectivora

SORICIDAE

sorex palustns
palustris
pa lustris
sorex magrans
vagrans
sorex cinereus

VESPERTILIO NADAE
vespertilionidae
chiroptera vespertilionadae

eptesicusfuscus
fuscus
eptesicus pascus
lagomorpha LEPORIDAE
townsendia
sendi
town
lepus townsendi
lii
nuttallia
lagus nuttallii
Sylvi
sylvilagus
nuttal
RODENTIA

RODFNTIA
rodentia

GFOMYIDAE
GEOMYIDAE

RODENTIA

castoridae

talp oides
thomomys talpoides
bottai
thomomys bottae

castor canadensis

bassariscus astutus
botor
procyon lotor

mustelidae

mustela fredata
mustelafrenata
frenata
mustela erminea
mustela vison
tamas
taxidea taxus
tarns
taras
mephitis mephitis
CARNWORA
CARNIVORA

beaver
western harvest mouse
deer mouse
brush mouse
red backed vole
muskrat
heather vole
montane vole
long tailed vole
water vole

western jumping mouse
porcupine

CANIDAE

cams
latrano
canis latrans
procyonidae
CARNIVORA

CARNWORA
CARNIVORA

northern pocket gopher
botta pocket gopher

erethizontidae

dorsa tum
erethizon dorsatum
CARNIVORA

red squirrel
yellow bellied marmot
uinta ground squirrel
rock squirrel
least chipmunk
northern flying squirrel

ZAPODIDAE

zapus princeps
RODENTIA

jack rabbit
white tailed jackrabbit
nuttall cottontail

MURIDAE

alotis
meg
menalotis
reithrodontomys megalotis
maniculattis
peromyscus mantculatus
boy1ii
peromyscus bayhi
boyhi
gappen
clethrionomys gappert
clethnonomys
ondatra zibethicus
Phena comys intermedius
phenacomys
microtus montanus
longtcaudus
microtus longicaudus
richardsonb
richard soni
nchardsoni
arvicola richardsoni
RODENTIA

big brown bat

SCIURIDAE

hudso nicus
Tamia sciurus hudsonicus
tamiasciurus
venter
denter
marmota giaui
flaviventer
flavi
marmotaflaviventer
areatus
spermophilus armatus
spermophilus vanegatus
vane
variegatus
vanie gatus
vanle
varie
Eutamias minimus
eutamias
sabrinus
sabnnus
finus
rinus
sabinus
glaucomys sab

RODENTIA

water shrew
wandering shrew
masked shrew

coyote

ring tailed cat
racoon
long tailed weasel

ermine
mink
badger
striped skunk

FELIDAE

lynx rufus
felis concolor

artiodactyla CERVIDAE
germs
cerms canadensis
ceras
odocoileus hemionus
anus
amencanus
alces americ
americanos
americanus

bobcat
mountain lion
elk
mule deer
moose
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some of the larger species have been
observed only occasionally such as the bobcat
mountain lion and moose but others such as
the mule deer elk and coyote are observed
with
observeda4th
high frequency at some seasons A rather rich
rodent fauna inhabits the canyon with many of
the species preferentially occupying the moist
riparian communities of grasses forbs and
shrubs thus the red backed vole heather vole
montane vole long tailed vole water vole and
jumping mouse are virtually restricted to the
small mesic meadows along red butte creek
and its tributaries
tributa ries similarly the three species of
shrews in the canyon are distributed almost
exclusively
exclusivel
exclusivelyy in the riparian habitats
in some larger meadows such as along parleys fork and at porcupine gulch the microtine
rodents are distributed in a strongly zonal pattern lon
talled voles are found in the driest
long9 tailed
parts of the meadows montane voles in the
more mesic areas where grasses sedges and
forbs comprise a diverse community and water
voles in the immediate streamside area their

galliformes tetraonidae
dendragapus obscurus
obscures
bonasa umbellus
um bellus
galliformes phasianidae
lophortyx californicus
califor nicus
cahfomicus
phasianus colchicum
colchicus
Alec tons graeca
alectoris

strigiformes STRIGIDAE
otus
plam
flammeolus
flammeolus
otusflamnwolus
bubo virginianus
virginmanus
virgimanus
virgi
ianus
lanus
asio otus
CORACH
FORMES
coraciiformes

alcedinidae

Megaceryle alcyon
megaceryle

piciformes PICIDAE
colaptes
colantes cafer
sphyrapicus vanius
vanus
danius
varius
villosus
dendrocopus villo
villosis
sus
dendrocopus pubescent
pubes cens
pubescens
passeriformes CORVIDAE
lerf
steilen
stei
lefi
leri
cyanocitta stel
Aphelocoma coemlescens
aphelocoma
coerulescens
pica pica

passeriformes PARIDAE
parus atricapillus
atncapillus
parus gambelin
gambeli
psaltriparus minimus
psaltnparus
passeriformes SIMDAE
sitta canadensis
passeriformes certhiidae
certhiafamilians
certhiafamiliaris
passeriformes CINCLIDAE
cinclus nwxicanus
mexicanus
mexic anus
passeriformes TURDIDAE
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blue grouse
ruffed grouse
california quail
rin
ring necked pheasant
chn
ahn
ar
chukar

flammulated owl
great homed owl
long eared owl
belted kingfisher

red

shafter flicker
yellow bellied sapsucker
hairy woodpecker
downy woodpecker

steller s jay
scrub jay
magpie
black capped chickadee
mountain chickadee
common bushtit

red breasted nuthatch

burrows often entering the bank at the water s
brown creeper
edge red backed voles and heather voles are
typically found around the bases of willows in
dipper
the meadows as well as around the edges of
Myad estes townsendia
myadestes
town sendi
townsendi
Town sendss solitaire
townsend
conifers at higher elevations
passeriformes SYLVIIIAE
SYLVIIDAE
A few species are found only at higher elevaregulus satrapa
golden crowned kinglet
tions in association with pseudotsuga menziesia
nwnziesii
menziesii
sli passeriformes STURNIDAE
sii
menzie
sturnus vulgaris
starling
douglas fir and populus tremuloides
tremuloides aspen
passeriformes ICTERIDAE
icreridae
these include the red squirrel uinta ground
Stumella
sturnella
meila neglects
melia
neglecta
neglecta
western meadowlark
squirrel yellow bellied marmot and least chip- passeriformes fringillidae
munk the oak mountain mahogany zone
carpodacus nwxicanus
mexic anus
mexicanus
house finch
spinus pinus
pine siskin
seems to be the preferred habitat of the rock
junco ore
oreganus
ganus
oregon junco
squirrel and perhaps the ring tailed cat as well
several dissertations dealing with the ecology
in addition to the species that are permanent
and physiological adaptations of shrews microtine residents in red butte canyon the following
rodents and jumping mice have utilized study list of summer residents represents species that
probably also nest in the canyon
sites in red butte canyon forslund 1972

cranford 1977

AVIAN FAUNA

in his study of the birds of red butte
canyon perry 1973 found that 106 species

occurred in the area during his study of these
32 species are permanent residents and 44 are
summer residents the remainder 30 are
migrants or winter residents the permanent
resident birds include
acciprrridae
falconiformes accipitridae
accipiter gentilis
accipiter striatus
atus
salatus
stri
shlatus
accipiter cooperia
cooperi

goshawk
chinned hawk
sharp shinned
coopers
coopers hawk

anseriformes ANATIDAE
anas platyrhynchous
platyrhynchos
mallard duck
falconiformes aocipitridae
buteo jamaicensis
buteojanwicensis
red tailed hawk
aquila chrysaetos
golden eagle
falconiformes falconidae
falco sparvenus
sp
arvenus
sparrow hawk
sparvetius
charadriiformes scolopacidae
actipis
actitis maculana
ntacularia
mac
ulana
maculata
spotted sandpiper
columbiformes columbidae
zenaidura mac
nwcroura
macroura
roura
mourning dove
foura
apodiformes trochilidae
Archilochus alexandri
archilochus
alexan dn
black chinned
selasphorus platycercus

passeriformes

tyrannidae

empidonax oberholser
oberholsen
boiseni
bolsen

hummingbird
broad tailed
hummingbird

dusky flycatcher
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western flycatcher
einpidonax difficilis
empichnax
western wood peewee
sordi dulus
contopus
Contopus sordidulus
PASSE
passrkii
RIFORMEs
ormes hirundinidae
ORMFS
violet green swallow
thalassino
thalassina
nachy
rachycineta thalas&ina
tachycineta
tree swallow
iridoprocne bicolor
bank swallow
apana
riparial npana
riparia
riparial
ripana
riparia
collis
rough winged swallow
stelgidopteryx
nificolhs
ruficollis
nific olhs
stelidopterij yuri
ruri
rufi
barn swallow
hinindo rustica
petrochehdon
petrochelidon
ota
cliff swallow
pyrrhonota
Petro chelidon pyrrhon
TROCI odyl IDAF
troglodytidae
PASSE
passrkirormfs
HIFOR MEs troglodyridae
idae
house wren
troglodytes addon
rock wren
ohsoletus
obsoletes
salpinctcw
salpinctes obsoletus
TURDIDAF
ii m i S
PASSE RIFO
turdidae
rirorml
robin
turdus inigratorius
migratonus
migratonus
miara
hermit thrush
ichla guttata
hylocichla
hylocichia
guttula
guttala
Hilloc
hillocichla
swamson
swainson s thrush
ustulate
ust ulata
hylocichla ustulata
mountain bluebird
sialia currucoides
sylviidar
sylviidae
IDAE
IDAr
PASSI
FORM ESS SYLVI
PASSERI
ldar
ebl
ebi
riformr
blue gray gnatcatcher
carmlea
caendea
pohoptila caemlea
polioptila
RI FOR
MESS vireonidae
PASSI
ormr
armr
PASSE RII
vlrfonidaf
bli
bil
warbling vireo
gilvus
virco gilbus
vireo
PASSI
PASSeill
FOR MES
rirormrs

PARULIDAE
PARULIDAF

Vermivora celata
vermivora
vertnivora
Vennivora virgini ae
vcrimvora
vennivora
vehn
techia
dendroica petechia
pe
letechia
dendroica audubon i
tolomei
tolmiei
Opo
oporornis
oporomis
romis tolrmei
wilsonia ausilla
pusilla
ic ii IUDAF
passeriformes ICTERIDAE
bullickn
bullickii
icterus bullickii
motothni ater
Mol
molothrus
tliraupidap
timaupidae
PASSI
passeriformes
RIPORMFS
ludoviciana
viciana
piranga ludo
PASSE
passrpir
MEs fringillidae
ormes
ORMFS
111for
fhincillidaf
frincillidae
phcutzcus
pheuticus
melanocephalus
Ph
euticus melanoccphalus
passerina
palermo amoena
nil
cassi nii
carpodacus casimi
tristis
spinus aristis
tntis
chlorura
Chlo
rura
chio
rura
chlomara
chlomra
chlorura
rufa chlo
erythrothalmu
pipilo enjthrothalmus
pooecetes gramineus
ramineus
gra
graminous
gfa
ceps
junco caniceps
janiceps
cani
spizella pass
passerina
erinn
efina
erlna
Melo
meio piza melodia
melospiza

orange crowned warbler
virginias
virginias warbler
yellow warbler
audubon s warbler
MacGillivr ays warbler
macgilfivrays
macgillivrays
wilson s warbler
bullock s oriole
brown headed cowbird

western tanager
black headed grosbeak
lazuli bunting
cassin s finch
american goldfinch
green tailed towhee
rufous sided towhee
vesper sparrow
gray headed junco
chipping sparrow
song sparrow

ROLE OF RESEARCH NATURAL AREAS

federal land management agencies have
been developing a national system of research
natural areas since 1927 more than 400 areas

have received this designation nationally since
inception ofthe RNA program there have been
two primary purposes for research natural

areas
1

2

to preserve a representative array of all
significant natural ecosystems and their
inherent processes as baseline areas and
to obtain through scientific education and
research information about natural system
components inherent processes and comsons with representative manipulated
parisons
pari
systems
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research natural areas provide several spe-

advantages to the nation s scientific
community which are typically not otherwise
available these include potential use of an area
that has had minimal human interference and
long term exishas a reasonable assurance of longterm
tence and the potential association and interaction of scientists from different disciplines
leading to discoveries unlikely to occur without
such an association conducting research at
common locations is key to developing these
interactions research natural areas not only
assist in the progress of basic science but also
provide federal and state agencies with information upon which to base management decisions
the melding of ecosystem preservation and
research on basic ecological processes at
research natural areas provides numerous
valuable options to society the red butte
canyon RNA serves this purpose well although
initially affected by human activities during the
early settlement of the salt lake valley the
canyon was soon set aside by the federal government and has now had nearly a century to
recover though the loss of beaver represents a
significant impact to the ecology of the riparian
ecosystem other canyons in the wasatch
range have not received equivalent protection
As we move into the twenty first century
there will be increasing pressure to understand
the dynamics of ecological systems and man s
impact on ecological processes maintained as a
protected watershed the red butte canyon
RNA provides a unique opportunity for
addressing these important issues to human
society and to the preservation of our environment unprotected it is an invaluable resource
lost forever
cific
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APPENDIX

nomenclatural changes in the flora
1971 1990

of nomenclatural and
orthographic changes made since publication of
the vascular flora of red butte canyon salt

the following

is a list

amow 1971
lake county utah arnow

family

names of flowering plants are changed to accord
with those used by cronquist 1981 all other
name changes are contained in welsh et al
1987 unless otherwise specified
amaranthaceae

amaranthus graecizans of american authors not L
blitoides
blitoides wats

amaryllidaceae

A

LILIACEAE

douglasii
sii wats
brodiaea dougla

triteleia grandiflora
gran diflora lindl

anacardiaceae
toxicodendron rydbergii small
radicans
cans L
radi
rhus radicals
greene
berberidaceae
repens lindl G don
rapens lindl mahonia rapens
berberis repens
boraginaceae
cryptantha
eastw pays
Crypt antha humilis
antha nana easaw
cryptantha
Crypt
gray pays
H micrantha
mi
crantha
icae mcgregor brand
hackelia
Hac kelia jessimae
jessicae
jess
easaw
eastw J L gentry
galib L squarrosa
dumont
squar rosa retz dumorn
squarrose
echinata gilib
echinate
lappula echinata
weber 1987
CACTACEAE

opuntia aurea baxter misapplied to 0 macrorhiza
engelm
caryophyllaceae
vulgatum
fon tanum baumg
bauma
tum L C fontanum
cerastium vulga
pseudostellaria
Pseudo stellaria jamesiana
jamesiana
stellaria jamesiana
jamesiana torr
torr weber & hartman weber and hartman 1979

celastraceae
pachystima
pachistima
Pachistima

paxistima

chenopodiaceae

salsola kali L salsola iberica sennen & pau
compositae asteraceae
ascend ens lindl
ascendens
chilensis
sis nees A ascenders
aster chilen
watso nii gray
watsonii
haplopappus rydbergii blake H watsonia
L tatarica L C A
chella pursh DC
pulchella
lactuca pul
mey
Chamo inilla
matricaria matricarioides less porter chamomilla
suaveolens
suaveolent
suave olens pursh rydb
redb
solidago ne moralis ait S sparsiflora A gray
occidentalis
alis
euthamia occidentalist
occident
occidentalis
S occidentalist
occidentalis nutt T & G

nutt sieren 1981

taraxacum laevigatum willd
wiggers weber 1987

DC

T officina le
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ra multi
viguiera
figuiera
Viguie
multiflora
flora nutt blake

nutt

homens multi
Heromens
plona
plora
multiflora
nuiltiflora
flora

CORNACFAE
CORNACEAE

cornus
comus stolon
cornus sericea L
michx comus
stolonifera
ifera micha
cruciferae brassicaceae
arabis douan
dodan
divari
divan
divaricarpa
divancarpa
holboelhi homem
carpa A nels A holboellii
ronppa
isiandica oed borb
islan
islandtca
rotippa islandica
rorippa
barb R palustris
palustns
pa lustris L besser
R truncate
trun cata beps
truncata
jeps stuckey R tenerriffw
tenen
tener rima greene
tenerrima
cuscutaceae
cuscuta campe
stris yunck
campestns
C pent
campestris
pentagona
agona engelm
pentabona
cyperaceae
carex utriculata
utriculate
utnculata
utri culata boott C rostrata stokes
GRAMINEAE
POACEAE amow
arnow 1987
agropyron camnum
beauc elymus trachycaulus
caninum L beauv
cabinum
trachy caulus
Stun ners
link shinners
A dasystachyum hook scribn
elymus lanceolatus
tus
lanceola
gould
scribn & sm gouid
could
A intermedium host beauv
beauc elymus hispidus copiz
opiz
meld
A smithii
smithia rydb
smithn
smithia redb
smithn
redb elymus smithii
rydb gould
A spica
tum pursh scribn
spicatum
elymus spicatus
spicatus pursh
gould
agrostis alba L A stolon
stolonifera
ifera L
A semiverticillata
semiverticillate borsk
semiverticihata
forsk C ghrist
christ polypogon
Poly pogon semi
verticillatus
verticil latus borsk
forsk
forsi hylander
aristida longiseta
longiseta steud
staud A purpurean
ea nutt
purpurea
purpur
bromus brizaeformis
bnzaeformis fisch & mey B brizifonnis
bnziformis
B commutatus
commutates schrad B japo
nicus thunb
thumb
japomcus
japonicus
glyceria elata nash M E jones G stiqata
clycena
sanata
stnata lam
hitche
hitchc
hesperochloa kingii
kingbi wats redb
kingn
rydb
Leuco
kingii
poa kingbi
leucopoa
wats W A weber
joelena
Ko
elefia cri
eleria
koeleria
koelena
crl
stata pers K macrantha ledeb
cnstata
cristana
cristata
ledea schult
oryzopsis hymenoides R & S ricker
stipa
hymenoides
hyme
noides R & S
poa sandberg ii vasey P secunda presl amow
arnow 1981
Sitanion jubatum J G smith misapplied to elymus
sidamon
sitamon
sitanion
elymo ides raf swezey
elymoides
occidentalis
alfs
occidentale
alis thurb
occidentals
stipa occident
occi dentals
shurb S nelsonn
nelso nii
nil scribn

JUNCACEAE

balticus
balticus willd JJ arc
juncus baltitus
ticus willd
arcticus
wickst
tracyi
redb J ensifolius wikst
tracei rydb
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LAMIACEAE

moldavica
moldamca
Molda
moida
Mold
mca parvi
avica
parviflora
flora nutt britt
parviflorum nutt
parviflonim

dracocephalum

leguminosae FABACEAE
MORACEAE
cannabaceae
humulus lupulus L H americ
amencanus
anus nutt
americanos
americanus
onagraceae
epilobium
epilobtumpamculatumt
paniculatum T ag
&g
& G E brachycarpum presl
E matso
watso
watsonia
nil barbey E cihatum
nii
watsonii
watsomi
cifiatum raf
oenothera hooket
booken
hooken
booket T & G 0 elata H B K
zauchnetla garreton
zauchnena
tn A nels
tii
garrettn
latifolia hook
Z latifolia
garrettii
garret
greene
orobanchaceae
orobanche cali
cail
call
califfornica
omica cham & schlecht
0
corymbose
corymbosa
osa redb
rydb ferns
corymb
ferlis
ferris
polemoniaceae
ipomopsis aggregata
aggregate pursh V grant gilia aggregata
aggregate
pursh spreng
polypodiaceae as it occurs in red butte canyon is now
divided into the following families tryon and tryon
1982

dennstaedtiaceae of which the genus pteridium is a
member

dryopteridaceae which includes the genera cystopteris
and woodsia
cystoptens fragias
fragihs L bernh
cystopterisfragifis
berah is now known to include
two taxa Lelh
lellinger
leih
nger 1985 of which only C tenuis
micha deev
michx
desv occurs in red butte canyon
ranunculaceae
longiro stris godron R aquatilis
ranunculus longirostris
longirostns
aquatics
aquatihs
agua
aquatilis L
R testiculatus crantz ceratocephalus orthocems
ortho cems
orthoceras
orthocerus
cenus DC
cerus
weber 1987
salicaceae
saby rigida
sahy
salix
brigida
ngida muhl S lutea nutt
saxifragaceae
Litho
bulbifera rydb
phragma bulbifera
lithophragma
glabra nutt
redb L gladra
scrophulariaceae
castilleja leonardn
leonandii rydb
leonard
rhexifoha rydb
redb C rhexifolia
redb
tamaricaceae
tamanx
tamana
tanwrix pentandria
tandra pall T ramosissima ledeb
pentandra
pen
ledea
umbelliferae APIACEAE
cicuta douglasii
dougla
sii DC coult & rose C maculata
nw culata L
iff
nuttallia
lif
nuttallii
lii
hi gray macar
lomatium nuttalhi
macbr
nuttal
L kingbi
kingii
kingn wats
cronq
crona

great
ap
gleat basin naturalist 522 pp
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OF
MIGRATION
ON
WEATHER
AND
SEX
OF
influences
MULE DEER IN california
i
thomas E kucera

examined differences by sex and influences of weather on timing and patterns of migration of rocky
1984 87 deer initiated
during
california
nevada
sierra
eastern
the
hemionus
in
h
0docoileus
odocoileus
ochcoileus
incle
mule
inule
deer
mountain
all years and made extensive use of holding areas at
same
the
about
time
in
at
range
from
the
flom
winter
migration
spring
four years fall
intermediate elevations radio telemetered deer showed strong fidelity to summer ranges over as many as
a pulsed migration in which most
produced
october
storms
during
fall
of
migration
different
patterns
deduced
educed
weather produced
pi
without a storm fall migration was gradual
the
a
year
after
storm
soon
or
in
during
the
range
ted
to
winter
animals migrated
migia
fall migration by females did not vary
date
of
median
the
fall
of
the
migration
on
pattern
storms
of
influence
the
despite
howevei
over years however
vel among males it was later in a year without fall storms
ABSTRACT
ABSI KA
1

1I

hemionus
lonus sex differences weather radio telemetry california
ionus
key words migration mule deer odocoileus hern

seasonal migration is common among a wide
variety of vertebrates baker 1978 including
large terrestrial mammals mccullough 1985
fryxell and sinclair 1988 migration ultimately
contributes to individual reproductive success
baker 1978 proximally however migration is
related to the seasonal availability of resources
sinclair 1983 garrott et al 1987 migration is
a common phenomenon among mule deer
odocoileus hemionus in the mountainous
western united states and various studies have
described aspects of mule deer migration russell 1932 leopold et al 1951 gruell and papez
1963 mccullough 1964 bertram and rempel
1977 garrott et al 1987 loft et al 1989
however questions remain as to the influence
of proximate factors especially weather on the
timing of migration in addition because studies of mule deer involving radio telemetry rarely
have included males eg garrott et al 1987
loft et al 1989 little is known of differences
between the sexes in migration patterns
my objectives were 1 to describe the
timing and pattern of seasonal migration of
mule deer in the eastern sierra nevada california 2 to test the hypotheses that there were no
differences by sex or year in the timing and
pattern of migration and degree of summer
range site fidelity and 3 to relate observed
migration patterns to other aspects of the ecology of these animals
ment
management
offorstrywid
Foiest ryand resource Manag
forest
line lit ot foiestryand
0pai tine
apai

STUDY AREA

the sierra nevada is a massive granite block

tilted toward the west extending for 600 km in a
generally northwest southeast direction storer
and usinger 1968 the west side of the moun
tain range slopes gradually for 75 100 km from
the foothills near sea level to the crest at 3000
4500 in the eastern sierra nevada is more
narrow and steep than the west side with frekm
10km
quent elevational changes of 3000 in in 10
A population of 3000 6000 rocky mountain
mule deer odocoileus h hemionus winters at
the base of the eastern escarpment of the sierra
nevada in round valley inyo and mono counties california about 15 km west of the town of
bishop fig 1 an area of about 90 km of
round valley is used by mule deer as winter
range at elevations from about 1450 to 2100 in
pine creek forms the dividing line between
what is termed the sherwin grade SG deer
herd to the north and the buttermilk BBM herd
to the south these deer are hunted under
post hunt adult sex
bucks only regulations and posthunt
maies 100
males
loo females occurred
ratios of 7 12 males100
during this study california department of
fish and game bishop california
As winter storms from the pacific ocean rise
asa4nter
up the western slope of the sierra nevada they
deposit moisture leaving a much more arid rain
shadow on the east side precipitation in the

keley cahfornia94720
california 94720
berkeley
bel
alifoima Bei
univeihltyok
isity
brate
ate zoology uni
otvertebi
vertebrate
veitebrate
Veite
isitt of cdifornia
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1

nevada is

map of the study area showing the deer winter
minter range as the shaded area in round valley the crest of the sierra
from northwest to southeast with elevations m of selected peaks and major passes

145 cm at
area ranges from an annual mean of 14.5
145
the bishop airport at 1240 m to 406
40.6
406 cm at
2860 m in pine creek canyon vaughn 1983
national oceanic and atmospheric administration 1987 precipitation is strongly seasonal

with about 75 of the annual total occurring
between november and march summers are
hot with daytime temperatures in july often
37 C january is the coldest month with
an average temperature of 4 C and frequent
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telonics inc mesa arizona all deer were
.5 years of age I1 attempted to distribute cap25225
ture efforts throughout accessible areas to minimize biases in the marked sample 1I selected
females for telemetry to include all age classes
of adults however 1I selected males to receive
radio collars on the basis of large size and relatively old age 1I excluded smaller younger males
because of concerns arising from body growth
males do not approach maximal neck circumference until about 4 years of age anderson 1981
and this combined with seasonal neck swelling
during rut could result in injury caused by
radio telemetry collars older males have
achieved nearly maximum body growth I1
allowed for seasonal neck swelling by attaching
collars with a circumference
the expandable
non
nonexpendable
nonexpandable
20 25 larger than the animal s neck circumference after rut measured midway between
head and shoulders I1 noticed no serious problems resulting from the use of radio collars on
male deer in this study although after a year or
two some fur appeared to be rubbed off the
backs of the necks a similar situation occurred
with telemetered
tele metered females collars on the males
moved toward the head when the necks swelled
during rut and hung loosely at other times
while animals were on the winter range 1I
determined at least once per week and usually
METHODS
more often whether each radio marked animal
SG winter range by observing
fieldworkwas
fieldwork
was conducted from january 1984 was on the BM or
received
through may 1987 deer were captured on the the direction of transmitter signals
winter range january through march 1984 and from standard locations these data were supby additional radio locations and
ted
plemented
plemen
with
of
1985
a
variety
and
february
january
visual locations as observers moved through the
methods including clover traps clover 1956
baited with alfalfa drive nets using a helicopter winter ranges during spring and fall migrateleme
and remotely triggered drop nets net guns fired tions and during summer locations of deleme
tered deer were determined from a fixed wing
from a helicopter and tranquilizer darts also cered
were used to capture selected males deer cap- aircraft from a vehicle and from the ground
eaily during the spring locations were determined
call
cherni
chemically
tured in 1984 in clover traps were chernicall
several times per week until the animals crossed
xyla zine hydrochloimmobilized with rompon xylazine
ride the effects of which were reversed with the crest of the sierra due to the remoteness
of most summer ranges in roadless wilderness
yohimbine after handling jessup et al 1985
deer were captured also during may 1984 and areas frequency of locations of animals deter1985 with tranquilizer darts on a spring migra- mined from the air and the ground on the west
side of the sierra nevada was approximately
tion holding area bertram and rempel 1977
about 50 km north of the winter range this is twice per month of 42 deer that reached
an area where deer congregate for 2 6 weeks summer ranges I1 located 38 from the ground
twenty two deer were followed for more
before continuing to areas occupied during the
than one summer of these 10 45 1 male 9
summer
females were located in two consecutive sum1I fitted 8 males and 9 females from the BM
ranlye
range 7 males and 10 females from the mers 9 41 3 males 6 females in three conwinter randye
1 male 2
SG winter range and 10 females captured on secutive summers and 3 14
the spring holding area with radio collars females in four consecutive summers for

15 C potential evapo
nighttime lows of
evajo
668 cm or more than four times
668
transpiration is 66.8
the mean precipitation
vegetation on the winter range is typical of
the great basin desert and conforms to the
sagebrush belt of storer and usinger 1968
blackbrush
brush coleogyne
shrubs are dominant and black
rabbitbrush chrysothamnus
rabbitbrush
rarrwsissinw
ramosissima
annem
and
mdentata
isla tridentata
isia
Aftem
artemisia
edentata
trl
tri
dentata
app
spp big sagebrush antem
bitterbrush purshia tri
antelope bitterbrush
trldentata are
most common deer summer ranges are on
both sides of the sierra crest at elevations from
about 2200 to 3600 in kucera 1988 and
include the sagebrush jeffrey pine pinus
yed fir
murrayana red
jeffreyj
jeffreyi
yi lodgepole pine P murrayana
jeffre
magnified subalpine and alpine belts
abies magnifica
storer and usinger 1968
livestock use of deer winter range was light
consisting of 129 animal unit months of use by
cattle restricted to part of the SG range from
1I april to 15 october US department of the
interior 1990 use of deer summer areas by
livestock including horses cattle and sheep
varied from very heavy in more accessible locations on the east side of the mountain range to
none at higher elevations and more remote
areas
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these animals 1I expressed fidelity to summer through a major spring holding area located 1 8
range as the greatest linear map distance km
kin south of the town of mammoth lakes
between mean locations in consecutive sum- approximately 50 km north of the winter range
mers 1 I1 july 7 september during the fall these weekly surveys began 30 minutes before
locations of animals were monitored from the sunrise and direction of travel was alternated
east side of the sierra crest at least several times on consecutive surveys
per week and frequently daily 1I could thus
daily precipitation in the fall was measured
determine within several days and oftena4thin
often within at the US forest service USFS weather staone day when telemetered
tele metered deer from the west tion at the mammoth lakes ranger station
side of the crest crossed to the east side
inyo national forest mammoth lakes califor1I divided annual migration
into three peri- nia at an elevation of about 2400 in winter
ods 1 leaving winter range defined as ascend- snowfall totals were from the USFS weather
ing to an elevation 2100 m
in 2 crossing the station on mammoth mountain at about 2940 in
sierra nevada crest in spring and 3 crossing
the crest in fall the last two apply only to those
RESULTS
animals n
34 that summered west of the
crest because of logistic difficulties in locating
spring migration
animals on the west side of the crest 1I did not
from 1984 to 1986 the first radio marked
attempt to determine precisely when animals
deer
left the winter range during the first or
crossing the crest reached their summer ranges
second week of april in any year in the same
the steep eastern slope of the sierra nevada years the last radio marked deer left
during the
provided the opportunity to determine the pressecond
third and fourth weeks of may for
ence or absence of a radio marked animal on the
females the median departure date from the
east side with little error in situations in which
winter range was during the third second and
1I could not determine an exact date of
crossing
third weeks of april 1984 86 respectively for
1I estimated the date as the midpoint of the
males the median was during the second week
1
interval in which I did and did not receive a
of may and second and third weeks of april
signal
respectively the frequency differences by sex
1
for analysis I determined frequencies of in weekly migration approached statistical
sigmovement by week during an 8sweek
week period of nific
x2 594
nificance
05
X
ance xa
5.94 df 205
.05
10
2 os
io.10
05 P 10
leaving the winter range beginning I1 april a
the 17 telemetered
tele metered deer from the BM
of
7 week period of crossing the crest in spring
range 10 3 of 8 males 7 of 9 females migrated
beginning 15 may and an 11 week period of north through the SG
range to reach their
the
fall
crest in
crossing
beginning 11 septem- summer range 5 males and 2 females moved
ber 1I used the kolmogorov smirnov test with south of the 17 deer telemetered
tele metered on the SG
chi square approximation siegel 1956 to test
range 15 5 of 7 males 10 of 10 females
for sex differences in the timing of these commigrated to the north 2 males went south
ponents of migration steep mountains on the overall more P
.0003
0003 females migrated
west side of round valley constrained move- north n 17 than south n 2
analysis by
ment off the winter range to northerly or south- herd showed a significant difference P .0001
0001
erly routes I1 tested for sex differences in the in migration direction
among SG females n 10
direction north or south of migration from the the difference among BM females
9
n
winter range with the binomial test zar approached statistical significance P
07
.07
07
1984591 1I expressed temporal patterns of fall there were no significant differences
among
migration as the percentage of radio marked males in migration direction either with all
deer in an annual sample crossing the crest males combined n 15 P .196
196 or by herd
du ring any week 1I tested for differences among
duning
during
ig.16
BM n 8 P 22.22
16 of the
22 SG n 7 P lg
years in the largest weekly percentage crossing 10 females captured on the spring range
ranee 4
the crest in any year with the Z test zar wintered on the BM range 5 wintered on the
1984396
SG range and 1I died before the fall migration
1985 1986 and
from april through june of 19851986
holding areas
1987 commencing as soon as snow conditions
permitted deer were counted from a vehicle
after leaving the winter range telemetered
tele metered
along a standardized route of 11 km that passed deer moved to higher elevation holding areas at
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2200 2400 m on the east side of the sierra
nevada hundreds of deer already were present
on the first road surveys of the spring and
patterns of occurrence were similar in all years
fig 2 largest numbers were counted in late
april and early may numbers then decreased
through mid june as deer moved to summer
ranges during early spring a portion of the
wintering animals also foraged in irrigated
meadows immediately adjacent to the winter
range in round valley
diminution of deer counted on the holding
area was reflected by an increase in deer crossing the crest to summer ranges of the radio
marked deer that summered west of the crest
the first crossed the crest during the third or
fourth week of may in any year and the last
crossed during the third or fourth week of june
there were no sex differences in timing of
.10 the
lo10
350
x2 350
X
3.50 df 2 P io
spring crossing xa
median for both sexes in all years was the first
week of june
the temporal uniformity over years in leaving the spring holding area for summer ranges
occurred despite greatly different snow condi
eions
tions in the winters of 1983 84 1984 85 and
snowfalls
snow falls of
1985 86 the USFS recorded total snowballs
671 767 and 1021 cm respectively on mammoth mountain geographically close and at an
elevation similar to the passes that migrating
deer crossed to reach summer ranges on the
western slope despite these differences in
snowpack at higher
snowfall and consequent snowpack
elevations no differences in the timing of spring
migration were evident the snowfall of winter
1986 87 was only 246 cm or less than one quar
ter of that of the previous year although the
sample size is small the median week that three
radio marked males and two radio marked
females crossed the crest in the spring of 1987
was the same as the previous year the first week
of june thus the amount of snow on the
ground did not appear to influence the timing
of migration over the sierra crest in the spring

summer range

of the 32 deer captured on the winter range

87.5
875
that reached summer ranges 28 875
crossed the sierra crest and summered on the
west side summer range locations of these
deer plus those of deer captured on the spring
range extended from the headwaters of the
middle fork of the san joaquin river south
throughout the upper san joaquin river drain
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number of mule deer counted from a vehicle on

standardized weekly surveys at dawn through a spring holding area near the town of mammoth lakes mono county
when snow
spnngwhen
california 1985 87 surveys began in the spring
conditions made the roads passable

age above about 2134 m into the north and
middle forks of the kings river kucera 1988
two males and 4 females summered on the east
side of the sierra from mammoth pass on the
north to the north fork of bishop creek on the
south thus an area nearly 100 X 25 km served
as summer range for deer from the BM and SG

herds

summer range fidelity
distances between summer ranges of 22
deer located in consecutive years averaged
02
07
0.2
0.7
02 4 km for both males n 5
07 km range og
and females n 17 only 1I deer a female was
km from a previous location in successive
summers she spent her second summer about
25
kin from her first and her third and fourth
km
2.5 lin
25
is
1.5
about ls
15 km farther away
1

fall migration
in 1984 1985 and 1986 the first radio
marked deer crossed to the east side during the
first week of october and second and fourth
weeks of september respectively all were
females the last crossed during the fourth
week of october and second and fourth weeks
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fig 3
fig3
figa

percentage of tele
telemetered
metered mule deer per week crossing the crest of the sierra nevada inyo and mono
counties
california and weekly precipitation measured at the town of mammoth lakes mono
county in the fall of 1984 86

of november all were males in 1984 and 1985
the median week of crossing the crest was the
same for both sexes the third and second weeks
in october respectively in 1986 the median for
females was the third week in october but was
two weeks later for males xa
x2
X
18.72
1872 df 2

of about 20 cm of snow was recorded on 17
october at mammoth lakes no doubt snow at
the passes 400 1500 in higher used by migrating deer was much deeper this storm was
accompanied by a rapid movement of radio
marked
deer
over the crest and to the winter
001
.001
P
ooi
001
length of time during which fall migration range within a few days earlier storms which
occurred also varied among years in 1984 11 resulted in virtually no snow at the recording
of 15 73 and in 1985 14 of 26 54 tele station did not trigger movement in 1985
metered deer including both sexes crossed the shortly after a storm on 7 october there was
crest in a one week period these proportions another rapid movement of deer over the crest
the remaining deer appeared gradually on the
were not different Z 12
.11 however
1.2
12 P ii
li11
e ast side of the crest through 13 november
east
in 1986 no more than 4 of 16 25
radio
marked deer crossed the sierra crest in any when the last radioed animal a male migrated
week this proportion was smaller than those of over the crest following a major winter storm
the previous two years Z 2.45
in both 1984 and 19851
.007
19851 saw dozens to hundreds
245 P 007
007
indicating that in 1986 there was no mass move- of deer migrating simultaneously with the tele
ment of deer in a short time period
metered animals and many tracks and deep
differences among years both in timing and trails in the snow were evident in 1986 there
in pattern of fall migration were related to the were no major fall storms migration was gradpresence or absence of major fall storms fig ual and unpunctuated by any rapid mass move3 in 1984 18
1.8
18 cm of precipitation in the form ments fig 3 in all cases deer returned to the
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winter range BM or SG occupied in previous
years

discussion
in this study the timing of mule deer migration from the winter range did not differ among
years this occurred despite large differences in

animal condition and vegetation growth measured on the winter range kucera 1988 one
explanation may be that these deer had well
defined spring holding areas where they could
predictably obtain nutritious forage available
even in years of heavy snowfall such as 1986
re on the holding area
were
when hundreds of deer we
when counts began fig 2
adult males may leave the winter range
somewhat later than females as reported from
western colorado wright and swift 1942
given the demands of pregnancy females might
be under greater nutritional stress than males
and if better forage conditions exist on spring
ranges females may tend to leave the winter
range sooner to take advantage of them garrott
et al 1987 reported that spring migration of
female mule deer in northwest colorado varied
between years by as much as one month and
they attributed these differences to the severity
of winters and consequent energetic demands
1977 reported
on deer bertram and rempel 977
nicus on
californicus
califomicus
that california mule deer 0 h califor
the western slope of the sierra nevada varied
the timing of their spring migration by two
weeks and attributed this to differences in plant
phenology both on the winter range and along
the migration route loft et al 1989 also
reported a similar relationship between initiation of spring migration and amount of snow and
stage of plant growth in the western sierra

nevada
tele metered females
in my study most telemetered
migrated from the winter range to the north

males showed no significant selection for
direction 1I contend that this sex difference is a
product of local geomorphology and land management patterns animals moving north had
access to an extensive area of the west slope of
the sierra nevada on national forest lands at
elevations of 2200 2800 in animals moving
south had access to summer range in king s
canyon national park at higher and steeper
and thus more barren and less vegetated elevations kucera 1988 the presence of more and
better summer range to the north explains why

naturalist
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most deer of both sexes would migrate to the
north however those animals migrating to the
north were in areas open to hunting both on
their summer ranges and along the migration
tele metered males showed no
routes that telemetered
apparent selection for migration direction
whereas most females migrated to the north
probably resulted from the higher hunting mortality of males summering to the north and the
absence of hunting in the national park
although as many males as females would be
expected to migrate to the north the higher
mortality of adult males moving north could
explain the apparent pattern of no directional
preference because older males are disreproductively successful
proportionately
kucera 1978 geist 1981 clutton brock et al
1982 the national park may act as a refuge for
a large proportion of the most reproductively
successful males
deer in this study made extensive use of
holding areas in the spring fig 2 which may
be beneficial because of higher elevation
greater precipitation and absence of winter
feeding vegetation in these holding areas was
brush scrub munz and keck 1959
sagebrush
largely save
saee
a common vegetation type in the eastern sierra
nevada these areas are among the last large
areas with vegetation suitable for deer present
in the spring before the deer cross the sierra
crest large aggregations of deer on the holding
areas may result from animals simply collecting
in these areas for several weeks before ascending over the crest bertram and rempel 1977
and loft et al 1989 described a similar pattern
of use of spring ranges in the western sierra
nevada and emphasized the importance of
these holding areas in providing herbaceous
forage further bertram and rempel 1977
reported that spring holding areas typically
occurred at the base of an abrupt elevation
change which was true in my study
timing of movement off the holding area
and over the crest in spring did not differ among
years or between sexes suggesting that animal
condition or vegetation did not greatly affect
this stage of migration the passes had snow in
all yeats
years of study when deer crossed but snow
depths differed greatly however by spring
snow was consolidated enabling deer to walk
over the surface
in 1951 jones 1954 found that BM deer
the winter range about 1I april
began moving off thea4nter
and began crossing a nearby pass about 15 may
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this agrees well with the present observations

made more than three decades later in the
western sierra nevada russell 1932 leopold
et al 1951 bertram and rempel 1977 and
loft et al 1989 described spring migration as
an upward drift of deer controlled by the
snowling
receding snowline
snowline and spring plant growth my
study showed a different pattern in the eastern
sierra nevada the upward movement of deer
was blocked by the abrupt elevation change of
the mountains on the more gently sloping west
side deer can follow spring gradually up slope
on the abrupt east side the need to cross high
elevation passes prevents such a pattern
the strong fidelity to specific summer home
ranges shown by individual deer in this study
is characteristic of mule deer ashcraft 1961
gruell and papez 1963 robinette 1966 bertram
and rempel 1977 garrott et al 1987 loft et al
1989 with few exceptions both males and
females returned to the same summer home
ranges and winter ranges for as many as four
consecutive years
the temporal pattern pulsed or gradual of
the fall migration in the eastern sierra nevada
is largely determined by weather particularly
snowstorms in both years with significant
snowfall in october radioed deer moved rapidly
and in a pulsed fashion from summer ranges to
the winter range fig 3 in a year without
significant fall storms movement was gradual
and males migrated significantly later than
females previous studies discussed the relationship of snowstorms to fall migration russell
1932 dixon 1934 leopold et al 1951 richens
1967 gilbert et al 1970 although some cases
were based on anecdotal evidence bertram and
rempel 1977 stated that deer on the west
slope of the sierra nevada moved in anticipation of fall storms but 1I found no evidence of
this garrott et al 1987 speculated that in
northwest colorado deer moved not because of
snow but to maximize the quality of their diets
prior to winter differences in details of deer
migration apparent between my study and studies in the western sierra nevada and in northwest colorado indicate that deer migration can
be influenced by local conditions
females may be constrained in their timing
of fall migration by the nutritional and energetic
demands of lactation and smaller body size by
the inability of fawns to cope with severe fall
conditions or both males do not have the same
energetic nutritional or parental constraints

129

additionally as consequence of hunting regulations those males that do migrate early are likely
to be killed
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DIATOM FLORA OF BEAVER DAM CREEK
washington COUNTY UTAH USA
kurtis H yearsley 1 samuel R rushforth and jeffrey R johansen 2
ABSTRACT

the diatom flora of beaver dam creek

washington county utah was studied the study area is in a warm
mojave desert environment at an elevation between 810 and 850 m A total of 99 taxa were identified from
composite
samples taken in the fall winter spring and summer seasons these taxa are all broadly distributed and no
endemic species
were encountered three new records for the state of utah were identified gomphoneis egense
sav & mayer navicula
enense
eriense skv
elginensis var lata
parag patr and nitzschia calida grun the most important taxa throughout the
lota
iata M perag
study as determined
by multiplying percent presence by average relative density important species index were cymbella
mhz
affinis
alfinis kutz
epithemia
Epithemia
epithelia sorex kutz navicula veneta kutz nitzschia palea kiltz
Ki
itz W sm and nitzschia microcephal a grun
kutz
key words beaver dam creek diatoms desert streams

the algal flora of the intermountain west of

north america

is not well known despite the
fact that numerous studies dealing with algal
systems of waters in this region have been completed in recent years these studies have examined streams fresh water lakes saline lakes

dional
tional areas with slower flows and 3 epiphytic
habitats on the stems and leaves of aquatic vascular plant vegetation

thermal springs and terrestrial habitats
sommerfeld et al 1975 stewart and blinn
1976 czarnecki and blinn 1977
1978 blinn et
19771978
al 1980 bush and fisher 1981 for bibliographies see rushforth and merkley 1988 metting

SITE

description

beaver dam creek at lytle ranch preserve
is located 3710 north latitude and 1140
114 west
longitude in washington county utah fig 1
the stream occurs in our study area at an elevation of about 850 in at lytle ranch dropping to
1991
algal floras of warm desert systems are espe- 810 in at terry s ranch our study sites are
located along the wash near the ranch house at
cially poorly known the present study was in
1
inipreserve and near a smaller outlytle
ranch
tiated to provide additional information on the
diatom flora of a desert stream located in west- building at terry s ranch
beaver dam creek is a vigorous braided
ern north america we examined the diatom
communities of beaver dam creek a tributary perennial desert stream it is important to the
of the virgin river in southwestern utah this entire biota of the area since it is the main source
of perennial water the stream through the
is
paper
intended as a baseline floristic and study
area has formed a broad gravel flood plain
community study of the diatom communities due to frequent
flooding the stream occurs in
present in this mojave desert stream
bajada and alluvial fan materials derived from
we had three objectives in this study 1 to the bull valley pine
and
valley
santa
clara
identify all species of diatoms present in beaver mountains welsh al 1987
et
dam creek 2 to document seasonal variation
beaver dam creek is fed by seeps springs
in the diatom communities of this stream and and snow
snowmelt
melt primarily from the pine valley
snowbelt
3 to compare diatom populations according to
mountains this area is also characterized by
habitat type our study reports all diatom taxa flash floods caused by
severe periodic thunderpresent in this stream across four seasons of storms in the summer and fall seasons
for
1987 88 we studied populations in 1 riffle instance prior to the
april 1988 collection
areas with erosional flow velocities 2 deposi
beaver dam wash received 11 days of rain
decosi
I1

department of botany and range science brigham young university provo utah 84602
2department
department of biology john carroll university university heights ohio 44118
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producing moderate to severe flooding along
the stream channel this scoured the stream
channel removing large amounts of aquatic
vegetation and causing channel relocation in
some areas
the gravel bar in beaver dam creek is generally higher in the center than at the margins
causing the stream to meander over a wide area
with frequent changes of channel during flooding welsh et al 1987 the fall in elevation
downstream is not constant gravel tends to pile
up in steps that vary in length and height this
uneven granular substrate causes the stream to
meander along the gravel bar and eventually to
sink underground approximately four miles
below the southernmost collection site welsh
et al 1987 the perennial stream reappears
infrequently as seeps and springs lower in
beaver dam wash until merging with the virgin

river

climate in the study area varies considerably not only diu
diurnally
maily and seasonally but over
mally
longer periods of time winters are generally
cool and dry summers hot and dry maximum
summertime temperatures have been recorded
456
at 45.6
456 C rainfall averages less than 15 cm a
year although this is variable due to intense
storms welsh et al 1987
the biota of our study area is exceptiona
1y
except iona
exceptionally
exceptions
lona ay
diverse mammals birds reptiles amphibians
invertebrates and a great variety of plants occur
in beaver dam wash welsh et al 1987 the
stream supports a diverse riparian habitat consisting of fremont cottonwood pop
uius
ulus
populus
fop
fremontia
fremontii
tii wats arizona ash fraxinus velutina
fremon
torr black willow salix gooddingii ball seep
willow baccharis emoryy
emoryi gray in torr numerous forbes grasses and grasslike species welsh
et al 1987 silty terraces occur immediately
adjacent to the wash and have been historically
used for cultivation these areas are dominated
by catclaw acacia acacia greggio
greggii gray panica
panicu
late rabbitbrush
rabbit brush chrysothamnus paniculatus
gray greene ambrosia species and numerous others welsh et al 1987 adjacent
adj acent
abent uplands
support joshua tree forests yucca brevi
brevifolia
folia
engelm creosote bush larrea dentata
tridentate
tridentata
tri
DC cov prickly pear cactus opuntia
engel
engelmannia
engelmannii
mannii engelm cholla cactus opuntia
basi laris engelm and bigel and numerous
basilaris
other xerophytic species welsh et al 1987

133
METHODS

water chemistry was sampled at the collection sites for february april and july 1988
using a portable hach field water chemistry lab

air temperature and water temperature

dis-

solved oxygen hardness alkalinity and ph were
measured
diatom collections were taken on 21
november 1987 20 february 1988 30 april
1988 and 6 july 1988 to document seasonal
variations in diatom populations composite
samples were collected from three habitat
types first riffle areas with erosional flow rates
were sampled by scraping algae from large
stones in the creek bed second slow water
areas in the stream were sampled by obtaining
sediments rock scrapings and visible attached
algae finally submerged sedge stems and
leaves were scraped or collected at selected
localities to study epiphytic assemblages
due to seasonal changes it was not always
possible to sample all three substrate types at
both locations A total of 19 samples were analyzed during the course of the study samples
were stored at air temperature and returned to
the laboratory at brigham young university for
analysis
diatoms were cleared by boiling in nitric
acid and potassium dichromate st clair and
rushforth 1977 after rinsing cleared frustules
frus tules
were suspended in distilled water and allowed
to air dry on cover slips strewn mounts were
prepared using naphrax high resolution resin
representative slides were examined with zeiss
RA microscopes equipped with nomarsld
No marski
domarski
nomarski
optics and bright field illumination an olympus AD photomicrographic system was used to
record each taxon strewn mounts have been
placed in the collections at brigham young univer
sity
versity
A minimum of 500 valves was counted for
each sample and a percent relative density was
calculated for each taxon kaczmarska and
rushforth 1983 an important species index
ISI for taxa present was calculated by multiisi
lsi
plying the percent frequency of occurrence of a
j
taxon in the samples by its overall average percent relative density in all samples ross and
jrushforth 1980
kaczmarska and rushforth
1983 this method is useful since it considers
both abundance and seasonal distribution of a
wamer and harper 1972 species divertaxon warner
ssity for each sample was calculated
using the
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from collecting localities in beaver
taken
parameters
chemical
water
and
temperature
for
values
mean
air

TABLE 1

dam creek washington county utah

air temp

lytle

terrys
terry s

lytle

terry s

lytle

terry s

163
145

173
175
loo
10.0
10 0
100
2761
2071

205
168

205
168

330
243

260
223

90

90

C

water temp C
mg1
dissolved oz
02 mgt
mg1
hardness mgt
mg1
mgl
alkalinity mgt

july

april

february

95
247.3
247 3
2473
195.6
195 6
1956

73

ph

71

77

7075

7075

2819
2013

69

70

81

70
3624
224.3
224 3
2243

77

with important species index
listed
88
1987
198788
creek
from
dam
beaver
collected
TABLF 2 taxa present in samples
TABLE
001
0.01
0 01 the species is listed as a trace T
ooi
ISI values when ISI is below 001

taxon
lachnanthes anfims
achnanthes
affinis grun
affims
lachnanthes
achnanthes exigia
exigua grun
br6b
breb grun
lanceolata brab
lachnanthes lanceolate
achnanthes
kutz
lachnanthes minutissima kiltz
achnanthes
hbyca ehr
amphora libyca
kutz grun
amphora pediculus kiltz
kiltz
amphora veneta kutz
illum grun cl
calondis
bacillus
caloneis
bac
Caloneis bacillum
caloneis
calondis
Ca loneis silicula ehr cleve

Cocconeis pediculus ehr
cocconeis
placen tula var euglypta ehr cleve
Cocco
cocconeis
neis placentula
placen tula var loneata ehr VH
Cocco
cocconeis
neis placentula
cyclostephanos invisitatus H & H ther stoerm & hak
meneghimana
meneghin iana kutz
cyclotella meneghiniana
kutz
cymbella affims
anfims kiltz
affinis
cymbella mexicans
mexicana
mexi cana ehr cl
cymbella microcephal a grun
silesiaca
cymbella sile
siaca bleisch
br6b ex kutz VH
breb
cymbella tumida brab
elegans grun
denticular
denticula
Denti cula delegans
bedic
elegans f valida pedic
denticular
denticula
Denti cula delegans
diatoma vulgare bory
diatoma vulgare var breve grun
Ki
itz hend
kutz
adnata var proboscidea kiltz
epithemia
Epithemia adeata
epithelia
kiltz
epithemia
Epithemia sorex kutz
epithelia
turgida ehr kutz
epithemia
Epithemia murgida
epithelia
ns ehr grun
construens
tiona construe
tlona
fragilaria
Fragilana
ns f venter ehr hust
construens
tiana construe
fragilaria
Fragilana
fragilaria
pinnata ehr
Fragilana pinnate
Ki
itz peters
kutz
vauchenae kiltz
ilana vaucheriae
fragilaria
Fragtiana
skv & meyer
enense grun sav
eriense
gomphoneis egense
oliv acea home dawson
gomphoneis olivacea
Gomphonema acuminatum ehr
gomphonema
an
angustum
angustus
gustum agardh
Gomph onema angustumagardh
gomphonema
clavatum ehr
onema clavatum
Gomph
gomphonema
comphonema
Gomph onema grunow ii patr
gomphonema
kiltz
Ki
itz kutz
kiitz
kiltz
kutz
parvulum kaitz
Gomph onema parvulum
gomphonema
pseudo augur L bert
Gomph onema pseudoaugur
gomphonema
truncatum ehr
Gomph onema truncatum
gomphonema
Cyro sigma noduliferum grun G west
Gyro
cyrosigma
gyrosigma
amphioxys ehr grun
hantzschia
Hantz schia amphioxus
Melo
melosina
melosira
varians
carians ag
sira vanans
circulare grev ag
meridion circulate
navicula abiskoensis hust
mitts hust L bert
mitis
pen
nitis
permitis
pennitis
navicula atomus
pef
alomus var per
dermitis
bacillum
bac illum ehr
navicula bacillus

or

ISI
lsi

lytle

terry

192

18
01

26
01

38
34
04
25
06

13
01
11
01

003
251
192
010
176
013
T
T

004
107
122

01
31
14

01
08

10
234

05
132

12
04

05
01

25

04

17
05
01
18

05

T

072
1757
T
058
016
T

144
T
084
011
007
1325
T

021
050
014
221
002
027
T
051
006
008
189
132
T
T
T

006
T
T

008
009

11

05
05
02
11
01

07

11

01
03
359

02
08
03
30
01
02

08
02
03
21
16

04
02
02
02

03

01

02
02

01
02

15
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continued

navicula capitatoradiata germain
navicula cinita
cincta ehr ralfs
navicula constans var symmetnca
symnwhica hust
navicula cuspid
ata kutz
cuspidata
cuspidate
navicula elginensis var lata M perag
parag patr
navicula gregaria donkin
mems culus schumann
navicula nwnisculus
memsculus
navicula minuscule
minuscula
minuscula var muralis grun L bert
navicula pupula kutz
kiltz
navicula radiola
radiosa kutz
kiltz
navicula tripunctate
tnpunctata
muil bory
tripunctata af
0 F mull
navicula tnpunctata
schizonemoides VH patr
h1punctata var schizonenwides
trivialis
navicula trivialism
tnvialis
tn
trivialis L bert
navicula veneta kiltz
kutz
neidium affine ehr pfitz
neidium dubium
dubtum ehr cl
nitzschia acicularis
aciculans
ns
nis
acicula
ris kutz wsm
ism
nitzschia amphibia grun
nitzschia calida grun
nitzschia com
commums
munis rabh
communis
commonis
labh
nitzschia constricts
constncta
Ki
constricta
itz ralfs
constricta kiltz
kutz
nitzschia dissipate
dissipata Kf
utz
kutz
itz grun
nitzschia
aon
ticola grun
fonticola
fon
nitzschiafonticola
fanticola
nitzschia
ulum kiltz
Ki
kutz
itz grun
trust
frustulum
nitzschiafrwtulum
frust
nitzschia hantzsch
hantzschiana
labh
iana rabh
nitzschia inconspicua grun
li nearis ag W sm
nitzschia linearis
lineaus
lineans
nitzschia microcephal a grun
nitzschia palea kutz
tz W sm
Kfuitz
nitzschia sigmoidea
ea nitz W sm
sigmoid
subtilis grun
nitzschia subtilin
subtilis
pinnularia
pinnulana
Pinn
ulana
ria appendiculata ag cl
Pinnula
pleurosigma delicatulum W sm
pleurodira
pleurosira
Pleu
laevis ehr compere
rosira laevin
reinwria
reimens sinuate
reimena
sinuata greg kociolek & stoermer
rhoicosphenia curvate
curvata Kf
utz
kutz
itz grun
brebis somi krammer
rhopalodia brebissonii
brebissomi
rhopalodia gibba ehr 0 mull
rhopalodia gibba var ventricose
perag & perag
cosa kiltz
ventncosa
parag
ventri
kutz parag
ventricosa
rhopalodia gibberula
gibberula ehr 0 muli
mull
mall
smithia grun
smithn
stauroneis smithii
mris VH
lewris
intermedial
stenopterobia internwdia
intermedia
lewis
inter media Le
Stephano discus hantzsch
stephanodiscus
bantz schu
hantz
schn
ii grun
sundella
surirella
felia angusta kutz
fella
rella
sunrella
Sunirella
Sur
kiltz
sundella
surirella
reila minuta breb
relia
rella
Sunirella
sunrella
Sur
br6b
brab
Su
ovalis breb
Sun tirella
sundella
rella avalis
reila
sutirella
sunrella
br6b
brab
synedra acus kutz
synedrafasciculata
synedra fasciculata
truncate
fasci culata var truncata
fasciculate
truncata grev patr
synedra radians kutz
kiltz
synedra rummens
meneghimana grun
rumpens var nwneghiniana
synedra ulna nitz ehr
synedra ulna var contracta
contr acta cestr
oestr
contracts

0f

shannon wiener diversity index shannon and
weaver 1949 zar 1986
similarity indices were calculated for all
pairs of samples following ruzicka 1958 cluster analyses based on ruzicka s indices using
unweighted pair group techniques UPGMA
were then performed sneath and sokal 1973
this method computes the average similarity of
each site to every other site using arithmetic

199
017

27
05

20
01

02
05

01
01

03
04
03
05
04
06
90
01

01
02
03
01
01
02
86

01
24
20
09
04
39

01

T
T

006
016
T

006
016
019
012
010
028
878
T
T

002
151

002
030
019
190
058
001
020
065

11
01

02

04
59
03
04
04

14

01
02

544
576
001

47
87
01

T
T

63
24
01

01

T

002
T
T

273

02
01
14

T
T

001
003
T
T

002
006

49

01
02
01

01

02

01
01

01
01
07
03

01
03
05
03
03

T
T
T
T

001
011
040
020

averages it is widely used and has been found
to introduce less distortion than other methods
kaesler and cairns
calms 1972
RESULTS AND

discussion

water chemistry did not vary significantly
according to collection locality table 1 stream
temperature increased somewhat during the
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summer months but it is noteworthy that temture variations in the stream were relatively
perature
pera
small the stream is circumneutral to slightly
alkaline
A total of 99 diatom taxa in 24 genera were
observed in our collections three new records
comphoneis
for the state of utah were noted gomphoneis
elgines
skv & meyer navicula elginen
eriense grun sav
etlense
parag patr and nitzschia
sis var lata M perag
calida grun taxa are illustrated and described
alida
in yearsley 1988 nomenclature followed in
yearsley 1988 was similar to that used historically by researchers in our laboratory for comtive purposes rushforth and merkley
para
parative
1988 diatom taxonomy in this paper is based
primarily on the recent texts of krammer and
lange bertalot 1986 1988 1991 although
other references were consulted and sometimes
followed we did not follow the numerous
1990
1990
generic changes proposed in round et al tigg
due to the controversy over many of their recommendations
eighteen taxa in beaver dam creek had an
lo
1.0
10
important species index value greater than io
table 2 the most important taxa in the overall
ajfinis
5.0
alfinis
50 were cymbella affinis
study with ISIs above 50
1325 navicEpithemia sorex 13.25
1757 epithemia
epithelia
ISI 17.57
5.76
576 and
8.78
878 nitzschia palea 576
ula veneta 878
5.44 taxa with ISIs
microcephalya 544
microcephala
544
nitzschia microcephal
lo
1.0
10 included rhoicosphenia
greater than io
2.51
lanceolata 251
251
achnanthes lanceolate
2.73
273 lachnanthes
curvate 273
2.21
221 navicula capita
fragilaria vaucheriae 221
1.92
192
achnanthes affinis
alfinis 192
199 lachnanthes
to radiata 1.99
1.92
192 nitzschia dis
lachnanthes minutissima 192
achnanthes
lum 1.89
189
igo
parvulum
1.90
gomphonenw parvu
190 comphonema
sipata 190
lipata
denticula
elegans
1.51
Denticula delegans
151 denticular
isi
nitzschia amphibia lsi
132
pseudo augur 1.32
gomphonema
144
comphonema
onema pseudoaugur
1.44
144 Gomph
1.22 and
lineata 122
122
placen tula var laneata
Cocconeis
cocconeis placentula
1.07
107 all of
placentula var euglypta lot
Cocco
neis placentula
cocconeis
these taxa are cosmopolitan and found in a variety of habitats
in comparing the diatom assemblage from
beaver dam creek with the floras of streams of
arld regions we noticed a striking similararid
other and
ity the important taxa overlapped in all of the
studies even though the streams varied in terms
of their flow rate and climatic regime furthermore each system was dominated by cosmopolitan species our preliminary data indicate that
a diatom flora unique to desert streams does not
exist further research to substantiate this conclusion is necessary some evidence is given
below
blinn et al 1980 considered substrate col

naturalist

volume 52

ionization
onization in oak creek arizona they reported
12 important taxa which in order of decreasing
abundance were nitzschia
frustulum
nitzschiafrustulum
edithe
frustulum epithe
placen tula var euglypta
neis placentula
cocconeis
mia sorex Cocco
lachnanthes minutissima
achnanthes
minutissinw navicula cryptoce
cephala navicula veneta as N cryptocephala
lachnanthes
dissipate achnanthes
var veneta nitzschia dissipata
lanceolate
lanceolata
lance olata cymbella af
finis fragilaria con
struens
ens navicula decussis and synedra ulna
stru
struess
these diatoms accounted for 90 or more of
the total algal population on newly introduced
material in their study eight of these taxa were
also important in our stream having ISI values
lo
1.0
above io
10
johnson et al 1975 conducted further
study on the diatom flora of oak creek arizona
they reported 41 diatom taxa of which 25 are
finis
common to our study area cymbella af
epithemia
Epithemia sorex and nitzschia palea were
epithelia
reported as common or abundant this compares favorably with the results of our study
since these three were among the most common
diatoms in beaver dam creek
rushforth et al 1976 examined the algal
flora of freshwater wash arches national
park in southeastern utah their study documented 57 diatom taxa 29 of which were also
lachnanthes
observed in beaver dam creek achnanthes
denticular
Denticula ele
minutissinw cymbella af
minutissima
finis denticula
Gomph onema acuminatum navicula
comphonema
gans gomphonema
nearis
li neaTis
earis nitzschia palea
earls
haris
radiosa
radiola
ra diosa nitzschia Un
vata and five other species
curvata
curvate
bhoicosphenia cur
rhoicosphenia
not present in beaver dam creek were the most
abundant taxa in freshwater wash
in their analysis of sycamore creek arizona
fisher et al 1982 reported that diatoms made
lachnanthes
up 77 of the total algal mass with achnanthes
parvu lum and navicula
gomphonetna parvulum
exigua comphonema
exigia
pupula being the most important taxa these
taxa were present in beaver dam creek but in
parvulum was
gomphonenw parvulum
lower numbers comphonema
the most abundant of the three in our samples
the flora of beaver dam creek is also similar to that of other streams of western north
gushing
america draining more mesic regions cushing
and rushforth 1984 in a study of the salmon
river idaho identified 145 diatom species 48
of which were among the 99 taxa found in
beaver dam creek half of their important
species 9 of 18 were also among the important
species in beaver dam creek several with similar importance values
preliminary research also indicates that a
flora similar to that found in north american
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har dwater streams exists elsewhere squires and
hardwater
saoud 1986 reported nine taxa from the
damour river lebanon with importance species index values above lo
io
1.0
10 six of these also
were important in beaver dam creek in the
damour river study lachnanthes
achnanthes minutissima
minutissinw
was the most important taxon with an ISI value
of 444
44.4
444 followed by nitzschia dissipata
dissipate 512
5.12
512
cymbella microcephala
microcephalya 363
3.63
microcephal
363 and cymbella
2.62
262
affinis 262
alfinis

shannon wiener diversity values for all 24
samples ranged between 1.95
195 and 4.59
459 diversity did not show any clear trends with regard to
season or substrate type the overall mean for
the indices was 3.42
342 the median value bein
being9
357 these values are relatively high and indic3.57
357
ative of unpolluted water
our collections did not cluster well on the
basis of habitat type or season however there
was a tendency for stands to cluster on the basis
of the terry s ranch versus lytle ranch preserve collecting localities fig 2 the uppermost cluster consists of samples from terry
terrys s
ranch while the second cluster contains samples from the lytle ranch preserve the third
cluster has a mix of all sites substrates and
seasons the fall depositional sample from the
lytle ranch preserve is an outlier
the reasons for the clustering by site seen in
the top half of the cluster are unclear water
chemistry and temperature did not vary greatly
between the sites during the year table 1
likewise insolation is approximately the same
for both sections of the creek stream velocities
however appear to be different the creek at
lytle ranch preserve is generally slower shallower 15 cm wider and more meandering
than the stream at terry s ranch where pools
may reach depths of nearly one meter
the cluster shows a number of samples that
paired by date of collection fig 2 however
seasonality was very weak the absence of seasonal changes is probably attributable to one or
two factors first temperature changes
throughout the year are minor and changes in
photoperiod alone are not enough to drive succession second storm events scour the creek
bed occasionally and may keep the diatom
assemblage in an early successional stage
the habitat types sampled did not cluster
separately indicating they are fairly similar
because of scouring events the depositional
areas initially sampled often had all sediments
removed at later sampling dates and so consist
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PERCENT
100
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T

T
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L

DR ap

T

aar
DR apr

L R

feb

L R

apr
aar

L R
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T R

feb

T M

apr
aar

80
1

70

0

similarity
50

40

0

20
1

1

0

1

0

j1y

L M jay
L

DR feb

L R

aar

T R

apr
aar

L M

nov

L R

no

L

nov
DS
dis no

fig 2 cluster diagram of 19 samples collected from
beaver dam creek T terry s ranch L lytle s ranch

preserve M macrophytic
microphytic vege
tanon
tahon sedges R riffle
vegetation
DS depositional area sediments DR depositional
area rock scrapings

of rock scrapings just as in the riffle areas the
one sample that consisted of sediment only
lytle ranch november 1987 depositional
area clustered separately from all other samples see bottom line of cluster fig 2
in summary the diatom assemblages
observed in beaver dam creek consisted of
cosmopolitan species common to other hard
water rivers seasonality was minimal as were
the effects of habitat type
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stratification OF HABITATS FOR identifying HABITAT SELECTION
BY

MERRIAMS TURKEYS

rumble1 and stanley H anderson2
rumbled
mark A rumblel
andersone
anderson2

habitat selection patterns of merriam s turkeys were compared in hierarchical analyses of three levels of
habitat stratification habitat descriptions in first level analyses were based on dominant
species of vegetation habitat
descriptions in second level analyses were based on dominant species of vegetation and overstory canopy cover habitat
descriptions in third level analyses were based on dominant species of vegetation overstory canopy cover and structural
dbh categories
stages dah
cate gones first level analyses showed turkeys selected for ponderosa pine and selected against meadow
ABSTRACT

habitats no conclusions could be drawn regarding forest management on habitat selection of turkeys at this level of habitat
stratification second level analyses showed that selection of ponderosa pine and aspenbirch
aspen birch habitats varied among seasons
implications for forest management activities on turkeys at this level of habitat stratification could be made third level
analyses added little to conclusions of habitat selection patterns drawn from second level analyses and increased chances
for type 11
II errors habitat selection patterns of mernams
il
merriams turkeys were best described when habitats were stratified by
dominant species of vegetation and overstory canopy cover
key words merriam s wild turkeys meleagris
Mele agns gallo
gallopavo
merrl
merri
pavo mer
ami habitat descriptions forest management habitat
merriami
mernami
nami
selection

habitat use and management of Merr
merriams
merriam
lamss
iams
turkeys meleagris gallopavo
gallo pavo merriami
merri ami in

timber resources emphasis on old growth
resource values and improved technology for
northern latitudes have been studied in south harvesting timber have potential to impact
dakota petersen and richardson 1975 and mern
merriam
Merriamss turkey habitat shaw 1986 theremontana rose 1956 jonas 1966 these early fore stratification beyond dominant species of
studies were limited to direct observation of vegetation is necessary to elucidate the effects
birds when assessing habitat use and data con- of forest management on turkeys mern
Merr
merriams
merriam
iamss
tained biases in the assessment of the birds turkeys in southeastern montana demonstrated
habitat needs eg jonas 1966 bryant and nish an apparent preference for pole size 23 cm
1975 petersen and richardson 1975 shaw and dbh
dah ponderosa pine habitats jonas 1966
smith 1977 telemetry has allowed collection mern
merriams
Merr
merriam
iamss turkeys in oregon avoided habitats
of data on habitat use patterns in an unbiased that had been logged by clearcut
clear cut or sheltermanner but few studies have addressed the wood methods lutz and crawford 1989 to
detailed stratification habitats
our knowledge no researchers have stratified
studies of habitat use and selection patterns habitats in terms of size and density categories
by Merr
merriams
lamss turkeys have delineated habitats of tree species however on lands managed by
iams
merriam
based primarily on the dominant species of veg- the USDA forest service and other public
etation DSV jonas 1966 bryant and nish agencies methods of habitat stratification that
1975 scott and boeker 1975 mackey 1982
include structural stages SS and overstory
1986 lutz
and crawford 1989 because timber canopy cover categories OCC have been
lutzandcrawford
management activities seldom result in conver- described thomas 1979 to further stratify habsions of vegetation types understanding habitat itats
selection patterns at this level precludes underthe objective of this study was to determine
standing the effects of forest management activ- the level of habitat stratification that best
ities such as logging or thinning on merriam s described habitat use and selection patterns of
turkeys increased value of ponderosa pine merriam s turkeys in the black hills

1

1usda
USDA forest service 501 E st joseph st south dakota school of mines rapid city south dakota 57701
2usdi
rusdi
USDI cooperative fisheries and wildlife research unit university of ofwyoming
wyoming laramie wyoming 82071
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METHODS

study area

centra
was conducted in the central
black hills of south dakota 16 km west of
rapid city most of the land is under managepacoola
ment by the black hills national forest pactola
ranger district some private holdings associated with ranch operations are present in the
meadows and several private homes and cabins
are located in the study area
vegetation ofthe study area is primarily pure
meadows and
ponderosa pine forest 84
tremuloideslbetula pa
aspenbirch
aspen birch populus tremuloidesbetula
pyrifera
porifera
pyr
ifera habitats occur in drainages
this study was conducted over a three year
period beginning march 1986 and ending january 1989 because analytical methods used to
make statistical tests were goodness of fit tests
and nonsignificance indicates fit by the proposed model hypotheses tested have been
stated appropriately the hypotheses tested relative to merriam s turkeys in the black hills of
south dakota were that each of the following
habitats depict patterns of use and selection by
merriam s turkeys 1 habitats stratified by
DSV 2 habitats stratified by DSV and OCC
3 habitats stratified by DSV and SS and 4
habitats stratified by DSV SS and OCC

this study

turkeys were
trapped in late february or early march of each
year of the study with rocket nets and drop nets
over corn bait this study was primarily concerned with hens since they are the reproductive segment of the population forty four 36
females and 8 males of 82 turkeys trapped were
fitted with backpack radio transmitters weighTRAPPING AND LOCATIONS

ing approximately 108 g
locating birds began after a one week
period of adjustment to the radio transmitters
nenno and healy 1979 each bird in the study
area was located three times each week once
during each of the following time periods sunrise 1000 hr 1001 1400 hr and 1401 hr
sunset birds that emigrated from the defined
study area were located at least monthly to monitor their activities and determine if they had
moved back into the study area locations were
determined by plotting 2 bearings frequently
from known locations on USGS 124000
5
contour maps in the field using a hand held
two element yagi antenna bearings were usually taken from positions within 300 in of the
estimated location each location was assigned

volume 52

naturalist

to a habitat unit see below based on maps and

universal transverse mercator coordinates
recorded to the nearest 100 in in the field to
achieve independence of observations alldredge and ratti 1986 only one location was
recorded for each bird on any given day and
most were two days apart

habitat descriptions
habitats were numerically identified geographical units approximately 4 32 ha 10 80
acres in size boundaries were usually defined
by watershed topography such as ridges and
drainages obvious changes in vegetation type
also were used to define boundaries of habitats
in all 513 habitat units were delineated
vegetative descriptions of habitats were
determined from five plots located within each
defined habitat unit these plots were marked
on unit 124000 contour maps in the lab and
distributed evenly across each habitat some
habitats were too small to effectively place five
plots so fewer plots were used each plot was
then located in the field and sampled to determine tree basal area
habitat descriptions were made based on
DSV SS and OCC according to criteria develed by the USDA forest service region 2
oped
OP
buttery and gillam 1983 DSV categories
aspen birch oak spruce
were ponderosa pine aspenbirch
and meadows SS categories were pole timber
dah and sawtimber trees
2.5 228
22.8 cm dbh
trees 25
228
25
928
dah OCC categories
22.8
228 cm dbh
greater than 228
were 0 40 41 70 and 71 100 OCC was
estimated based on the following equation
05pbasal
051 BASAL AREA FTAC
OCC
OCCM
051basal
194
1.94
194 bennett 1984 depending on the level of
stratification included in the analyses 5 12 habitats were delineated
analyses

data pertaining to use of habitats described
above were stratified into seasons december
february winter march may spring june
august summer and september november
fall chi square test of independence was used
to test the hypothesis that habitat use patterns
of merriam s turkeys were similar among sea.001
001
ooi
test was significant P ool
sons because this testwas
tests of habitat selection at different levels of
habitat stratification were made within seasons
chi square goodness of fit tests with correction for continuity cochran 1963 were used to
test hypotheses regarding the level of habitat
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stratification that best depicted habitat selection
patterns of merriam s turkeys in a hierarchical
Bon ferroni confidence intervals
structure bonferroni
around proportion of use neu et al 1974 byers
et al 1984 were used to determine habitat
selection patterns that deviated from expected
use we determined differences from expected
use of habitats for which utilization was 0 by
examining chi square residuals with G stan
dardization and bonferroni
Bon ferroni correction to the
Z statistic mosteller and parunak 1985 an
array of structural stages occurred only for
ponderosa pine habitats therefore the test
for DSV X SS level of habitat stratification
was analyzed using data from ponderosa pine
habitats
initial chi square tests of use versus availability for DSV x SS DSV X OCC and DSV X
SS X OCC were made with oak aspen and
spruce habitats pooled to reduce as much as
possible the number of cells with fewer than five
expected observations selection of these habitats by turkeys was evaluated individually with
Bon ferroni confidence intervals for comparison
bonferroni
tests the significance of confidence intervals
holds regardless of the overall chi square test
neu et al 1974
RESULTS

habitats determined by DSV

the

hypothesis that habitats stratified by
DSV depict patterns of habitat use and selection
06
.06
by mern
Merr
06
merriams
merriam
iamss turkeys was rejected P og
meadows were selected less than expected
across all seasons table 1 ponderosa pine
habitats were selected more than expected
during winter spring and fall they were equal
to what was expected during summer aspen
habitats were selected more than expected
during summer oak habitats were selected less
than expected during spring while spruce habitats were selected less than expected during
winter and spring

habitats determined by DSV and OCC

the

hypothesis that habitats stratified by
DSV and OCC depict patterns of habitat use
and selection by merriams
mern
Merr
merriam
iamss turkeys was
04
.04
04 stratifying
rejected for all seasons P
habitats by DSV and OCC did not alter the
results for meadow oak or spruce habitats
table 2 oak and spruce were not represented

stratification
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across all overstory canopy cover categories on
this study area
birch habitats with 41 70
Aspen
aspenbirch
OCC
were selected more than expected during spring
and summer by turkeys in the black hills infrequent use of aspenbirch
aspen birch habitats with 71 100
OCC was noted over all seasons but statistically this was less than expected only during
spring open ponderosa pine habitats 0 40
OCC were selected less than expected during
the winter and spring turkeys selected ponderosa pine habitats 41 70 OCC more than
expected during spring dense ponderosa pine
habitats 71 100 OCC were selected more
than expected during fall and winter and less

than expected during summer

habitats determined by DSV and

SS

the

hypothesis that habitats stratified by
DSV and SS depicted patterns of habitat use and
selection by mern
Merr
merriams
merriam
iamss turkeys was not rejected
for winter summer and fall during spring
ponderosa pine habitats with stems greater than
dah were selected more than expected
23 cm dbh
otherwise no differences were apparent in the
habitat selection patterns of turkeys when pine
habitats were stratified based on dbh
dah
Aspen birch oak and spruce habitats were not
aspenbirch
adequately represented across structural stages
to make comparisons

habitats determined by DSV

the

SS

and OCC

hypothesis that habitats stratified by
DSV SS and OCC depictpatterns
depict patterns of habitat use
and selection by turkeys was rejected P 03.03
03
during winter spring and summer table 3
data from fall indicated observed differences
from expected at P A
i.11
il
i111 since several habitat
categories were pooled to achieve minimum
1I11
sample size in the overall chi square test P
I
was considered sufficient indication of difference from expected to proceed with the
Bon ferroni confidence intervals
bonferroni
use patterns of meadow oak and spruce
habitats by merriam s turkeys were unchanged
from previous levels of habitat stratification
b because
however because
ecause more habitats were included
in the analyses selection of spruce during
winter and aspenbirch
aspen birch habitats with 41 70
overstory canopy cover during summer no
longer differed from expected
turkeys selected open ponderosa pine habitats in both structural stages less than expected
during winter and the 25
2.5
22.8 cm dah
dbh structural
228
25 228

I1

TABLEI
TABLE 1
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Merr iams
lamss turkeys of habitats described by dominant species of vegetation in the black
by merriams
merriam
seasonal utilization
utilization
a101

hills of south dakota

proportional
area

habitat

0.0516
00516
0.1016
01016
0.8371
08371
0.0044
00044
0.0056
00056

aspen
meadow
pine
oak
spruce

winter

spring

summer

fall

205

878

126

218

4

61

17

14

11

9

5

7

186
4

807
0

100

195

1

1

0

1

3

1

le size
sample
sampie
fixes are
samele
tire in parentheses expected use can be calculated from proportional use X sa
Pie sizes telemetry
ans
ani
if used more than expected
te d and
than expected
if used less thanexpec
available are indicated by
selected versus availableare
among habitats selectedversus
r nces
aces P
differences
PS 10 amonghabitats

S
sampie
sample

merriams
seasonal utilization by Merr
lamss turkeys of habitats described by dominant species and overstory canopy
iams
merriam
da ota ab
cover of vegetation in the black hills of south dakota
TABLE 2

habitat
i

aspenbirch
Aspen birch
birch
aspenbirch
Aspen
birch
Aspen
aspenbirch

ponderosa pine
ponderosa pine
ponderosa pine
meadows

oak
spruce

percent
canopy cover
40
0040
41 70
71 100

40
0040

70
41
4170
71 100

0 100
0 100

proportional
area
0.0148
00148
0.0191
00191
0.0177
00177
0.1199
01199
0.3760
03760

03412
01016
0.0044
00044
0.0056
00056

winter

spring

summer

fall

205

878

126

218

14

4

1

46

11
2

12

26
45
29
5

29
71
95

1

1

3

1

2
0
2
3
65
118

1

63
430
314

4

9
0

0

1

11

1

7

ze
sample
sampie
samele ssiize
netry fixes are in
telemetry
sample sizes
in parentheses expected use can be calculated from proportional use X samale
sles teler
sies
samsle
and
if used more than expected
if used less than expected an
P S 10 among habitats selected versus available are indicated by
differences pa
p5

ofhabitats determined by dominant species overstory canopy cover
Merriams
lamss turkeys of habitats
3 seasonal utilization by merriams
merriam
a
ab
and structural stage in the black hills of south dakota
TABLE

habitat

structural
stage

birch
Aspen
aspenbirch
birch
Aspen
aspenbirch
aspenbirch
Aspen birch

ponderosa pine
ponderosa pine
ponderosa pine
ponderosa pine
ponderosa pine
ponderosa pine
meadows

oak
spruce

228 cm
22.8
25 228
25
2.5
25 228 cm
25
228 cm
2.5
22.8
25 228
25
228 cm
2.5
228
25 22.8
25
2.5
22.8
25 228
228 cm
25
25228
2.5
228 cm
2.5228
25
25228
22.8 cm
228
228
22.8
228 cm
228
22.8
228 cm
228
25
2.5

percent
canopy cover

proportional
area

winter

spring

summer

fall

205

878

126

218

00148
0.0191
00191
0.0177
00177
00701
01677
0.2173
02173
0.0498
00498
0.2083
02083
01239
0.1016
01016
00044
0.0056
00056

2

14

4

1

0
2

46

11

12

1

1

1

9
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2
20
25

004700

0
41
71
0
41

100

40

70
71 100
0 40
040
41 70
71 100
0 100
0 100

32
85
2

16

4

222
54
287
92
9
0

0

1

33
33
11

6
20

18

33
62
11

5

38
33
7

1

1

3

1

13

sam 1I e size
sampie
sample sizes telemetry fixes are in parentheses expected use can be calculated from proportional use X sample
if used more than expected
differences P
PS 10 among habitats selected versus available are indicated by if used less than expected and

stage was selected less than expected during
spring no differences were noted for ponderosa pine with 41 70 overstory canopy
2.5
dah across seasons
22.8
25 228
cover and 25
228 cm dbh
22.8
228
however the structural stage greater than 228
dah and 41 70 overstory canopy cover was
cm dbh

selected more than expected during spring
dense ponderosa pine 71 overstory canopy
25
dbh was selected more than
22.8
2.5
cover 25228
228 cm dah
25 228
2522.8
25228
expected during winter and less than expected
during summer no differences were noted for
dbh
22.8
dense ponderosa pine 228
228 cm dah
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discussion

the highest level of stratification of habitats
that added new information to use and selection
patterns of mern
merriams
Merr
merriam
iamss turkeys in this study area
was by DSV and OCC despite statistical significance of differences when habitats were stratified by DSV SS and OCC trends in habitat
selection were similar to analyses for which data
were pooled across SS categories shaw and
smith 1977 noted apparent habitat selection
by mern
merriams
Merr
merriam
iamss turkeys in arizona when ponderosa pine habitats based on diameter classes
were ignored however pole size ponderosa
pine habitats were used more than other size
classes by turkeys in montana jonas 1966
within our study area 12 of the 372 ponderosa
dah of less than 15
pine habitats had an average dbh
cm 6 in the lowest average dbh
dah was 107
10.7
107 cm
42
4.2
42 in thirty seven of the ponderosa pine
habitats in the study area had dbh
dah greater than
30 cm 12 in of which the majority were in the
0 40 OCC category indicative of large overmature trees most of the study area had been
logged in the past one hundred years because
excellent germination conditions for ponderosa
pine in the black hills result in overstocked
over stocked
stands with reduced growth rates boldt and
van duesen 1974 ponderosa pine habitats
larger than 30 cm dbh
dah were rare ponderosa
pine habitats in this study were representative
of a narrow range of the potential tree dbh
dah
classes for ponderosa pine however they did
represent the size classes of ponderosa pine
throughout the black hills
the tests of the model for DSV X SS suggested good agreement between the model and
observed use by turkeys from a statistical point
of view these results suggest random selection
of habitats when stratified by DSV X SS nonrandom selection of habitats had already been
demonstrated we also believe that stratification of habitats by DSV X SS obscured biological patterns already demonstrated by the test of
SV X OCC many ofthe relationships of OCC
DSV
were contrasted between high and low OCC
these results were pooled resulting in the
apparently good fit of the DSV X SS model
our approach to these analyses was hierarchical in nature and since patterns of habitat
selection by turkeys had been demonstrated at
higher levels it would not be prudent to ignore
those biological patterns however to ensure
that no oversights were made we made tests of

stratification
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habitat selection based on habitats stratified by
SS OCC and SS x OCC the test of the model
for SS was not rejected tests of the model for
OCC and SS X OCC were rejected but were
influenced by the preponderance of the study
occupied by ponderosa pine 84
and the
dbh classes in the black hills interpreofdbh
dah
range of
tations of results from these latter tests were
similar to tests of
DSV x SS and DSV X OCC
ofdsv
stratification of habitats beyond that necessary to depict the dispersion patterns of the
animal decreases the sensitivity of tests and
increases the probability of type 11
II error in the
analyses alldredge and ratti 1986 the effect
of adding stratification factors is to dilute the
sample sizes in individual cells thus increasing
the chance of type 11
II error apparent type 11
II
errors occurred in the determination of habitat
selection patterns when habitats were stratified
by DSV X SS X OCC at the highest level of
habitat stratification apparent differences from
expected use for three habitat categories disappeared from the analyses
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pollinator preferences FOR YELLOW ORANGE
MIMULUS VERBENA
CEUS AND M
verbenaceous
verbenaceus
robert

K vickery

jr

AND RED FLOWERS OF

cardinalis

1

red orange and yellow morphs
morphe of mimulus verbenaceous
verbena ceus and M cardinalis were field tested for pollinator
verbenaceus
preferences the species are closely similar except that M verbenaceus
verbenaceous
verbenaceus flowers have partially reflexed corolla lobes whereas
M cardinalis flowers have fully reflexed corolla lobes on the basis of over 6000 bumblebee and hummingbird visits
hl
sits hi
highly
001 patterns emerged yellow which is the mutant color morph in both species and is dete
significant p
determined
amine d byyaa
rmine
ABSTRACT

single pair of genes was strongly preferred by bumblebees and strongly eskewed by hummingbirds in both
species orange
and to a lesser extent red were strongly preferred by hummingbirds but eskewed by bumblebees in both species thus
strong but partial reproductive isolation was observed between the yellow mutants and the orange to red flowered
populations from which they were derived color yellow versus orange and red appeared more important than
shape partially reflexed versus fully reflexed corolla lobes in determining the preferences of the guild of pollinators
pollina tors in
this particular test environment for mimulus verbenaceus
verbenaceous
verbena ceus and M cardinalis
candmahs
card
mabs
key words mimulus speciation flower colors pollinator preferences bumblebees hummingbirds

how much of a change in flower color andor
shape is enough to lead to a change in pollinators
pollina tors
and hence to reproductive isolation and potentially to speciation the flower color and shape
of
ofmimulus
morphe ofmimulusverbenaceus
verbenaceous
morphs
anam
verbenaceus
verbena
Mimulus verrena
ceus greene and
M
andm
cardinalis douglas provide an excellent system
for addressing this intriguing question
MATERIALS

mimulus verbenaceus
verbenaceous
verbena ceus and M cardinalis are
typically bright red flowered and hummingbird
pollinated however yellow flowered morphs
pollinated
morphe
verbena ceus eg in a population at
verbenaceus
occur in M verbenaceous
vasseys
vassey
vasserss paradise grand canyon arizona and
in M cardinalis populations eg on cedros
island baja
baia california mexico and in the
siskyou mountains oregon my experimental
hybridizations show that yellow is due to a single
pair of recessive genes that limit the floral
anthocyanins
ins to small dots in the corolla throat
anthocyan
intermediate orange flowered forms are
known in M verbenaceous
verbena ceus specifically the popverbenaceus
ulation at yecora sonora mexico and an
intermediate orange flowered form of M cardinalis was obtained by repeated cycles of selection in both cases orange is due to a single pair
of quantitative genes that reduce the amount of

1

department of biology university of utah salt lake city utah 84112
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anthocyanin pigments in the corolla lobes
thus parallel series of red orange and yellow
color forms are available for both M ver
anam
benaceus
bena ceus and
M cardinalis table 1
andm
mimulus verbenaceous
verbena ceus and M cardinalis are
verbenaceus
similar closely related species in section
erythranthe grant 1924 however their flowers differ in shape those of M verbenaceous
verbena ceus
verbenaceus
have only the upper pair of corolla lobes sharply
reflexed giving the flowers a partially tubular
aspect the side pair of lobes and the labellum
curve gently forward forming a bee landing platform flowers of M cardinalis have both the
upper and side corolla lobes sharply reflexed
giving the flowers a fully tubular shape the
labellum is thrust forward and is folded on itself
formin
forming
ridge
forminlrLr a rimize
ridize instead of a landing platform
shapwof
shapes of the
th flowers of both species would
seem to invite hummingbirds flowers of M
verbenaceous
verbenaceus
verbena ceus but not those of M cardinalis
would appear adapted for bees as well however flowers of all three color morphs
morphe of both
species showed no reflectance patterns in the
ultraviolet that is no putative bee nectar
guides thus flower shapes of
M verbenaceous
verbena ceus
verbenaceus
ofm
and M cardinalis are similar in some respects
but differ in others of potential significance to
pollinators

GREAT BASIN
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PLAN

the

effect of flower color and flower shape
on pollinator preferences will be addressed
stepwise first pollinator preferences for
color red orange and yellow will be ascerverbena ceus plants only holding
verbenaceus
tained for M verbenaceous
flower shape constant second red orange
and yellow flowered M cardinalis plants will be
added to the experiment are pollinator preferences for red orange and yellow flowers of M
cardinalis the same as for those of the M ver
benaceus
bena ceus series note that the pigments are
identical vickery 1978 or does the difference
in corolla shape between the two species lead to
a difference in pollinator preferences

naturalist
TABLE 1

volume 52

origin of populations studied

verbena
verbenaecus
verbenaceus
verben
aecus greene
mimulus verbenaceous
ceus
vassey s paradise grand canyon arizona USA elev
650 m

red morph

culture number 14088
yellow morph culture number 14089
yecora sonora mexico elev 1550 m
orange culture number 13256

mimulus cardinalis douglas
isla cedros baja california mexico elev 100 m
red morph culture number 13106
yellow morph culture number 13250
orange culture number 13249
obtained by selection from the red morph

benaceus
bena ceus plants for the second part of the experiment
pollinator visits to the flowers were observed
iv2 hours per
ivz
and recorded for an average of iva
METHODS
observation period for 15 periods for each ofthe
two parts of the experiment tables 2 3 time
seeds for each of the six populations of the of day of the observations was varied to be sure
study table 1 were collected in the wild or of
all the different kinds of visitors to
noting
harvested from transplants brought into the
as a visit a hummingbird had to thrust its
count
M
cargreenhouse except those of orange
A bee had to land on the
flower
beak
a
into
A
selection
by
obtained
were
which
dinalis
di
large population of red M cardinalis from flower and crawl into the flower far enough to
cedros island was grown and the most orange brush the stigma and anthers A fly butterfly
red flowered plant self pollinated its progeny etc had to walk on the reproductive structures
included several orange flowered plants prog- the numbers of flowers rather than plants of
eny of these plants were grown and found to each color of each species were recorded for
breed true for orange and were used as the each observation period
source of seeds for the orange M cardinalis
for analysis of visits chi square tests were
morph
run for each observation period for each part of
seeds of the six populations were sown in the experiment the null hypothesis was that
early april 1988 in the university of utah green- hummingbirds or bumblebees very few flies
house following which seedlings were transre not
flowers and were
the
we
visited
etc
butterflies
planted into 4 plastic pots and grown to
flowers
of
colors
of
the
three
would
visit
listed
pots
to
plastic
in
trays
were placed
flowering
verbena ceus in the first part of the experiverbenaceus
facilitate bottom watering plants being ran- M verbenaceous
verbenaceus
verbena ceus
ment and the three colors of M verbenaceous
domly arranged as to flower color
when plants began flowering they were and M cardinalis in the second part of the
experiment in proportion to the numbers of
moved outdoors to test pollinator preferences
instead of using red butte canyon natural those flowers in the experimental population
research area as before vickery 1990 with its tables 2 3 if the overall chi square value for
pollina tors 1I scattered the a period of for example bee visits to M ver
relative paucity of pollinators
plants on a lawn adjacent to native gambel oak bena
benaceus
ceus or hummingbird visits to M cardinalis
clumps at the mouth of parley s canyon of the indicated a significant deviation from expected
wasatch mountains in an area rich in pollina
values then the frequency of visits to each color
tors some 50 to 100 plants of each color morph
high or low enough that
those
inspected
was
verbena ceus made up the artificial popuverbenaceus
of M verbenaceous
in the chi square equation was large
their
term
some
of
the
first
experiment
the
lation of
part
devia50 to 100 plants of red and of orange M car- enough by itself to produce a significant
dinalis plus 20 plants of yellow M cardinalis all tion at the 5 level were considered to be
significant tables 2 3
that were available were added to the M ver
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TABLE 2

pollinator preferences

poll
pollinator
lowers of
benci ceus in 1988
mator preferences
preferences
ances for red orange or yellow f flowers
verbena
verbenaceus
us verbenaceous
IS188
ver benti
oer
0 mimulus

npn
fl owers
njimbers
dpn ibers of flowers
day time
daytime
month
monthdaytime

red

orange

yellow

77261630
26 1630

48
56
46
85
92
120
86
120
126
126
126
126
130
130
118

56

70
74
114
74
133
172
178
169
174
174

77290745
29 0745
7 30 0710
7300710
8 02 1640
8021640
88030630
03 0630
88031540
03 1540
04 0640
88040640
8 05 0715
8050715
otis
8 05 1645
8051645
8 05 1830
8051830
88060840
06 0840
8 06 1445
8061445
88061810
06 1810
islo
isio
88071515
07 1515
88080725
08 0725
T or

4

147

91

79

77
101
117
73
100
104
104
88
98
117
119
91

1I umbleb ee visits
bumblebee

bs
visits
hummingbird
hu mmingb ird visil

red orange

yellowv

P

2841
2811

1981
1984

001
200
010
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001

30
24
34-

5237
50
67
887

58

67
53
81

53

99t

314
311

209t

04
01
334121
124
51
54

74
5
71
224
221
41
44

126t

151

744
741

159t

150
142
142
124

61
64

61
64

50

105

04
01
121
124

41
44

32

527
125

73t
291t
got
257t
68t
131t

red orange
0

3

0

817
66
49
797

557
sst
27
33
1001
1004
83

241t
1457

yellowv
0

100

29
70
27

010
010
010
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001

361
364

183
170
281
284

94
91
364-

777
1497

75

15ot
150t

821
824

66
49
31
52
32

loot
947

264
261
241
244

48t

11
14

1257

54
51
51
54

677

P

921
924
991

significantly high or low see text

TABLE

3 pollinator preferences for red orange or yellow flowers of M verbenaceous
verbena ceus and M cardinalis in 1988
verbenaceus

nu
fl wers
mber
number
aber of flowers
aers
month daytime
day time
monthdaytime

red

orange

yellow

Bumble bc e visits
bumblebee

red orange

yellow

hummingbird
hinmmmgbiird visits
vlsi ts
visi
yellow

P

407

31
34

70t

184
181

167t

1351
1354

10

3

807

384-

sot
sol

01

166t
147t

994-

001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
010
300
001
001

P

red orange

001
001

23
70

001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001

171
13
404-

mimulus verbenaceous
verbenaceus
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RESULTS

pollinators
Pollina tors showed clear very highly signifi.001
ooi
001 preference for or avoidance of
cant p ool
yellow flower color but less clear preferences
for or avoidance of orange or red flower colors
pail bombus appositus
pali
pall
bumblebees princi
principally
appo situs and
princl
pre7erred
yellow in both M
huntie strongly preferred
B huntii
preferred yellow
verbenaceous
verbena ceus and M cardinalis difference in
verbenaceus
shape did not appear to matter hummingcerus
platy cenus
platycerus
platycenm
birds principally selasphorus platycercus
strongly eskewed yellow in both species tables
2 3 again difference in shape did not appear
to matter
.001
ooi
001 prehummingbirds significantly p 001
verbena ceus flowers and
verbenaceus
ferred orange M verbenaceous
showed a tendency to prefer orange M car
danalis
dinalis flowers as well tables 2233 this preference for orange over red flowers should not have
been surprising in view of the fact that orange
and red are equally conspicuous to hummingbirds grant and grant 1968 raven 1972
strong preferences and aversions for yellow
are particularly interesting because yellow is the
mutant color in both species so a new yellow

volume 52

naturalist

mutant of either species would be preferentially
visited by bumblebees and preferentially
or
avoided by hummingbirds but not in all
allor
none reactions apparently then with the species of pollinators tested we are seeing the
establishment of real but partial reproductive
isolation due to the mutation of a single pair of
color genes
cenes
senes
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SOIL LOOSENING PROCESSES FOLLOWING THE abandonment
OF TWO ARID WESTERN NEVADA TOWNSITES
paul A knappl
knapp
soil compaction was measured at four sites within two abandoned mining camps in the western great basin
desert nevada bulk density and macro
microporosity
macroporosity
porosity values were generated from soil samples collected in areas of different
land use intensities in camps that had been abandoned for ap
approximately
roXI mately 70 years results show that significant differences
proximately
roximately
ans
remain in bulk density values between abandoned roads ani
and undisturbed areas in both towns and that the areas around
foundation peripheries are still significantly more compacted in one town there were no significant differences between
land use groups as measured by macro
macroporosity
porosity estimated soil recovery based on a linear model usin
microporosity
using bulk density values
suggests that approximately 100 to 130 years are necessary for complete loosening to occur for aban
boned
abandoned
oned roads and that
100 or fewer years are necessary for complete amelioration of the foundation periphery areas
wetter townsite with
the
more freeze thaw days finer grained soils and greater plant cover had shorter recovery estimates these findings
suggest
that the results of human use impacts in arid
arld
and areas may still be apparent long after disturbances cease
ABSTRACT

key words soil recovery soil compaction anid
arld lands great basin desert ghost towns
arid
and

arid lands are undergoing environmental

hinckley et al 1983 lathrop 1983 prose et al
degradation processes at a rapid rate worldwide 1987 goudie 1990 while the impacts of back
and are being severely disturbed by excessive country activities have been documented over
soil erosion and salinization alien
ailen 1988 goudie short time spans often less than 30 years little
allen
1990 the explosion in human population is known about long
term consequences of
longterm
levels in the last several decades in arnd
annd
arid regions these activities knapp 1991 few studies exist
and
has been a major cause for land degradation
that document how well a disturbed area recovespecially considering that arld
arid
and regions are ers following cessation of disturbances particuparticularly sensitive to anthropogenic land use larly in areas traditionally considered to have
impacts goudie 1990 while the greatest little economic value such as arid lands
extent of soil degradation has occurred in sahei
recovery processes of compacted soils are
ian africa other arid
arld zones of the world are also not well understood webb et al 1983 1986
and
vulnerable goudie 1990
and have been conducted primarily in more
the arid american west is one such region mesic environments webb et al 1983 knapp
where human use impacts have risen dramati- 1989 recovery estimates vary considerably
cally in the last several decades francis and ranging from less than 10 years on minnesota
ganzel 1984 the increased popularity of back forest soils thorud and frissell 1976 to 23
country visits by off road vehicles mountain years on idaho forest soils froehlich et al
bikes backpackers or horseback riders has had 1985 to 50 years on forest soils in south ausa considerable impact on the surrounding envi- tralia greacen and sands 1980 and up to 200
ron
ronment
ment either damaging or altering both the years on soils in southwestern montana knapp
flora and soils of affected areas cole 1983
1989
1987 1990 lathrop 1983 webb 1983 prose
the few studies that have examined soil
and metzger 1985
arnd
recovery rates in the annd
arid american west have
and
compaction of desert soils caused by back
been confined to the mojave desert ie webb
country activities can decrease infiltration rates
and wilshire 1980 webb et al 1983 1986
increase runoff and impede plant root growth
1988 prose and metzger 1985 rates of soil
which favors further soil degradation processes recovery from these studies of abandoned
vollmer
vollmeretal
et al 1976 rowlands and adams 1980 mining camps ranged from 80 to 140 years and
etal
department of geography university of nevada reno nevada 895570048
89557 0048
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fig la terrill
reno library

fig ib terrill

ca 1920 looking northwest photo by roly ham courtesy special collections university of nevada

1990 photograph by author

averaged 100 years comparable studies have
yet to be conducted in the great basin desert
ghost towns abandoned in the early twentieth century in the western great basin desert
commac
long term effects of soil compac
showcase the longterm

tion built because of the discovery of valuable
ores such as gold and silver these towns were
short lived as the ores became too scarce to
extract profitably paher 1970 carlson 1974
shamberger 1974 these towns have been

1992
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climatic and soils data for the two selected great basin desert townsites
town sites

elevation

townsite

m

lii
ill
terrill
ten
wonder

1305
1740

est

esto
est

est

annual
precipitation
mm

mean
jan temp
C
IC

mean
july temp
IC
C

soil
type

228
22.8
228
205
20.5
205

loamy sand
sandy loam

125

250

08
39
3.9
39

sand silt
and clay

84124
46504

source of estimate houghton
al 1975
hough ton et
etal

exposed to a variety of environmental impacts
including trampling by livestock humans and
vehicles and have shown a variety of vegetation
recovery responses knapp 1992 the purpose
of this paper is to examine the effects of soil
recovery in two abandoned mining towns in the
great basin desert in similar fashion to those
studies conducted in the mojave desert
STUDY AREAS

two measures of soil compaction bulk density and percentage macroporosity
macro porosity were gathmicroporosity
ered from terrill and wonder terrill 3905n

11846w and wonder 3935n 11804w

are sandy mixed typic calciorthids while
wonders
wonders soils are fine loamy mixed typic calci
orchids
orthids USDASCS
USDA SCS 1975 organic matter was
estimated to be less than 1 at both town
sites
townsites
terrill and wonder have been subjected to
minimal human caused impacts since abandonment because of their remote locations little
grazing by domestic animals has occurred in
terrill because of the lack of a nearby water
source wonder has experienced greater graz
eraz
grazing pressures by sheep cattle and feral horses
ses
neither sheep nor cattle have grazed the
wonder area since 1980 A anderson district
range conservationist BLM personal communication 1990

hr

were abandoned in ca 1915 and ca 1925 respecMETHODS
tively figs la ib both sites lie
ile at the base
lle
he
of north south trending fault block mountain
ranges in central western nevada although
soil samples for bulk density and macro
terrill
te mil
ali s elevation 1305 m is substantially lower porosity measurements were gathered at four
than wonders
wonders 1740 m terrill is the drier site different land use categories at each town data
receiving approximately 130 mm of precipita- were collected from active roads to get a theotion annually with the estimated mean january retical upper limit of compaction abandoned
and july temperatures being 08
228 C
0.8
roads representing prior high intensity land
228
08
08cC and 22.8
respectively houghton et al 1975 table 1
use areas within 5 m of foundation peripheries
the vegetation in terrill is a salt desert scrub representing prior moderate intensity land
habitat type tueller 1989 and common spe- use and control plots areas of minimal disturcies are the shrubs sarcobatus baileyy
baileyi atriplex bance located near 2 km the townsite all
baileyi
confe7tifolia
confertifolia and tetradymia spp
app the grasses efforts were made to ensure that the four differoryzopsis hymenoides and bromus tectorium
tectorum
tectorum
ent land use groups within each townsite were
and the forb sphaeralcea ambigua
ambigua ground similar to each other in terms of slope aspect
cover in terrill is approximately 20
knapp soil texture elevation and parent material so
1992 wonder receives approximately 250 mm that accurate comparisons could be made trails
of annual precipitation has mean january and caused by either feral horses or small mammals
july temperatures of 39
3.9
20.5 C respec- were avoided
39 C and 205
205
tively houghton et al 1975 table 1 and supsoil data from the controls active roads and
sagebrush grass habitat type tueller abandoned roads were gathered using a stratiports a sagebrushgrass
1989 with approximately 35 ground cover fied unaligned sampling method thirty 5 m
knapp 1992 common species in wonder are line transects were set parallel to both the active
the shrub a7temisia
artemisia tri dentata and the grasses and abandoned roads and one soil core was
B tectorium
tectorum and Sit
tectorum
sitanion
anion hystrix
gathered at a random point along each line
both townsites
town sites have alluvially
alluvia lly deposited vol- transect soil cores from control plots were
canic sandy loam to loamy sand soils stewart gathered at a random point on each of forty 5 m
and carlson 1978 table 1 the soils in terrill line transects soil cores were also gathered at a

TABLE 2
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town sites
macro
microporosity
porosity values and recovery period estimates for abandoned townsites
bulk density and macroporosity

bulk density

gcm

site

gem
acm

a1

3

Macro porosity
macroporosity
microporosity
voi
by vol
byvol
bavol

ienod years
recovery period
r nenod

bulk density

macroporosity
Macroporosity
microporosity

terrill
active road

abandoned road
foundation
peripheries
control plot

b

1165
65
1.51
151
isi
lsi

0 0413
004
oos
0 05
005

19 7
197
216
21.6
216

24b
2 41

23

130

120

147
1.47
147

0 07
007
003
0.03
003

21
2199
227

2277
24
2.4
24

100

100

ig
lg
11.9
199

100

80

08

85

70

1 41
141

wonder
1.59
159

active road
abandoned road
foundation
peripheries
control plot

1 48
14e
1 46
146
1.46
146
142
1.42
142

17
1733

20

20
2.0

008
007
oot
0.07
007

20y
20 3

0.07
007
oot
007

208
20.8
208

os
08
0.8

006

211
21
21.11

211I

11

math exception of active roads and standard deviation values are from knapp 1992
vath
bulk density data with
hone
bone
one standard deviation

significantly different
significantly different
significantly different

1
1
1

05 from active road based on tukey test
05 from control plot based on tukey test
05 from foundation peripheries based on

tukey test

random point on each of forty 5 m line transects
that were set perpendicular to the foundation
periphery sides the cores were oven dried
overnight and then weighed for bulk density
blake 1965 one fourth of the cores also were
macro porosity readings that were
microporosity
kept intact for macroporosity
teit
teil
tell
measured under 30 cm of tension using a ten
sion table orr 1960 soil texture was measured using the micro
pipette method miller
micropipette
and miller 1987
variance ANOVA was used to
analysis of valiance
examine whether differences in either bulk denmicroporosity values existed between
sity or macroporosity
land use categories abandoned roads foundation peripheries and control plots for each
town zar 1984 SAS 1985 where significant
overall differences existed tukey multiple comparison tests were used to determine between
which groups these differences occurred zar
1984 soil recovery was considered complete
when no significant differences existed between
disturbed sites and their respective control
plots
soil recovery estimates were based on the
equation corrected from webb et al 1986
101 TA
T kia
ria ihla loy
where it townsite either abandoned road or
foundation periphery
lu undisturbed soils control plots
iu
la active road
TA time since abandonment of
townsite

taa
tda

itta

the data collected from active roads were used

only for estimates generated by this equation
this equation generates rough estimates of soil
recovery times webb et al 1986 state that an
exponential decay model might give more realistic soil recovery estimates although only one
abandonment time per site excludes the use of
the exponential decay model
RESULTS

bulk density measurements for the aban1.51
doned road 151
151 gcm3 and foundation periph147 gcm3 were significantly greater than
eries 1.47
1.41
terr ill but in
141 gcm3 in terrill
for the control plot 141
1.48
148 gcm3
wonder only the abandoned road 148
had significantly greater bulk density values
1.42
142 gcm3 table 2
than the control plot 142
Macro
porosity measurements in both terrill and
macroporosity
microporosity
wonder were not significantly different between
land use categories
estimated recovery times ranged from 85 to
130 years when based on bulk density measurements and from 70 to 120 years when based on
macro
macroporosity
porosity measurements table 2 all
microporosity
measurements were greater on abandoned
roads than on foundation peripheries and were
comparatively longer in terrill than in wonder
while these values are derived by a linear recovery model it is most likely that soil recovery
follows more of a nonlinear path with rapid
recovery early then recovery rates slowing

1992
19921
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heinonen 1977 has suggested that the bulk
density of soils may decrease to a certain point
then level off without reaching predisturbance
conditions

discussion
soil loosening is dependent upon shrink
swell freeze thaw and biological activity processes larson and allmaras 1971 akram and
kemper 1979 webb 1983 webb et al 1986
knapp 1989 these processes in turn may be a
function of soil type climate and biological
activity the recovery times for terrill and
wonder show a relationship to all three of these
processes with recovery times in terrill being
longer than those in wonder
soil texture is important because finer
grained soils are more prone to freeze thaw and
shrink swell loosening processes than are
coarser grained soils webb et al 1986 fine
textured soils have more total pore space and
have a higher water holding capacity thereby
providing the soils of wonder that are more
fine grained than terrill more opportunities
for expansion contraction processes to occur
millar et al 1958 while percentages of clay
may also be important particularly if the clay
has a high shrink swell ratio total amounts of
clay at the two towns were the same and should
not have a greater effect at one place than at the
other
climate plays an important role in soil loosening processes particularly where there is a
high frequency of wetting and drying freezing
and thawing or heating and cooling processes
three climatic features favor faster soil loosening processes in wonder than in terrill first
wonder is 435 in higher than terrill and wonder
has a shorter freeze free period by approximately a month to a month and a half J james
nevada state climatologist personal communication 1991 second wonder lies at the base of
a bowl shaped depression and receives maximum cold air drainage typical diurnal temperature contrasts for wonder range from 22 to 28
C with the greatest contrasts occurring in the
summer and the least contrast in the winter
houghton et al 1975 J james personal communication 1991 terrill on the other hand
16.5
experiences a 165
165 to 22 C diurnal temperature
range houghton et al 1975 J james personal
communication 1991 these differences in
diurnal temperature range suggest that the

153

heating cooling and expansion contraction processes are more pronounced for wonder third
wonder receives approximately twice as much
annual precipitation as terrill therefore the
freezing thawing and wetting drying processes
should occur more often in wonder facilitating
the soil loosening processes
biological activity through plant root growth
can also ameliorate soil compaction grasses
and forbs are particularly effective for loosening
of
oftopsoil
topsoil because they have many diffuse shallow roots that penetrate the topsoil with subsequent minimal increases in soil strength but
leave behind small channels after the roots die
webb et al 1983 plants such as shrubs with
a central taproot however cause localized compaction around the root yet have fewer roots
per unit volume and are less effective for soil
loosening webb et al 1983 total plant cover
in wonder was substantially approximately
20
greater than in terrill especially with the
grasses bromus tectorium
tectorum and Sit
tectorum
sitanion
anion hystrix
which both have extensive shallow root systems therefore it appears that if soil loosening
can be attributed to biological activity it would
be more pronounced in wonder than in terrill
although controlled detailed experiments are
necessary for confirmation

conclusions
after 75 years of recovery significant differences remain between disturbed and undisturbed sites in terrill as measured by bulk
density estimates for recovery based on bulk
density are from 100 to 130 years in wonder
after 65 years of recovery significant differences
remain only between abandoned roads and control plots estimated recovery for the abandoned road is 100 years these results are in
close agreement with similar previous studies
that examined soil recovery times in the mojave
desert eg webb and
andwilshire
wilshire 1980 webb et
al 1986 and suggest that the results of soil
compaction processes that occur in and
arld enviarid
ron
ronments
ments are long lived but are not irreversible
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biochemical differentiation IN THE IDAHO GROUND
spermophilus

SQUIRREL
BRUNNEUS RODENTIA SCIURIDAE

gilla
yensen2233
gill and enc
ayesha E gill1
ene
eric yensen
erle
erie
ABSTRACT

spermophilus brunneus
brunneous
brun neus is
is restricted to a 90 X 125 km area of west central idaho
with two distinct northern
and southern groups of populations within this limited range morphological differences
in pelage length and coloration
external and cranial measurements and bacula suggest that these groups are either
very distinct subspecies or species we
used starch gel electrophoresis to estimate the amount of
genetic differentiation accompanying these morphological
differences by assaying genetic variation at 31 loci in the two geographic groups
fifteen loci were polymorphic 13 in the
northern group 12 in the southern and mean heterozygosity ff was high 123
12
12.3
1233 northern and 10
1088 southern neis
s
nels
nel
nei
genetic distance 0 057
057 is in the range usually associated with subspecific differences
however jaccards
Jac cards association
coefficient 0893
00893
0.893
893 is about the same as that found between several ground squirrel taxa
currently recognized as species
high
levels
of
the
heterozygosity suggest that S brunneous
brun neus is a neoendemic
brunneus
neo endemic rather than a paleoendemic
paleo endemic species
key words spermophilus brunneous
brun
brunneus
neus spermophilus idaho ground squirrel ground squirrels electrophoresis
taxonomy
biochemical differentiation

Speraw
brunneous
spermophilus
philus brunneus
brunneus is one of the rarest
least studied and most geographically restricted
of the north american ground squirrels within
its restricted range of ca 90 X 125 km in west
central idaho there are two well differentiated
subspecies S b brunneous
brun
brunneus
neus and S b endemicus
ende micus
yensen 1991 significant differences in pelage
length and color external and cranial measurements and bacular
bacalar morphology suggest that the
two taxa may be close to species level separation
yensen 1991 the northern Speraw
spermophilus
philus
b brunneous
brunneus
brun
neus is known from only ca 20 isolated
sites in mountain meadows in adams and valley
counties these demes consist of 200 individuals and are separated from each other by distances of 1 70 km in contrast the southern S
b endemicus
ende micus is patchily distributed over a contiguous area 70 km long and up to 20 km wide
in the lower elevation foothills of gem payette
and washington counties yensen 1991
davis 1939 divided the north american
species of subgenus Spenn
spermophilus
ophilus into small
eared and large eared groups and placed S
brunneous
brunneus
brunneus within the large eared group nadler
et al 1973 found however that the karyotypes
of S brunneous
brun
brunneus
neus and S townsendii
townsendia
townsendii mollis small
eared group differed only in the presence or
staining intensity of minor bands on six chromo

somes indicating a close affinity between S
brunneous
brun
brunneus
neus and the small eared group nadler et
al 1974 analyzed serum transferring
transferrins
trans ferrins of S
brunneous
brunneus
brunneus using starch gel electrophoresis and
concluded that it was biochemically intermediate and possibly ancestral to both the nearctic
small eared and big eared species groups of
subgenus spennophilus
Spenn ophilus nadler et al 1982
spertnophilus
extended their analysis to 21 holarctic species
using 18 loci and concluded that S brunneous
brunneus
brun
neus
was a paleo
paleoendemic
endemic species most closely related
to the eurasian S dauricus
dauticus
dau Ticus
ficus nadler et al 1984
ricus
revised their phylogeny to incorporate chromosomal data and placed the revolutionarily
evolutionarily conservative S brunneous
brunneus
brun
neus within the S townsend
townsendiaii group
townsendii
study was conducted to estimate
the present studywas
studyway
the genetic differentiation accompanying
accompany iny the
substantial morphological differences between
the two geographic groups of S brunneous
brunneus
brun
neus and
to assess the hypothesis that S brunneous
brunneus
brunneus is a
paleo endemic species with small relictual
paleoendemic
relic tual
revictual
populations
MATERIALS AND METHODS

specimens analyzed
of 82 specimens were analyzed from
the following localities Sperm
spermophilus
philus brunneous
brun neus
brunneus
sperl
A total

1university
university of nevada reno nevada 89557 present address institute of health pokystudies
pomy
policy
Poky studies university of california san francisco california 94143
of natural history albertson college caldwell idaho 83605
waddress
3address
address for reprint requests
22museum
museum
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mi NE bear guard
station 3 bear cemetery 2 cold springs cr
1 little mud cr 5 mill cr 3 mi N hornet
guard station 2 new meadows 12 price
valley 2 lick cr 6 summit cr 9 sperbrunneous
neus endemicus gem co
brun
mophilus
mo
nwphilus brunneus
12.6 mi N
126
sucker cr 11 mi N emmett 20 126

brunneous
brunneus
brun neus adams co 1I

payette co big willow cr 1 dry
cr road 3 washington co lower mann cr
10 weiser cove 5 these specimens have been
deposited as vouchers in the albertson college
museum of natural history

emmett

1

laboratory methods
blood was collected from the suborbital
sinus of living animals samples sizes were 21 S
ende micus liver and
b brunneous
brunneus
brun neus 9 S b endemicus
kidney tissues were from sacrificed animals 10
S b brunneous
brunneus
brun neus 6 S b endemicus or frozen
carcasses collected for other purposes 18 S b
ende micus carcasses were
brunneous
brunneus
brun neus 31 S b endemicus
stored at 20 C for 1 6 months
tissue sample preparation and horizontal
starch gel electrophoresis follow selander et al
iio
ilo
110
with slight modifications we used 11.0
1971
1971with
electrostarch
electr ostarch for lithium hydroxide gels and
124
12.4
124 for all other gels enzyme locus designations follow standardized enzyme commission
EC nomenclature harris and hopkinson
proteinss
non
enzymatic protein
1976 the enzymes and nonenzymatic
screened in this study with tissue and buffer
systems used were alcohol dehydrogenase
ADH liver tris citrate ph
illi
1111
EC no 111.1
80
8.0
80 glycerol 3 phosphate dehydrogenase EC
80
no 1118
111.8
1118 GPD liver tris citrate ph 808.0
11114
L iditol dehydrogenase EC no 111.14
80
8.0
80 lactate deIDDH liver tris citrate ph so
11127 LDH kidney
EC no 111.27
hydrogenase EG
EC
8.0
80 malate dehydrogenase EG
tris citrate ph 80
6.3
63
no 111.37
11137 MDH liver tris citrate ph 63
11142
EC no 111.42
iso
isocitrate
citrate dehydrogenase EG
so
8.0
80 superoxide
ICD kidney tris citrate ph 80
11511 SOD kidney
dis
dismutase
mutase EC no 1151.1
so
8.0
80 aspartate
tris maleate or tris citrate ph 80
2611 AAT liver
EC no 261.1
aminotransferase EG
271.1
2711
EC no 2711
lithium hydroxide hexokinase EG
so
8.0
80 phosphoglu
HK kidney tris citrate ph 80
275.1
2751 PGM kidney tris
comutase
EC no 9751
co
mutase EG
3111 ES
EC no 311.1
8.0
80 esterase EG
citrate ph 80
hemolysate tris hydrochloric acid peptidase
34.11 or 13 PEP liver tris citrate
EG
EC no 3411
63 hemoglobin HGB hemolysate tris
ph 636.3
hydrochloric acid albumin ALB plasma lithferrin TRF plasma
transferrin
trans
ium hydroxide transferring

naturalist
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lithium hydroxide general proteins GPI and
gpo
gp2 hemolysate tris hydrochloric acid and
gp4 plasma tris
gp3 and gpo
general proteins gpo
hydrochloric acid the proteins were numbered
in order of decreasing mobility with the most
anodal labeled 1
the buffer and stain systems for the proteins
screened in this study were described by selander et al 1971 except for stains for IDDH
est erases
HK and PEP gill et al 1987 of the esterases
only acetylesterases were stained and were
PEP C was
numbered 1I most anodal to 5 PEPC
detected with L leucyl L alanine ADH does
not have to be stained specifically and is seen on
many dehydrogenase gels it was read on gels
stained for GPD

computational methods
gene frequencies measures of genetic varinei s 1978 unbiased genetic distance
nel
ation net
and unbiased genetic identity and the average
FST
inbreeding coefficient Fs
fsrr were derived from
input on single individual genotypes elec
tromorphs using the computer program
BIOSYS 1 swofford and selander 1981
jaccard
Jac
lac cardss association coefficient sj
the number of matched elec
where a
the number mistromorphs 1111 and u
matched 10 or 01 sneath and sokal 1973
was also calculated for the two groups sj
depends only upon the presence 1 or absence
alleles as indicated by bands on the starch
ofalleles
0 of
gels electromorphs not on allelic frequencies
as do measures of genetic distance negative
matches were excluded
I1

aau

RESULTS AND

discussion

brunneus
neus was polymorphic
brun
philus b brunneous
spermophilus
Speraw
endemicus was
whereas S b endemicus
at 13 loci 42
if esterases are
polymorphic at 12 loci 39
excluded polymorphism is reduced to 31
which is similar to the 29 reported for mus
musculus and homo sapiens lewontin 1974
48
148
alleles per locus A was 11.48
ofalleles
average number of
148
brunneous
brun neus and 1.48
0.11 X SE in S b brunneus
011
oli
oii
ende micus all polymorphic loci had
0012
1212 in S b endemicus
0.12
two alleles except for peptidase and two of the
est erases which had three
esterases
mean heterozygosity per individual per
37
3.7 in S b
12.3
37
123
locus in our sample was 123
39
3.9 in S b endemicus
ios
los
39
108
brunneous
brunneus
neus and 10.8
brun
2.7
27
these values are much higher than the 27
heterozygosity reported by nadler et al 1982

19921
1992

spermophilus

BRUNNEUS

for S b brunneous
brunneus
brun
neus the loci common to both
studies however were less variable than some
of our 18 additional loci even if esterases
est erases are
excluded from the analysis our measures of
genetic variability S b brunneous
brunneus
brun
neus H 82
8.2
82 A
135
1.35
ende micus H 74
135 S b endemicus
7.4
1.38
138 are
74 A 138
still much higher than theirs they found H
ff
oo
values of 00
0.0
10.4
3.5
00 104
104 X 35
35 for other species
of spermophilus cothran et al 1977 found
high heterozygosity 9393
9.3
in the ground squirrel subgenus icticlomys
ictidomys the average heterozygo
zygosity
sity for 26 taxa of rodents was 54
5.4
54
selander 1975 so idaho ground squirrels have
relatively high levels of heterozygosity thus
the levels of genetic variability are high for a
species postulated to be a paleoendemic
nadler et al 1974 cothran et al 1977 nadler
et al 1982 with small isolated demes and confined to a small geographic area yensen 1991
sixteen of 31 protein systems scored for S
brunneous
brunneus
brun
neus were monomorphic GPD LDH
LDHAA
ICD 2 HK 12 PGM 12 AAT 12 IDDH
SOD B ADH ALB TRF GP 12 frequenSODB
cies of alleles in the polymorphic systems the
most common allele ogg
099
0.99
099 are shown in table
1 As in other species kojima et al 1970
lewontin 1974
non
glucose metabolizing
nonglucose
enzymes were more polymorphic than glucose
metabolizing enzymes with five monomorphic
AAT 12 IDDH SOD
SODBB and ADH while
SOD A and all five est
PEP C SODA
PEPC
erases were po
ly
esterases
polyjofs
morphic table 1 the two taxa of
brun
brunneus
neus
ofsS brunneous
did not differ substantially in glucose metabo
metajo
klizing enzymes with the majority of loci monolizing
morphic and the same allele common in the
polymorphic loci
nadler et al 1982 found LDH to be monomorphic in all 21 north american and eurasian
spermophilus species examined however we
found two individuals of S b brunneous
brunneus
neus that
brun
were homozygous for a fast allele at the LDHB
LDH B
locus nadler et al 1982 assayed from LDH in
red blood cells while we used kidney extracts so
the difference may be between the two tissues
both groups of S brunneous
brunneus
neus were polymorphic
brun
for ICD 1 and HK 3 while oni
only
ende micus
y S b endemicus
was polymorphic for MDH 1
mucose
glucose
of the enzymes not involved in 91
ucose
metabolism the esterases
est erases were the most variable table 1 we also found considerable differences
feren
ces between S b brunneous
brunneus
brunneus and S b
ende micus in the other nonglucose
endemicus
mucose
glucose
non 91
metabolia
ucose metaboliz
ing enzymes different alleles were common for
PEP
C and ES 4 in the two groups of
PEPC

electrophoresis
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allelic frequencies of polymorphic loci in
brunneous
brunneus
spermophilus brun
bninneus
neus
TABLE 1

locus

allele
abele

GLUCOSE

LDH B
LDHB
MDH

ICD

brunneous
brunneus
bninneus
brun neus

ende
endemicus
micus

MZYMES
metabolizing elENZYMES

1

1

a
b
a
b
c
a

b
HK 3

a

b

0929
0071
0000
1000
0000
0926
0074
0132
0868

1000
0000
0018
0911
0071
0986
0014
0097
0903

NON GLUCOSE
nonglucose
GLU OSE metabolizing
mftabolizi NG ENZYMES

SOD A
SODA

a
b

PEP C
PEPC

a

ES
esi

b
c
a
b

1

c

ES 2

a
b
a
b
c
a
b
a
b

ES 3

ES 4
ess
ES 5
NON
nonenzymatic
NONENZY
ENZYMATIC
MATIC

PROTEINS

HGB

a
b
a
b
a
b
a
b

1

HGB 2
GP 3
GP 4

0786
0214
0365
0135
0500
0179
0107
0714
0969
0031
0971
0000
0029
0714
0286
0656
0344

1000
0000
0944
0056
0000
0.889
0889
0389
0611
0944
0056

0233
0767
0100
0900
0000
1000
0962
0038

0667
0333
0500
0500
1000
0000
0750
0250

0957
0043
0329
0343
0329
0056
0167
0778

see text for acronyms of loci
alleles are listed in order of in
is
asing nobility
mobility a i&
slowest
ia sl
st
increasing

sist

S brun
brunneous
brunneus
bninneus
neus

in both cases the differences were
in allelic frequency rather than in the presence
or absence of
alleles
ofalleles
Non
nonenzymatic
enzymatic proteins were scored in both
hemolysate and plasma albumin and transfer
rin in plasma and two general proteins in
hemolysate were monomorphic we found variability at the two hemoglobin loci and at two
general protein loci in plasma table 1
heterozygosity of hemoglobins has been found
in the closely related townsend
Town sendss ground squirrel S townsend
townsendia
townsendii
ii in which the two hemoglo
bins have identical a chains and differ by only
one amino acid in the sequence oftheir
of their p3 chains
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kleinschmidt et al 1985 they found no
difference in the oxygen affinity of the two
hemoglobins
A general protein in plasma GP 3 represented by a band just anodal to albumin distinbrunneous
brun neus A fast allele
guished the two S brunneus
apparently has reached fixation in S b
brunneous
brunneus
brun neus whereas a slow allele appears fixed in
S b endemicus
ende micus table 1 this is the only locus
that can serve as a marker gene among the 31
loci scored although LDHB
LDH B and MDH 1 had
alleles that were fixed in one taxon and polymorphic in the other the other presumed loci differed in allelic frequency only
net
nei s 1978 genetic distance is a measure of
nel
the accumulated number of gene differences
per locus between populations the genetic dis0.057 found between the two S
tance of 0057
brunneous
brunneus
brunneus was within the range associated with
subspecific differentiation avise 1974 the
0.167
average inbreeding coefficient FST
fsr 0167
indicated moderately high genetic differentiabrunneus
brun
neus have a genetic idention the two S brunneous
0.944 by comparison cothran et al
tity of 0944
0.808
1977 found genetic identities of 0808
0835
mexic anus 0.835
spilo soma and S mexicanus
spilosoma
between S spirosoma
spilo soma and S tridecemlineatus
spirosoma
between S spilosoma
and 0.965
0965 between S tridecemlineatus and S
anus in the subgenus ictidomys
mexic
mexicanus
to compare our results with other results
from the subgenus spermophilus nadler et al
1982 we also calculated jaccards
jaccard
jae
Jac cardss association
coefficient this measure is less sensitive to
sample size and depends on presence or
absence of an allele rather than on allelic frecies jaccards
jaccard
jae
quen
quencies
Jaccardss coefficient of similarity
brunneus
brun
neus was
between the two groups of S brunneous
from figure 2 in nadler et al
0.893 judging
0893
1I
1982206 the similarity between the two
neus is about the same as the
brunneus
brun
groups of S brunneous
beldingi
areatus and S beldingi
similarity between S armatus
semi species in
or between some of the putative semispecies
townsendia
townsendii
the S townsend
ii complex the eurasian S sus
licus and S citellus or S major and S
richardsonb
richard
soni and S
erythrogenys spermophilus richardsoni
ally
electrophoretically
delegans
elegans are more similar electrophoretic
than the two idaho ground squirrels however
direct comparisons are difficult since the similarity coefficients computed by nadler et al
1982 were based on a different and apparently less variable set of loci
the electrophoretic data confirm that the
two idaho ground squirrels are genetically as
well as morphologically differentiated taxa the
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naturalist

evidence does not clearly resolve the question
of whether the two are separated at the subspecies or species level the presence of one
marker gene and the observed frequency differences at others could be consistent with either
interpretation the high levels of heterozygospaleo endemic
ity however do not support the paleoendemic
hypothesis
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NEW GENUS aplanusiella AND TWO NEW SPECIES OF
leafhoppers
LEAF HOPPERS FROM southwestern UNITED STATES
HOMOPTERA cicadellidae deltocephalinae
2
1
nielson1
soni
nielsoni
A
B
haws
and
Niel
Nielson
M W

aplanusiella type species aplanusiella utahensis n sp and two new species A utahensis
and coexist on the same host genus
and A californiensis
calia
calif oliensis
omiensis are described and illustrated the two species are allopatric
leafhoppers as
leafboppers
aplanus notes on distribution of hosts and leafhoppers
atriplex with members of a closely allied leafhopper genus paplanus
generle relationships are also given
generie
generic
mtergenenc
well as leafhopper inter
intergeneric
ABSTRACT

A new genus

hoppens new species new genus cicadellidae aplanusiella distribution hosts
leajhoppers
hoppers
leaf
leai
key words leafhoppers

in a 1986 89 survey of rangeland leafhop
pers of utah haws et al 1989 two populations

populations of these groups are rather rare in
AtTi
plex host areas of the high- to low desert
atriplex
attl
regions of western north america

AtTi
plex spp
app and tentatively
atriplex
were taken from atri
paplanus
Ap lanus
identified as members of the genus aplanus
new genus
aplanusiella
paplanus
one population was later identified as aplanus
aplanusiella utahensis n sp
tyte
TYPE
shad scale atriplex con
TITE SPECIES
albidus
albieus ball from shadscale
small rather slender species related to
folia torr & frem wats the other popfertifolia
ferti
aplanus oman but smaller and with distinctive
ulation was collected from four winged paplanus
canescens
canes cens pursh nutt and male genital characters general color light
saltbush atriplex canescent
is described herein as a new genus and new yellow to ivory with numerous nearly concenforewings spots not
lanus an additional tric tiny rufous spots on forewings
Ap
aplanus
species closely allied to paplanus
new species is also described from specimens usually forming lines as typically present in
lanus large spots in clavus and in apical
Ap
plex sp notes are paplanus
aplanus
attiplex
atriplex
collected in california on Atti
cross veins of costa formed by aggregation of
crossveins
given on the phytogeography of the host genus
somescutellum
and
and
smaller
the
pronotum
spots
two
genera
of
distribution
the
plex
atriplex
attiplex
Atti
attl
times with tiny spots
their taxonomic and host relationships
head narrower than pronotum anterior
the general habitus form and color pattern
of the component populations are so remark- margin obtusely angled and rounded to front
ably similar that it is likely that additional mate- crown produced medially to about one and one
eve
rial of the new taxa will be found in other half times length next to inner margin of eye
middle
middl but lacks
midal
repositories only after dissection and examina- disk somewhat depressed in middie
paplanus
Aplanus
tion of the male genital structures will their true transverse depression before apex as in aplanus
paplanus
Ap lanus fore
identity be revealed moreover it is probable pronotum and scutellum as in aplanus
ante apical cell open basally
that additional new species will come to light wings with inner anteapical
clypellus
after more thorough collecting is done on appendix well developed clypeus and clypellus
paplanus
Ap lanus
atriplex app
spp in southwestern united states and as in aplanus
macro setae in apical half
male pygofer with macrosetae
northern mexico this assumption is based on
caudoventral spine sometwo additional populations of female specimens and with prominent caudoventral
in hand from nevada and california for which times crossing over in caudal view aedeagus
males are presently unknown and are required small base large in lateral view apical half
for definitive generic placement the female narrow tubular sometimes with small angulate
seventh sternal characters appear to place these protrusion at base of shaft on dorsal margin
gono pore subapical on ventral margin connective
gonopore
stricto
sensu stricko
gonophore
populations in the new genus gensu
museurn
museum
bangham
eurn brigharn
eura
Brigharn young university provo utah 84602
bngham
monte L bean Mus
2department
department of biology utah state university logan utah 84322
I1
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NEW GENUS

short Y shaped articulated with aedeagus style
broad apophysis short plate triangulate with
row of macrosetae
macro setae submarginally and row of
microsetae
micro setae marginally female seventh sternum
with short projection medially on caudal margin
two allopatric species are known that occur
in the southwestern states of utah and california on desert shrubs of the genus atriplex
aplanusiella can be distinguished from paplanus
aplanus
by the smaller size by the absence of
a preapical
ofapreapical
pre apical
depression on the crown by the presence of a
caudoventral pygofer spine by the
prominent caudoventral
smaller aedeagus that lacks apical processes
and by the female seventh sternum that has a
more distinctive spatulate process on the
middle of the caudal margin

aplanusiella utahensis n sp
figs la
lall11ll
LENGTH
420
4.20
420

mm

3.5
male 35
35 3.75
375 mm female 4.00
400

general color pale yellow to ivory with
numerous nearly concentric tiny rufous spots
forewings large aggregate spots on apex of
on forewings
clavus and in apical cross
veins of costa somecrossveins
times with few similar spots on pronotum
prono turn
tuin and
scutellum related to aplanusiella californien
californian
califomien
US
sis n sp but with distinctive male genital and
female seventh sternal characters
MALE
pygofer in lateral view with long
caudo ventral process that sometimes
stout caudoventral
crosses its counterpart in caudal view but usually closely appressed to caudal margin of pygofer fig ib plate long triangulate with
uniserrate
serate macrosetae
uniserate
macro setae submarginally and uniser
uni
aniser
ate microsetae
micro setae marginally on outer margin fig
lc style in dorsal view long broad in basal 23
10
apophysis short curved and pointed apically
fig id connective short Y shaped fig ie
aedeagus in lateral view short ventral margin
abruptly angled near middle broad basally
shaft narrow tubular with basal triangulate projection on either side of dorsal margin gono
pore subapical on ventral margin figs if lk
FEMALE
seventh sternum broadly excavated on caudal margin with prominent median
spatulate process fig 11
HOLOTYPE male
UTAH daggett co
brownss park pyke plots roadside 12vi1987
brown
four winged saltbush atriplex canes
cens B A
canescens
canescent
haws CAS paratypes
Para types 1I male daggett co
brown s park 35
3.5
35 mi E jarvis ranch 26vi1987
26vi 1987
on four winged saltbush atriplex canes
canescens
cens
canescent
haws nelson authors
authors collection 2 males

aplanusiella
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female san juan co dry valley 8ix1987
four winged saltbush AtTl
plex canes
atriplex
cens B
canescens
atti
canescent
haws A issa USU 2 males 2 females uintah
co bonanza 14v11
1975 aix
14vii1975
31x 1976 atriplex
3ix
cens G E bohart USU 1I male grand
canes
canescens
canescent
co jughandle
Jughandle potash rd 19viii1987 four
winged saltbush atriplex canes
cens B A
canescens
canescent
haws C R nelson BYU 1I male grand co
colorado river hwy
bwy 1286 mi NE jet hwy
bwy 191
26
V 1987 AtTi
plex canescens
atriplex
canes cens B A haws C R
26v
attl
canescent
nelson USU
REMARKS
this species can be distinguished from cffjfomnszs
californiensis n sp by the longer
caudoventral pygofer process by the abruptly
angled ventral margin of the aedeagus by the
presence of a small basal triangulate process on
the dorsal margin of the aedeagal
aed eagal shaft and by
the prominent spatulate process on the middle
of the female seventh sternum
the species is known from the eastern counties of utah bordering colorado and is likely
present in the western part of that state and in
northern arizona where the host occurs collection dates sugg
suggest
suff
9 est that the species has two generat
ions per year and presumably over
erations
overwinters
winters as
eggs on its host
1

aplanusiella califomiensis
califomiensis
oliensis n sp
Is
lm ls
figs im

male 330
3.30 350
3.50 mm
330
350

LENGTH
360
3.60
3.80
360 380
380

female

mm
general color as in A utahensis n sp and
related to that species but with distinctive male
genital and female seventh sternal characters
head similar to utahensis except not as
pointed apically
MALE
pygofer in lateral view with moderately long caudoventral process that usually
crosses its counterpart in caudal view not
closely appressed to margin of pygofer fig
im plate long triangulate with row of marginal microsetae
micro setae and submarginal macrosetae
macro setae
fig in style in dorsal view long narrow
apophysis short obliquely truncate apically
fig 10
lo aedeagus in lateral view short ventral
margin gradually curved apical third tubular
broad basa
liy in ventral view tapered toward
lly
ily
basally
apex gono
gonopore
pore subapical on ventral margin
gonophore

figs ip lr
ir

seventh sternum with truncate
caudal margin except for short median process
fig Is
HOLOTYPE male
california riverside
co indio 121.1988
1211988 AtTi
plex sp G N
atriplex
atif
FEMALE

I1
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R

&

C

e
d

k

g

S

r

0
n
dorsal view ib male pygofer lateral view
and
scutellum
11
head
pronotum
n
utahensis
sp
la
aplanusiella
ll
figs la
lall
dorsal view if aedeagus dorsal view ig same
connective
dorsal
view
style
le
ie
right
ventral
view
night
id
right
plate
light
lc
trianvulate
triannulate process lateral view li same showing variation lateral view ik
lil same enlarged showing triangulate
ill
ih
lateral view 111
vcnuai view
seveimi
n female
icniaic seventh
seveiri sternum ventral
aeucaus ventral
aeo
aeucaus
veniiai view 11
same enlarged
ui aedeagus
siiuwnig apex of
wro showing
10 right
lateral view in right plate ventral view lo
male
pygofer
im
n
sp
aplanusiella
califomiensis
I
s
amis
1mis
figs lm
imis
lis
ils
aedeagus ventral
style dorsal view ip aedeagus lateral view iq same ventral view ir same enlarged showing apex of
nalee
naife seventh sternum ventral view
view Is female
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t
A

k

Y

M

n
aa af
am aplanus
2f 2m
figs 2a
paplanus pauperculus
aa male pygofer lateral view 2b
pauperculus ball 2a
ab right plate ventral view ac
2c aedeagus
dorsal view
ad same lateral view ae
ew 2d
2e right style dorsal view 2f
af connective dorsal view 2m
am female seventh sternum
ventral view
lew

an
2n aplanus
paplanus albieus
albidus ball ag
2g male pygofer lateral view 2h
ah right plate ventral view 2i
ai aedeagus dorsal
view 2j
aj same lateral view 2k
ak right style dorsal view 21 connective dorsal view an
2n female seventh sternum ventral view
2g
figs ag
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Para types 2 males 6 females
oldfield CAS paratypes
same data as holotype OSU 5 males 16
females imperial co brawley 23viii1983
plex sp J williams OSU BYU
Atti
atriplex
attl
REMARKS
this species can be separated
caudoventral
from utahensis by the shorter caudoventral
pygofer spine by the smoothly curved ventral
margin of the aedeagus by the lack of a basal
aed eagal shaft by the broader
process on the aedeagal
base of the aedeagus in ventral view and by the
truncate caudal margin and shorter median process of the female seventh sternum
this species is known from southern califorplex species unknown at elevations
atriplex
nia on Atil
below sea level collection dates suggest that
over winters in the adult stage and
the species overwinters
may have as many as three generations per year

type

throughout their range these races and other
ecotypes have been identified and mapped by
ecotypes
these workers
the biogeographical relationships between
paplanus
aplanus and aplanusiella species and their host
species are poorly known although hosts have
lanus
aplanus
Ap
leafhoppers paplanus
been identified for two leafhoppers
albidus and aplanusiella utahensis of the four
albieus
known species nothing is known about the
others nor has preference if any of these leaf
hoppers for races or ecotypes been studied in
aftiplex the role of Atriplex in the evolutionary
atriplex
development and speciation of the group is likewise unknown

deposition

OF TYPE SPECIMENS

holotype specimens of aplanusiella
utahensis and aplanusiella califomiensis are
deposited in the california academy of scipara types are in
ences san francisco CAS paratypes
oregon state university corvallis OSU utah
state university logan USU and monte L
bean museum brigham young university
provo utah BYU

the

paplanus oman
aplanus
paplanus
aplanus oman 1949138
pauperculus
pauper culus ball

volume 52

naturalist

species

Eutettix
euteffix
eutettix

only two species are known in the genus
both assigned by oman 1949 crowder 1952
treated the group with a key to species rede
script ions and illustrations of the genital charscriptions
ofaplanus
paplanus
aplanus is much broader in
acters the range of
western united states than the presently known
range of aplanusiella
aplanus
characters are given for paplanus
aa 2f
aplanus
2m and paplanus
af am
pauperculus
pauper culus figs 2a
ag 21 an
generlec
generie
generic
2n to show genen
albidus
albieus ball figs 2g
relationships between them and species of
aplanus the pygofer lacks the
aplanusiella in paplanus
caudal spine and the aedeagus is about twice as
i

long with distinctive terminal processes the
female seventh sternum lacks the obvious
median caudal process that is present in
aplanusiella ball 1900 reported that shad
scale atriplex confertifolia
conferti folia torr & frem
aplanus albidus the
wats was the host of paplanus
pauper culus is yet unknown
specific host of A pauperculus

phytogeography of atriplex
cens is
canescens
canes
plex canescent
atriplex
Atti
four winged saltbush attl
endemic to western north america its range
extends from southern canada to northern
plex conjerti
Shadscale Atil
atriplex
confettifolia
confertifolia
folia is also
confetti
conferti
mexico shadscale
endemic but its range is more restrictive within
western united states stutz and sanderson
1983 sanderson et al 1990 both species
1979
19791983
produce hybrids between themselves and other
species of atriplex however autoploidy is the
most common genetic mechanism in both species which have produced a number of races
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SUMMER HABITAT USE BY COLUMBIAN SHARP TAILED GROUSE
IN WESTERN IDAHO
2
marks
shaw
land
victoria ann saab and jeffrey

grouse tympanuchus phasianellus co
tailed
columbian
sharp
by
habitat
use
summer
we
studied
ABSIRACT
abstract
716 locations
recorded
at
were
measurements
and
topographic
85
1983
vegetative
in western idaho during
lumb
lumbianus

ianus
cover types in the study area the mean size
the
within
vegetation
vegetationcover
random
sites
major
180
at
and
grouse
radio
tagged
15
of
2
individual grouse used the
area
study
the
identified
in
types
cover
eight
km
1
187
1.87
87
of
187
114
of summer home ranges was
availability the low sagebrush A arbuscula
to
than
or
proportion
more
in
cover
type
dentata
artemisia
tn
trl
tri
sagebrush
big
of the big
characteristics
type
app
spp
eriogonum
eriogonum
shrubby
the
avoided
and
type in proportion to availability
diversity
plant
high
cover
species
moderate
include
grouse
vegetative
preferred
tailed
sagebrush cover type that sharp
types primarily for
cover
shrub
and
riparian
grouse
mountain
e
i
cover
dense
of
used
ie
areas
and high structural diversity
1 greater horizontal and vertical cover 2 greater
with
selected
areas
grouse
random
sites
with
compared
escape cover
arrowleaf
of
coverage
and
canopy
density
3
greater
livestock
by
grazing
canopy coverage of forbs typically decreased
tum in
agropyron spicatum
wheatgrass
wheat
grass
spica
bunch
blue
ofbluebunch
of
bluebunch
coverage
canopy
4
and
greater
ta
balsamorrhiza
bakamorhiza sagitta
sagittate
sagittata
balsamroot balsamorhiza
of the native perennials
1985
importance
the
cover
type
in
low
sagebrush
the
and
1984
in
type
the big sagebrush cover
when
many exotic annuals dried
drought
year
a
during
became
apparent
grass
wheatgrass
wheat
bluebuneb
bluebunch
bunch
blue
and
arrowleaf balsamroot
that were least modified by livestock grazing
communities
selected
vegetative
overall
grouse
cover
no
provided
and
up

tailed grouse idaho summer habitat characsharp
columbian
columb
columbianus
phasianellus
ianus
tympanuchus
words
key
management
te
teristics

columbian sharp tailed grouse tympa-

especially data based on radio tagged individuals during the summer reproductive period see
klott and lindzey 1990 we studied columvegeta
sharp tails in areas with eight legeta
bian sharptails
tion cover types the primary objective of our
tioncover
study was to provide information on summer
habitat preferences by columbian sharp tailed

have
columb ianus
nuchus phasianellus columbianus
declined in both numbers and distribution since
european settlement currently occupying
10 of their former range miller and graul
1980 degradation of native habitat by livestock grazing and agriculture are thought to be grouse
major factors in this decline yocom 1952
aldrich 1963 zeigler 1979 overgrazing
STUDY AREA
bunch grasses and perennial forbs that
reduced bunchgrasses
are important components of nesting and
2000 ha study area is 23 km north of
the
brood rearing habitat yocom 1952 jewett et al weiser in washington county idaho elevation
1953 klott and lindzey 1990 conversion of ranges from 970 to 1188 m annual precipitarange to cropland destroyed nesting and brood
tion averages 39 cm the springs and summers
rearing habitat and deciduous shrubs that are of 1983 and 1984 were relatively cool and wet
ror winter food and escape cover zeigler whereas those of 1985 were unusually hot and
hor
for
critical fora4nter
1979 giesen 1987 marks and marks 1988 As dry sharp tailed grouse had not been hunted
a result columbian sharp tailed grouse were in the study area since 1974
shrub steppe
vegetation is characteristic of a shrubsteppe
designated as a candidate species for listing as
threatened endangered federal reg- community marks and marks 1987a the
federally threatenedendangered
greatest proportion of the study area 40 was
ister 1989
artemesia
demesia
temesia
quantitative information on home range size occupied by the big sagebrush At
low sagebrush A
type
cover
tridentata
tridentate
sharp
tri
columbian
dentata
of
and habitat preferences
eriogonum
shrubby
eriogonum
and
arbuscula
is
lacking
grouse
range
their
throughout
tailed
present address USDA forest service intermountain research station 316 E
59717
montana
bozeman
university
state
montana
biology department
mynnie
street boise idaho 83702
myrtle
myri
montana missoula montana 59812
D
division
vision of biological sciences university of
I1
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sphaerocephalum and E thymoides
oldes types
thyntoides
thym oides
occupied 21 and 20 respectively the remaining 19 of the study area was occupied by five
other cover types see below
the big sagebrush cover type was dominated
by big sagebrush with lesser amounts of
bitter
bitterbrush
brush purshia tridentate
tridentata
tri
dentata and low sagebrush the greatest canopy coverage of blue
bunch wheatgrass
wheat grass agropyron spicatum
spicatum was
found in this cover type arrowleaf balsamroot
balsamorrhiza sagitta
balsantorhiza
balsamorhiza
ta was the dominant forb
sagittate
sagittata
bulbous bluegrass was the most common herbaceous plant in the understory of the low sagebrush cover type with lesser amounts of
willowweed
willo
willoweed
weed epilobium paniculatum blue
bunch wheat
wheatgrass
grass and Sand
zandbergs
sandbergs
bergss bluegrass
sandberg
poa sandbergii
sandbergii the herbaceous layer of the
shrubby en
ogonum cover type was relatively
eriogonum
sparse and dominated by zandbergs
Sand
sandbergs
bergss bluegrass
sandberg
the mountain shrub cover type occurred in
dense patches on hill
hillsides
sides common species
were bittercherry
bitter cherry prunus emarginatus
entarginatus
common chokecherry P virginiaja
virginiana snow
virginiana
brush ceanothus ceanothus ve lutinus and
saskatoon serviceberry amelanchier alnifolia
the shrub layer of the bitter
bitterbrush
brush purshia
trldentata cover type was almost exclusively
tri
bitter
bitterbrush
brush while the herbaceous layerwas
layer was similar to that found in the big sagebrush type
riparian vegetation was dominated by douglas
hawthorn crataegus dougla
douglasii
sii with lesser
amounts of willow salix app
spp and woods rose
rosa woodsie
woodsii
sii
bulbous bluegrass poa
wood
bul
bosa an exotic grass was widespread
balbosa
bulbosa
throughout the study area plant nomenclature
follows hitchcock and cronquist 1976
two vegetation types were almost exclusively comprised of nonnative
normative vegetation A
small portion of the study area contained agriculture composed of dryland wheat and barley
and monocultures
mono cultures of intermediate wheatgrass
wheat grass
agropyron intermedium seedings
the study area was grazed by livestock since
at least 1900 before about 1940 large bands of
sheep were driven through the area since then
the major land use in the study area has been
cattle grazing no livestock grazing occurred
during this study
i

METHODS

trapping and monitoring
grouse were captured on dancing grounds

using funnel traps mist nets and drop nets sex

167

was determined by examination of crown feathers henderson et al 1967 and age by examination of outer primaries ammann 1944
thirty eight grouse 28 males and 10 females
of 46 captured were fitted with solar powered
radio transmitters attached to herculite
herculine
ite pon
Hercul
chos marks and marks 1987b radios weighed
between 135
13.5
14.5
135 and 145
145 g fifteen 13 males and
2 females grouse provided data for home range
and microhabitat
micro habitat analyses the other 23 grouse
with radios were relocated for two months or
less as a result of mortality marks and marks
1987b or dispersal from the study area data
from these birds were used in the microhabitat
micro habitat
analyses but not in the calculation of home
range size sample sizes were not large enough
to compare habitat use or home range size
between male and female grouse
radio tagged grouse were monitored from
may to september 1983 85 each time a grouse
was located it was flushed hereafter these locations are called flush sites flush sites served as
focal points for habitat sampling and for calculation of home ranges grouse were located
throughout the day and locations were stratified
into four time intervals sunrise to 0800
0801 to
08000801
1100 1101 to 1700 and 1701 to sunset on
average each radio tagged bird was flushed
four days a week once in each of the four time
intervals

habitat sampling

the study area boundary was determined by

grouse movements during 1983 cover types
were digitized and areas calculated for each type
using GEOSCAN software designs 1984 a
geographic information program flush sites
were plotted and home range sizes mohr 1947
were calculated using the computer program
TELDAY lonner and burkhalter 1986
use vs availability of cover types ie
macrohabitat
macro habitat was assessed by 1 using the
proportion of cover types within each birds
birds
home range and 2 using the proportion of
cover types within a 12 km radius of the dancng ground at which each bird was captured
ing
the 12 km radius around each ofthree dancing
grounds upper middle and lower encompassed 90 of all grouse locations flush sites
within 50 in of a dancing ground during the
spring and autumn display periods were omitted
from
macro habitat analyses
irom macrohabitat
we measured vegetation at each flush site
micro habitat to estimate plant species
ie microhabitat
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composition frequency percent canopy coverage and bare ground using a 20 X 50 cm frame
daubenmire 1959 five frames were read at
each flush site one at the approximate center
and one in each of the four compass directions
at randomly chosen distances of 2 4 6 or 8 in
from the center location vertical structure of
the vegetation was evaluated by a cover board
16.5
165 X 495 cm rectangle the cover
that was a 165
board was placed at the center of the flush site
and read twice from 5 in away in each of the four
compass directions while the observer was
prone and standing respectively A total reading
of 150 squares was possible from each compass
direction in total five canopy coverage and four
cover board measures were taken at each site
other variables recorded at flush sites included
1 cover type 2 distance to water 3 percentage of slope 4 distance to nearest riparian or
mountain shrub cover type and 5 cover type
where flushed grouse landed landing site
we recorded vegetative and topographic
measurements at randomly located sites to
micro habitat availability in the cover
assess microhabitat
types used most by grouse habitat characteristics were sampled with similar methods as
described at flush sites A total of 180 random
sites were sampled during the study 30 each
month during may through july in 1984 and
1985 the number of random sites located in
each cover type was based on the percentage of
area occupied by that cover type in the study
re ad
area canopy coverage and cover board readings were recorded at the origin and at points
every 10 paces along a straight line until 20
readings were completed slope and distance to
the nearest mountain shrub or riparian cover
type were recorded only at the first tenth and
twentieth frames of each random site

data analysis
data were analyzed with the statistical anal-

ysis system SAS institute inc 1982
availability analyses of cover types

use

were
conducted with chi square goodness of fit tests
ferroni z tests byers
bonferroni
neu et al 1974 and Bon
et al 1984 data were analyzed separately for
each year and pooled when differences were not
significant for analyses of canopy coverage
each plant species was placed into one of 10
categories 1 big sagebrush 2 low sagebrush
brush 4 other shrubs 5 arrowleaf
bitterbrush
3 bitter
balsamroot 6 other composites 7 nonwheat grass 9
blue bunch wheatgrass
composite forbs 8 bluebunch
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bulbous bluegrass and 10 other grasses non
parametric statistics mann whitney U and
kruskal wallis tests were used to analyze
canopy coverage and vertical structure because
these data were not normally distributed conover 1980 vegetative measurements at flush
sites from may through july were combined by
cover type and month for comparisons with data
collected at random sites for the same period
all multiple comparisons were computed with
tukey tests zar 1974 the shannon wiener
index was used to calculate plant species diversity hill 1973 proportions entered into the
diversity formula were derived from the total
number of plant species occurrences within the
frames used to estimate canopy coverage the
.051
057 and all
051
05
.05
05
significance level for all tests was P os
tests of means were two tailed means are followed by one standard deviation
RESULTS

maero
macrohabitat
Macro habitat selection
home ranges and macroliabitat

the mean size of summer home ranges was
1.87
187
ist

114km2
114
km
1.14
114

N

15 range

36 68 locations

per grouse based on habitats within home
ranges three trends emerged from the use
availability analysis of cover types 1 grouse
used the big sagebrush cover type more than or
in proportion to availability 2 the low sagebrush cover type was used in proportion to
availability and 3 the shrubby eriogonum and
wheat grass cover types were
intermediate wheatgrass
avoided table 1 these trends were similar
whether use availability was assessed within
estimated home ranges or within a fixed radius
around the upper and lower dancing grounds
table 1 in addition a single grouse from the
intz
iniz ground
dane
dancing
middle danc
danciniz
bound used the big sagebrush
uound
more than that expected by chance
cover type mcwthan
within its home range and the fixed radius
grouse were seldom found in the denser cover
riparian
pan an and mountain shrub habitats
types ie n
however they used these cover types as escape
cover in 77 of the cases where the landing site
of a flushed radioed bird was observed N
i

338

habitat selection
microhabitat
Micro
mean distance to water did not differ signif1833 in and
2976 183.3
icantly between flush x 297.6
40
2117 in sites FP 40.40
295.9 211.7
random x 2959
and no evidence was found that sharp tailed
grouse sought free water the range of slopes
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summer habitat use availability analysis showing the number of radio tagged columbian sharp tailed grouse
using the major cover types more than
less than
nsa that expected by chance b 1983 85
or in proportion to ansa
NS
TABLE 1

home range
cover types

12 km fixed radius

NS

NS

upper dancing ground
big sagebrush
low sagebrush
shrubby eriogonum
mountain shrub
number of grouse
lower dancing ground
big sagebrush
low sagebrush
intermediate wheatgrass
wheatgrass
number of grouse
total number of grouse

2
0
0
1

0
1

5
0

7

0

0

3

0

2

3
4
0
4
2
6
7

0

1

0
0
5
0

5
5
0
4

8

0

1

0
0

1

8

6

3

0

0

na
n5
na
n9

n1414
N

not significant
PPS 05

used by grouse was 0 47 grouse used three
classes of slope intervals 0 9
10 29
30
in proportion to their availability with
95 of the use occurring on slopes 30
marks and marks 1987a
grouse did not show a strong preference for
sites that were close to mountain shrub or riparian vegetation except in 1985 the drought year
the mean distance to mountain shrub and riparian habitats measured at flush sites x 151.5
1515
isis
156.5
1565 in
m was farther than that measured at
random sites x 120
997
99.7
997 in in 1983 and
1984 mann whitney ia
i7
U test P 04.04
04 but significantly closer flush sites x 844
909
84.4
90.9
844 gog
909 in in

cover types because sample sizes were too small
for the other types
vertical cover measured at flush sites differed among years within big and low sagebrush
os
cover types kruskal wallis P 05
.05
05 As noted
at random sites there was significantly less
cover in 1985 than in 1984 A comparison of
grouse flush sites with random sites revealed
that grouse selected denser cover than that measured at random sites fig 1
the cover types used most by grouse big and
low sagebrush had a higher diversity of shrub
forb and grass species than the other cover
types fig 2 the big sagebrush cover type had
the highest diversity of shrubs and grasses and
1985 P
.0001
0001
vertical cover measured at random sites dif- the low sagebrush cover type had the highest
diversity of forbs overall the big sagebrush
fered significantly among cover types kruskal
wallis P
.001
ool
ooi
001 mean cover board readings cover type had the highest structural heterogeindicated that the bitterbrush
bitterbrush cover type pro- neity measured as the coefficient of variation of
vided the greatest cover big sagebrush inter- canopy coverage and cover board readings
during 1983 85 canopy coverage of shrubs
mediate wheatgrass
wheat grass and low sagebrush types
provided intermediate cover and eriogonum at grouse flush sites averaged about 9 in both
big and low sagebrush cover types forb coversites had very little cover fig 1 A drought
age averaged about 30
and grasses ranged
during 1985 resulted in significantly less vertical
from 28 to 32 canopy coverage in low sagecover in 1985 than in 1984 mann whitney U
brush and big sagebrush cover types respec01
.01
test P oi01 however the rank order of cover tively
overall canopy coverage at flush sites
availability was the same among all cover types was
significantly greater than at random sites
except intermediate wheatgrass
wheat grass which de- due largely to greater total forb
coverage at flush
creased substantially in 1985
sites table 2 conversely percentage of bare
eighty three percent of the flush sites for ground was less at flush sites than random sites
which microhabitat
micro habitat measurements were taken in all cases table 2 sites chosen by grouse
in
occurred in big and low sagebrush cover types
1984 and 1985 had significantly higher
vegetative data on microsite
microlite use vs availability arrowleaf balsamroot cover than did random
were evaluated only for big and low sagebrush sites there was significantly higher canopy
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1984 85 the total number ofplant
198485
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wheat grass at grouse
blue bunch wheatgrass
coverage of bluebunch
flush sites than at random sites in the big sagebrush cover type in 1984 and in the low sagebrush cover type in 1985
canopy coverage at grouse flush sites in the
big sagebrush type differed among years in five
of six vegetative categories fig 3 bare ground
increased while bulbous bluegrass other forbs
and other composites decreased during the
drought of 1985 as compared to 1983 and 1984
wheat grass increased in
blue bunch wheatgrass
however bluebunch
1985 while the cover of arrowleaf balsamroot
was not significantly different among years
wheat grass and arrowleaf
Blue bunch wheatgrass
bluebunch
balsamroot are native perennials that are condecreased species blaisdell and
sidered decreaser
pechanec 1949 evans and tisdale 1972 ie
they typically decrease or are eliminated under
heavy livestock grazing dyksterhuis 1949
decreased
de creaser forbs was signifcanopy coverage of decreaser
icantly greater at flush sites than at random sites
in the big and low sagebrush cover types marks
and marks 1987a

discussion
summer home ranges for this subspecies in
colorado giesen 1987 and for other subspecies artman 1970 christenson 1970 ramharter 1976 gratson 1983 were smaller than we
observed in this study differences in home
range size were probably a reflection of habitat
condition larger home ranges were observed in
de creaser forbs were limdecreaser
western idaho where decreased
ited and historic livestock grazing apparently
had a greater influence on the vegetation
from spring to fall 90 of all grouse localg
1.2 km of a dancing ground
12
tions were within ig
similarly locations of sharp tailed grouse in
25
lo
1.0 and 2.5
25 km of
10
other studies were within io
dancing grounds pepper 1972 oedekoven
1985 giesen 1987 nielsen and yde 1982
these results suggest that maintaining habitats
2.5
within 25
25 km of dancing grounds will provide
talled
shal
sharp
p tailed
summer habitat requirements for shai
grouse
compared with other cover types big sagebrush sites had a high diversity of shrubs forbs
and grasses the highest structural diversity and
the greatest canopy coverage of perennial bunch
sharptails overall preference for
grasses the sharptails
the big sagebrush cover type indicated that they
likely selected for habitat diversity relative to
surrounding areas
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2 mean canopy coverage W of vegetative categories in big sagebrush ARTR and low
sagebrush ARAR cover
types at columbian sharp tailed grouse flush sites vs random sites
TABLE

yec
yearir

19
1984
i4
ia
TR
AR
ARTR

vegetative
category

flush

big sagebrush
low sagebrush
Bitterbrush
bitterbrush
othershrubs
other shrubs
total shrubs

343
021
152
173
689
1360
705
1276
3340
293
3587
376
4256
2393

arrowleaf balsamroot

other composites
other forbs
total forbs
Blue
bluebunch
bunch wheat
wheatgrass
grass
bulbous bluegrass

other grasses
total grasses
bare ground

107ja
lot

t5
19sta
1985

ARAR

TR
AR
ARTR

ARAR
AR
AR

random n
randor
42

flush

random

flush

21

random
randorn

24

flush

107

random

42

21

24

b

002
545
086
014
647

007
784
017 b
059
867
391 b
295 b

497
055
276
221

022
703
115
136
976

03311
0.33 b
033

1049

652 b
079 b
184 b
269 b
1184

1306
290
970
2566
518
1597
301
2416
4023

740 b
333
787
1860 b
291
1652
202
2145
4862 b

1191

403 b
049
102
089
643
655 bb
378

1531 b
b

2564
256b
2459 b
432
3147
3593 b

1221

514
1283
3018
102
3683
252
4037
2805

1424
2110b
2110

085
2309
332
2726
4230b
42 3013

788
088
040
949

528
319
722

302
1497
2990
472
1320
333
2125
3931

1569

046b

331
2233b
22

329b
2608
941
4894b
48

sample size number of
transects conducted in each type
oftransects
bIndi
hindi
vindicates
bindicates
indicates
cates significant difference P
05 in mean canopy coverage between flush and random sites within cover types

shrubby eriogonum sites which were modified by livestock grazing grouse locations
strongly avoided by grouse contained a low were characterized by greater herbaceous cover
diversity of forbs and even in the absence of and less bare ground than random sites studies
grazing provided little cover excluding dancing of plant communities with and without
grazing
grounds sharp tailed grouse studied else- indicate that areas with relatively little bare
where have exhibited similar selection against ground are least modified
by livestock see
areas of sparse cover pepper 1972 ziegler
1979 klott and lindzey 1990 the intermedi13agr
40
wheat grass cover type also was avoided by 0
ate wheatgrass
a
grouse grouse were particularly absent from tn
e
I
intermediate wheatgrass
wheat grass during years with rela- 3 30
j
tively low numbers of grasshoppers
mountain shrub riparian and bitterbrush
habitats were used primarily as escape cover
20
d
W
during spring and summer beginning in late
poa
POW
d
0
summer mountain shrub and riparian plant spe- 0
0
9
BASA
cies produced fruits that became an important
0Z 10
h
part of the grouse diet marks and marks U
OTFO
AGSP
1987a proximity to this shrubby vegetation
OTCO
k
may not have been critical during early to midk
summer when the cover types preferred by
1983
1984
19
grouse were providing adequate food and cover
YEARS
grouse were found closer to mountain shrub
fig 3 comparison of canopy coverage at sharp tailed
and riparian habitat than expected by chance grouse
flush sites in the big sagebrush cover type in western
agne
only in the drought year 1985 when vertical idaho 1983 85 on each gne
line different letters indicate that
05
.05
05
cover decreased significantly in all cover types corresponding means are significantly different at P os
BAGR bare ground POBU bulbous bluegrass BASA
that were measured
arrowleaf balsamroot OTFO
other forbs AGSP
tails apparently selected areas least bluebunch
Sharp
sharptails
blue bunch wheat
wheatgrass
grass OTCO other composite forbs
C

1

1

U

f

f
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holechek et

al 1989

when compared with

random sites grouse locations had significantly
forb species that decrease
offorb
offort
higher proportions of
from overgrazing dyksterhuis 1949 in particmicro habitats with
ular grouse preferred microhabitats
greater abundances of arrowleaf balsamroot
wheatgrass
grass two plant species
and bluebunch
bluebunch wheat
that typically decline with overuse by livestock
grazing blaisdell and pechanec 1949 evans
and tisdale 1972 mueggler and stewart 1980
andtisdale
these native perennials are major components
seral stages hironaka et al 1983
of later serai
the presence of arrowleaf balsamroot and
wheat grass as cover plants during a
bluebunch
blue bunch wheatgrass
drought year is especially noteworthy these
plants are particularly drought resistant tisdale
and hironaka 1981 wasser 1982 bulbous bluegrass the most abundant and widespread grass
in the study area is an introduced perennial
with root systems that die each year it is virtually nonexistent during years of low moisture
monsen and stevens in preparation indeed
bulbous bluegrass contributed lower cover
values in 1985 than in 1983 and 1984 years with
average moisture table 2 in contrast cover
wheat grass was similar among
blue bunch wheatgrass
of bluebunch
those years in the absence of native perennials
grouse would not have had as much cover during
drought years the loss of these important cover
plants may have contributed to the disappearance of columbian sharp tailed grouse from
large portions of their historic range
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tor of good range condition in the mesic
shrub steppe of the intermountain region
shrubsteppe
federal land management agencies are
directed to conserve candidate species and their
habitats and to avoid actions that may cause the
species to become listed as federally threat
enedendangered
ened endangered conservation efforts for
columbian sharp tailed grouse a candidate
species must include protection and enhancement of habitats that are occupied by the subspecies throughout their range especially
disjunct populations in jeopardy of extirpation
the success of attempts to improve their current status is dependent on reducing disturbances that may damage the natural diversity of
shrub
shrubsteppe
steppe habitat eg overgrazing by livestock and agricultural development
2.5
within 25
habitatsvathin
25 km of dancing
protecting habitats
maintain ence of summer
grounds is critical for maintainence
habitat suitable habitats for re establishment
within their historic range need to be identified
efforts for this native
reestablishment
re
however establishment
species should not take precedence over presand restoration of habitats that curervation
er
et al 1989
sharp tails cf griffith etal
rently support sharptails
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BY subspecies OF ARTEMISIA
characteristics OF SITES OCCUPIED
TRI
DENTATA
tridentate IN THE PICEANCE BASIN COLORADO
tridentata
2
bonham
D
charles
thomas R cottrell and

tri dentata colorado sagebrush chromatography factor analysis soil
trl
key words artemisia tn

artemisia tri
trldentata big sagebrush is the
Piceance basin of
dominant plant species in the piceance
western colorado and displays great morphological variability between sites the existence
of at least three subspecies is widely accepted
mcarthur et al 1981 1988 these are A
tridentate
tridentata
dentata
app tri dentata beetle A tri
tmentata
tridentata
tridentate
trl
tri
dentata spp
app
spp wyomingensis beetle and young and A
vaseyana
yana beetle
app vase
tridentata
tridentate
vastyana
tri
dentata spp
Piceance
despite extensive research in the piceance
basin redente and cook 1986 we have found
only one study referring to intraspecific taxa of
sagebrush ward et al 1985 this work
mdentata
edentata
referred to subspecies tri
trl
dentata but did not
indicate where this taxon was found because
the taxa are known to respond differentially to
hironaka
Hiro noka 1978 sturges
soil and climate factors hironoka
1978 their existence in the basin should be
recognized the present study was designed to
tridentate
tridentata
tri
identify the subspecies of artemisia dentata
Pice ance basin and to describe
present in the piceance
soil characteristics of sites occupied by subspecies
STUDY SITE

piceance
Pice ance basin comprises about 3000
km in garfield and rio blanco counties of
northwest colorado fig 1 the climate of the
piceance
Pice ance basin is semiarid and shows extreme
variability in monthly precipitation wymore
1974 consecutive months often receive little
precipitation the mean annual precipitation
for eight weather stations in the region for the
35.3
353 cm with a 95 confiperiod 1951 70 was 353
18.7
187 cm about one half of
dence interval of 187
the total precipitation falls as snow the average

the

annual temperature ranges from 7 C at 1800 in
2700
2700m
to 1a
in
1ccC at 9700
the strong influence of topography on temture and precipitation results in a complex
pera
perature
of habitats in the basin tiedeman and terwilliger 1978 generally soil development is correlated to elevation at higher elevations except
ridge tops soils are dark brown shallow
aridi sols are
molli sols at mid elevations aridisols
mollisols
common on deep loess the lowest elevations
entis ols developed on
are characterized by entisols
heavy clays and deep sandy alluvial soils
METHODS

six sites dominated by sagebrush were
selected for this study table 1 these sites
spanned the environmental extremes of sagePice ance basin two sites
brush habitat in the piceance
were selected from each of three broad topographic regions high mountain sites were
about 2000 in upland terraces and valley
bottom sites were below 2000 in
sagebrush subspecies were identified by the
combined information of three techniques and
verified by A H winward regional ecologist
for range and watershed management USFS
intermountain region ogden utah the first
technique involved field identification using
morphological characteristics based on keys by
A H winward and tisdale 1977 leaf samples were taken for the other two procedures
two dimensional chromatography as described
by hanks et al 1973 was done on persistent
over wintering leaves from three plants at each
overwintering
site except site 5 where the morphological variability of the sagebrush plants was greater than
at the other sites at this site five plants were

department of biology colorado state university fort collins colorado 80523
range science
selence department colorado state university fort collins colorado 80523
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the study area of the distribution of
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tested by chromatography results were compared with representative chromatograms the
pareda4th
third procedure was a leaf extract in water this
latter method was performed on all plants tested
by chromatography and on a total of approxi

300m

colorado

mately 18 other plants in the study sites leaves
were crushed by hand and placed in glass containers for four hours these were viewed under
long wave ultraviolet light and compared to
descriptions by stevens and mcarthur 1974
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WYO
tridentate
tridentata
TRI
dentata
asp
ssp
vase
tn
tri
trl
VAS
vaseyana
yana
asp
ssp
vastyana
study
sites
of
subspecies
sagebrush
and
TABLE 1 location elevation
30 cm soil samples for each site
1630
0 15 cm and 16
listed
for
are
soil
characteristics
selected
asp
ssp wyomingensis
wyormngensis

location

high mountain

valley bottom

upland terrace

site

elev

1

2365

VAS

2

2585

VAS

3

1987

TRI

asp
ssp

depth

sand

silt

ph

est

in cm

4

2057

TRI

5

1920

WYO

6

2070

WYO

cacos
caco3
caco 3

0 15
15 30
0 15
15 30

54
52
40
36

26
26
33
33

69
68
68
65

low
low
low
low

0
15
0
15

13

30
15
30

74
67
56
52

20
30
32

82
81
81
82

med
med
med
med

0 15
15 30
0 15
15 30

46
51
32
28

27
27
45
44

82
83
77
82

med
med
med
med

in each site soil samples were collected at
two random locations from two depths 0 15 cm
and 16 30 cm these were analyzed for ph
organic matter electrical conductivity estian cu P
mated cacos sand silt clay K mn zn
and fe these data were used in a factor analysis
as described by affifi and clark 1984 the
factor scores for each site and depth were then
graphed this graph was used to interpret the
axes that usually represent some environmental
characteristic associated with plant species
RESULTS

sites I1 and 2 were high mountain sites sagebrush plants averaged less than 50 cm in height
common associated plants were lupinus sp
eriogonum umbel
viscidiflorus
visddiflorus
florus etiogonum
chrysothamnus viscidi
letternwnii
batum stipa lettermanii
lettermanii and symphoricarpos
latum
oreophilus soils were all deeper than 40 cm and
dark in color near these sites populus
tremuloides
tremul oides stands were common in favorable
microenvironments
micro environments
sites 3 and 4 were in a valley bottom in the
yellow creek area the sagebrush in these sites
commonly reached heights greater than 2 in
associated vegetation included the moss torpratetkola
pratericola and
tula ruralis chenopodium pratericola
latifolium soils were light in color
lepidium latifolium
and depths greater than 40 cm were common
sites 5 and 6 were at similar elevations to 3
and 4 but away from streams sagebrush plants
sitt 5 soils were
siti
averaged 40 cm in height site
approximately 10 cm in depth bromus tec
cutierreziasarothrae myssumalyssoides
torum gutierreziasarothraealyssumalyssoides

15

hymenoides
hyme noides were the common
and oryzopsis hynwnoides
plant species site 6 soils averaged 20 cm deep
eleTia
Ko eleria
koeleria
koeletia
common understory species were zoeletia
hoodii
smithii
smit hii and phlox hoodei
crestata
cristata agropyron smithia
cristata
adulis
ofpinus
pinus edulis
site 6 was surrounded by forests of
osteosperma
and juniperus osteosperrrw
sitidjuniperus
andjuniperus
tridentata
tridentate
tri
trl
dentata subspecies in the
locations of A tmentata
study area relate generally to elevation the
ssp
lowest elevations supported both asp
tmentata
tridentata
ssp tridentate
tri
dentata factor analwyomingensis and asp
ysis results indicate that soil texture and chemistry differences existed between the sites fig
2 subspecies tri dentata was found in sandier
siltier soils the texsoils and wyomingensis in miltier
ture differences were generally related to topographic position subspecies tri dentata was
asp
most common in valley bottoms and ssp
wyomingensis was typically dominant away
from streams at the lowest elevations to approximately 2100 in sites above 2100 in supported
vase
yana site 1I
vastyana
vaseyana
yana soil textures in vaseyana
asp vase
ssp
vastyana
tridentata
tri
dentata sites while
were similar to those in tridentate
vase
vaseyana
yana site 2 textures more closely resembled
vastyana
ivyomingensis sites soil ph was
those of the wyomingensis
vaseyana sites than sites with the
vaseyana
lower in the vastyana
other subspecies
vaseyana
yana
asp vase
vastyana
morphological identification of ssp
and tridentata generally agreed with the results
from two dimensional chromatography and the
leaf extracts subspecies wyomingensis chromato
grams were not consistently separable
matograms
thi
tri dentata none of
from those of subspecies trn
the wyomingensis chromatograms closely
matched published chromatograms leaf exasp wyomingensis showed almost no
tracts from ssp
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fig

2 results of factor analysis on all soil data Y axis corresponds to increasing sandsilt
slit ratio X axis corresponds to
sand silt
decreasing ph stand numbers are as in table 1 s indicates sample from 0 15 cm d indicates
sample from 15 30 cm
names show approximate region of ordination occupied by each subspecies

fluorescence and were not separable from ssp
asp
tridentata
mdentata
edentata
trl
tri
dentata morphologically however this subspecies was separable from vastyana
vaseyana and
vaseyana
tridentate
tridentata
tri
dentata by the keys of winward and tisdale
1977

discussion
three subspecies of A tri
trldentata were iden-

tified in the piceance
Piceance basin by reference to
morphology chromatography and leaf extracts
the subspecies identified were wyomingensts
wyomingensis
trn
thi
vaseyana two dimensional
tridentata and vastyana
vaseyana
chromatography and leaf extracts yielded preliminary evidence to suggest that ssp
asp
Pice ance basin is chemiwyominggensis
wyomingensis
wyominggensis in the piceance
diC
cally did
dicferent
different
ferent from those previously identified
the distributions of A tridentata
tridentate
tri
dentata subspecies
are generally related to soil moisture temperature depth and parent material hironaka
1978 the overall tendency seems to be for ssp
asp
trn
thi
tri
tildentata to occupy deep somewhat sandy
tii
ttl
soils although subspecies wyomingensis occurs

in an overlapping zone with tri
tit dentata it is more
til
common in shallow silty soils where moisture
stress is greater subspecies vase
vaseyana
yana occurs in
vastyana
cool moist sites usually above 2100 m but
lower elevations have been documented goodal 1985
rich et
etal
each subspecies was found at elevations and
in soil textures similar to those reported in the
literature soil texture expressed as a ratio of
sand to silt explains the first factor in the factor
analysis and distinguishes between sites of asp
ssp
tridentata and wyomingensis fig 2 that is
the vertical axis in figure 2 corresponds to this
ratio it appears that the relative proportion of
sand and silt determines whether asp
ssp tri dentata
or ssp
asp wyominensis
wyomingensis will be dominant barker
and mckell 1983 reported similar results and
suggest that the characteristics of soils associated with these subspecies are different fine
textured soils have been implicated in increased
water stress in ssp
asp wyomingensis sites shumar
and anderson 1986 this might indicate a
differential adaptation to water stress and
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consequently different life history strategies in
the subspecies bonham et al 1991
vaseyana are distinvaseyana
asp vastyana
soils at sites with ssp
guished from the other sites by factor 2 of the
factor analysis this axis represents both an elevational
ional and soil ph gradient table 1 fig 2
vat
vaseyana
yana were at a higher elevaasp vase
sites with ssp
vastyana
cacos
tion and soils were lower in ph and gacos
values the textures at these sites did not differ
substantially from the other sites
no previous study in the area has identified
these taxa or characterized their habitats the
great differences in habitat preference among
these subspecies suggest this is a major oversight
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USE OF LAKES AND

reservoirs BY MIGRATING SHORE
BIRDS IN IDAHO
shorebirds
daniel M taylorl and charles H trostl

shorebirds
key words shore
birds habitat use mudflats
mudflats water drawdown irrigation reservoirs migrating birds

Shore
birds migrating long distances are vulshorebirds
nerable because their wetland stopover sites are
limited in number and susceptible to disturbance or destruction by humans senner and
howe 1984 myers et al 1987 it is therefore
critical to know which wetland areas migrating
shore birds use and the factors making these
shorebirds
sites attractive to shore
shorebirds
birds
we conducted shorebird censuses at numerous wetland sites in idaho with these objectives
1 to identify types of lakes and reservoirs that
are important for migrating shore
shorebirds
birds 2 to
identify habitat characteristics at these wetlands
used by shore
shorebirds
birds 3 to determine the influence of mudflat exposure and water level
changes on shorebird use
STUDY AREAS AND METHODS

A total of 19 lakes and reservoirs were cen

aused at least once in 1989 table 1 nine
sused
high elevation lakes were visited in the sawtooth Wilde
wilderness
mess in early september 1976 and
three high elevation lakes in the seafoam area
of the frank church river of no return wilderness in early august 1990 additional observations from lake lowell were made in 1986
1987 and 1990 all shorebirds
shore birds were censused
censuses
cens used
within 100 m of the shoreline in and out of the
water at all sites thus every 500 m of transect
censuses
ma we estimated
cens used was equal to ol
censused
oi
0.1
01 km2
birds per 500 in of shoreline for our density
estimates the springfield area of american
falls reservoir had over 15 km of mudflat
exposed by drawdown during the study period
and also included numerous seep areas away
from the main shoreline because of this it was
not possible to make density estimates from this
site four of the lakes and reservoirs visited in
1989 had mudflat areas that were censuses
cens
censused
used at

least six times at roughly weekly intervals from
mid july to early september the time of peak
shorebird abundance in idaho taylor et al
1992 we used ANOVA and newman keuls
tests zar 1974 to compare differences in
shorebird numbers at these four sites birds
censused
were censuses
cens used by walking from 10 to 100 in back
from the shoreline and using binoculars and a
25x spotting scope care was taken not to disturb birds if birds moved their numbers were
kept track of or the entire count was restarted
to avoid counting birds more than once
RESULTS

the natural lakes at high elevations we cen

aused in 1989 table 2 had only 0 2 spotted
sused
Sand pipers see table 3 for all scientific names
sandpipers
only a single spotted sandpiper was found at
nine high elevation lakes visited in the sawtooth
wilderness in september 1976 no shorebirds
shore birds
were found at three high elevation lakes in the
seafoam area in early august 1990
at the lowell walcott american falls and
carey areas we found significant differences in
the densities of total shorebirds
shore birds ANOVA F 23
26 88.76
.001
ooi
8876 P 001
001 lake lowell had significantly the most shorebirds
shore birds american falls had
significantly more than carey lake but carey
lake s higher mean was not significantly more
than lake Wal
wai
walcotts
cottss newman keuls q 29.89
walcott
2989
747
7.47
for significant differences P
to 747
05
.05
05 or
greater q 204
2.04 P
2.2 for carey lake lake
walcott these differences in shorebird numbers reflect the amount of mudflat available at
the different sites the larger the mud
flats the
mudflats
greater the number of shorebirds
shorebirds
the pattern of more shorebirds being
attracted to larger mudflats
mud flats is further supported
by shorebird numbers at different lowell sites

department of biological sciences idaho state Uni
university
venity pocatello idaho 83209
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TABLE 1

volume 52

naturalist

shore birds in 1989
characteristics of idaho lakes and reservoirs surveyed for shorebirds

transect
name

county

mudflats
reservoirs and lakes with mudflats
american falls
lowell
walcott
carey
little camas

dry
mackay
palisades

power
canyon
minidoka
Mini doka
blaine

elmore
canyon
custer
bonneville

mudflats
reservoirs and lakes without mudflats
cascade
wilson
boulder
bruneau

high elevation lakes
alice
tonaway
toxaway
edith
east
west
north
payette

valley
jerome
valley
owyhee
owahee

blaine

custer
custer
valley
valley
valley
valley

elevation

length

m

m

1321

900
4600
1500
2200
800
1500
1400
1600

500 m mudflat
1200 m mudflat
20 m mudflat
200 m mudflat
120 m mudflat
50 m mudflat700 m grass
200 m mudflat
1000 m mudflat

2600
1800
900
2300

2 m sandy or muddy shore
dirt or grass shore
2 m mud or rocky shore

1000

herb or rocky shore
herb or rocky shore
herb or rocky shore
herb or rocky shore
herb or rocky shore
herb or rocky shore
herb or rocky shore

757
1279
1453
1502
818
1849
1708

1472

1224
2127
763

2622
2539
2611
2373
2361
2367
1522

responding to changes in mudflat conditions in
1989 fig 1 in july public access no I1 had
shore birds and nearly all of its
very few shorebirds
mudflats
mud flats were submerged by water fig ib
at this
submergeddat
submerge
the new york canal site was submergedat
time and had no birds fig la when the large
mudflats
mudflats of the new york canal site became
shore birds
exposed in august thousands of shorebirds
appeared there fig la numbers of shore
birds at some of the other sites declined fig
ib which may have been due in part to birds
shifting to the new york canal site the reflood
ing of lowell in late september 1989 comshore birds from census areas
pletely eliminated shorebirds
by 27 september fig 1 although american
shore birds at this
falls reservoir had over 500 shorebirds
time on 27 september 1990 with lake lowell
very low due to dam reconstruction there were
mud flats at the new york canal site
extensive mudflats
shore birds
and 926 individuals of 10 species of shorebirds
were present in early july 1986 there were
mud flats
shore birds on the exposed mudflats
hundreds of shorebirds
at public access no 1 but in early july 1987
with high water flooding into riparian vegetation
shore birds
at this site there were no shorebirds
the reservoirs we counted once or a few
times in 1989 usually supported the pattern of
decreas
total shorebird numbers declining with decream

900
600
1100
900
700
700

habitat

1

1

m mud or sandy shore

ing mudflat size but there were some exceptions table 2 wilson boulder and cascade
reservoirs all had zero or only a few meters of
exposed shoreline and they had only 1I or 2
shorebirds
shore birds mackay reservoir had only 2 shore
mud flats were exposed
birds on 3 july when no mudflats
but 351 two weeks later when there was 200 m
flat the dry and little camas reservoirs
mudflat
of mud
shore birds table 2
supported hundreds of shorebirds
mud flats of 50 120 m howand these sites had mudflats
ever bruneau had only 1 2 m of mud or sandy
shore birds an
beach and it had 79 individual shorebirds
even stronger anomaly was palisades a reservoir
mud flats of about 1000 m
which had exposed mudflats
and water drawdown continually exposing new
areas but practically no birds table 2
black bellied plovers lesser golden plo
Sandpipers and stilt
Sanderlings pectoral sandpipers
vers sanderlings
mud flats with
Sand
sandpipers
pipers were found only on mudflats
500 m of exposed mud table 3 ten other
shorebirds
shorebirds species were most abundant at sites
mud flat eight shorewith 500 m of exposed mudflat
bird species had similar sized peaks at sites with
500 m or between 20 and 200 m of exposed
flat the only species with a maximum peak
mudflat
mud
mud flats between 20 and 200 m was the
on mudflats
uncommon long billed curlew no individual
shorebird species had maximum numbers at
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total number and in parentheses density per 05
0.5
of transect of
05 km oftransect
shore birds counted at lakes and
ofshorebirds
shorebirds

in idaho in 1989

count area

N

springfield
american falls

9
9
8

walcott

9

carey

6

little camas

4

dry

4

mackay

2

palisades

4

cascade
boulder

2

alice

2296
209
105

lowell

wilson
bruneau

mean

1
1

3061
323
54
18
254
58
294
184
132
44
177
62
18
6
0

range

5781
872

1698 3252
16983252

436
43.6
436

1839.6
18396
230.6
2306
2306
406
40.6
406

134
111.9
1119
ilig
illg
254
25.4
254
161.5
1615
101.0
1010
loio
28

93
236
83
8.3
83

92 337
46 168.5
1685
752
5739
752739
78 717
17 153
6 50
80 393
18 89
117 446
117446
73 279
93 158
31 53
22
351
351
2.351
2351
1 125
0 70
0 18

1

og
06
0.6
06

0

1

79
17

1

1
1

payette

1

edith

0

1

tonaway
toxaway

0

1

1

west
east
north

SD

reservoirs

07

07
0.7
1
1

1

0

0
0

sites with 5 m of mudflats
mud flats or rockyherb
rocky herb shorelines

findings at american falls reservoir where we
found very few shorebirds
shorebirds on sandy clay or
boulder beaches or bedrock taylor et al
unpublished data shorebirds
Shore birds also concendiscussion
trated on mud
flats at inland studies done in
mudflats
the virtual absence of shorebirds
shore birds from the nevada hainline 1974 missouri rundle
bundle
rundie and
19 high elevation lakes we visited in 1976
fredrickson 1981 and saskatchewan colwell
1989
19761989
and 1990 is similar to the findings of the only and oring 1988 although the latter study also
previous study of a high elevation lake in idaho had some shorebird species associated with difvisits annually to fish lake idaho co from ferent habitats our study also shows that small
1923 to 1929 found only a few solitary sandpip
and moderate sized mudflats
mud flats of both natural
ers
e rs and spotted Sand
sandpipers
pipers and one or two lakes and reservoirs may attract some shore
individuals of four other species hand 1932
birds especially those that often feed in water
burleigh 1972 reported no large numbers of
shorebird species that primarily or comshore birds at any high elevation lakes in idaho pletely feed by probing in or
shorebirds
gleaning off land
further investigation may reveal some high ele surfaces or very shallow water almost always had
vation lakes to be important for migrating shore
higher peaks on the larger mud
flats or were
mudflats
birds but the lack of mudflats
mud flats at most of these found there exclusively an
exception was
lakes probably limits their use by most shorebird bairds
bairass sandpiper which had a similar peak
baird
species
between large and moderate mudflats
mud flats five of
the concentration of most shorebirds
shore birds at the shorebird species with equal sized
peaks on
large mudflats
mudflats is consistent with our previous large and moderate
mud flats the black necked
mudflats
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naturalist

volume 52

in 1989
idaho
lakes
and
in
reservoirs
19
found
at
shorebird
3
species
b

species

abundance and habitat use

black bellied plover
pluvialis squatarola
lesser golden plover
pluvialis dominica
semipalmated plover
charadrius semipalmatus
killdeer
vociferus
vociferus
charadrius vociferous
black necked stilt
nwxicanus
mexic anus
mexicanus
himantopus metic
american avocet
recurvirostra americana

mudflats
uncommon on large mudflats

1

greater yellowlegs
tringa melanoleuca
lesser yellowlegs
glav
flavipes
lpes
ipes
tringaflavipes
flav
tringa

mud flats
rare on large mudflats
mudflats and muddy shores
mud flats rare on moderate mudflats
uncommon on large mudflats
occasional on
shores
muddy
on
uncommon
flats
mud
mudflats
moderate
and
common on large
roclcyaerb
rockyherb
rocky herb shoreline
mud flats rare on muddy shores
uncommon on large and moderate mudflats

mudflats and muddy shores
mud flats uncommon on moderate mudflats
abundant on large mudflats
mud flats occasional on muddy shores
uncommon on large and moderate mudflats
mud flats occasional on muddy
mud flats uncommon on moderate mudflats
common on large mudflats
shorelines
occasional to rare on all shore types

solitary sandpiper
solit
soliaria
solitano
solitana
tana
tringa
ninga solitaria
dinga
flats rare on muddy shorelines
mudflats
mud
moderate
on
occasional
flats
mudflats
mud
large
on
uncommon
willet
catoptrophorus semipalmatus
rocky herb
flats muddy shorelines occasional on rockyherb
mudflats
mud
and
moderate
large
on
uncommon
spotted sandpiper
shorelines
larla
laria
actipis
macularia
macu
actitis nwcularia
bacu lafia
becu
mud flats
mudflats
mudflats rare on large mudflats
moderate
on
occasional
curlew
billed
long
anus
anas
anwricanus
americanos
americanus
amerio
americ
numenius amenio
mud flats
flats occasional on moderate mudflats
mudflats
mud
large
common
on
godwit
marbled
limosafedoa
mud flats
uncommon on large mudflats
sanderling
Cal
idris alba
calidris
cai
calidns
mudflats
on moderate mudflats
occasional
flats
mud
mudflats
large
uncommon
on
semipalmated sandpiper
Calidris pusilla
calidris
ausilla
flats uncommon on muddy shores
mudflats
mud
moderate
on
common
mudflats
large
on
abundant
western sandpiper
Calidris mauri
calidris
mudflats
occasional on moderate mudflats
mudflats
large
on
uncommon
least sandpiper
Cal
idris minutilla
calidris
mud flats occasional on muddy shores
mudflats
moderate
and
large
common
on
bairass sandpiper
bairds
baird
Calidris bairdii
calidris
mud flats
uncommon on large mudflats
pectoral sand
per
sandpiper
W anotus
melanotus
mel
Calidris mei
calidris
mud flats
rare on large mudflats
stilt sandpiper
Calidris himantopus
calidris
mud flats
moderate mudflats
and
large
on
occasional
dowitcher
billed
short
limrwdromus gnseus
limnodromus
griseous
griseus
flats and muddy shores
mudflats
mud
moderate
on
uncommon
flats
mudflats
mud
large
common
on
long billed dowitcher
scolopaceus
limnodromus scolopaceous
mud flats and muddy shores
occasional on moderate mudflats
mudflats
large
uncommon
on
common snipe
gallinago gallinago
mud flats uncommon on muddy shores
mudflats
moderate
and
large
common
on
wilson s phalarope
Phalaropus tricolor
phalaropus
flats occasional on muddy shores
mud
mudflats
moderate
and
large
common
on
rednecked
red necked phalarope
lobatos
Phala ropus lobatus
phalaropus
100 uncommon with a peak over 10 occasional
over
peak
with
commonwith
a
common
site
specific
a
specificsite
at
1000
over
single peak count
A species was considered abundant if it had a
found
mud flats
with ila peak under 10 and rare if only one or two individuals were
flats of distances 500 m moderate mudflats
mudflats
mud
drawdown
bad
had
exposing
water
all
and
palisades
and
lowell
falis springfield
fails
paen
rt
part
mudflats
mud flats include american falls
flat muddy shores included dry in pann
raudflat
mudflat
large rnudflats
of raud
m
20
200
aes
drawdown
exposing
tes
water
and
shorA
had
shoraaes
shors
and
walcott
include carey little camas dry in part mackay
less and also sandy or dirt shorelines
width
or
of
flats
5
m
mudflats
mud
shor
shorelines
ehnes
or
muddy
small
and these included
bruneau cascade boulder and payette in part
tonaway
toxaway
away and wilson
payette in part Tox
north
edith
east
in
part
alice
dry
included
shorelines
ehnes
shor
herb
rockyaierb
rockyherb
Rocky
bockx
1
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fig 1I weekly counts of the total number of shorebirds
shore birds
at four sites at lake lowell canyon co idaho in 1989 A
new york canal mouth site with both total number of
shore
shorebirds
birds and the amount of mudflat exposed B open
circle is public access no 1I site open triangle is public
access no 2 site vertical line is public access no 3

stilt greater yellowlegs short billed dowitcher wilsons
vilsonss phalarope and rednecked
wilson
red necked
phalarope along with the long billed curlew
all often feed in water the two remaining species with similar sized peaks between large and
moderate mudflats
mud flats the killdeer and spotted
sandpiper were the most widespread
this study indicates that most reservoirs and
lakes in idaho and the intermountain west can
provide habitat for shorebirds in fall migration
if they have moderate to large mudflats
mud flats that can
be exposed by water drawdown during summer
and fall the absence of shorebirds
shore birds at some
reservoirs with large mudflats
mud flats in particular pal

reservoir in this study indicates there are

additional factors influencing shorebird use
this could include food abundance harrison
1982 myers et al 1987 which is important at
american falls reservoir mihuc 1991 traditional use myers et al 1987 and in the case of
palisades reservoir possible difficulty of shore
birds locating it because it is enclosed by high
mountains in all directions personal observation steep sided reservoirs such as C J
strike hell s canyon personal observation
and lower granite creek monda and reichel
1989 on the snake river and stretches of the
columbia river subject to water level fluctuations books 1985 supported few shorebirds
shore birds
even with water drawdown in summer and fall
the absence of shorebirds
shore birds at lake lowell
and mackay reservoir from sites when high
water covered mud
flats shows the importance
mudflats
of water drawdown exposing these areas during
migration at american falls reservoir we have
previously found shorebird numbers to be correlated with rate of drawdown taylor et al
upublished
nnpublished data water levels at reservoirs in
this region are usually determined by irrigation
power generation recreational activities such as
boating or waterfowl management it is important that controllers of water levels at reservoirs
and lakes 1 become aware of the potential or
real use of shorebirds in their area and 2
manage water levels for shorebirds
shore birds whenever
feasible
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DISPERSAL OF SQUARROSE KNAPWEED
CENTAUREA VIRCATA
VIRGATA SSE
SSP SQUARROSA
CAPITULA BY SHEEP ON RANGELAND IN JUAB COUNTY UTAH
cindy
cindytalbott
talbott roehe
roche 12 ben F roche

jr

1

rasmussen33
and G alien
ailen rasmussen
allen

key words centaurea virgata
vergata ssp
asp squarrosa
squar rosa squarrose knapweed weed dispersal rangeland weeds wool sheep
squarrose

among centaurea species naturalized in
western north america squarrose knapweed
centaurea vergata
virgata lam ssp
asp squarrosa
squarrose gugl
bugl

has a unique dispersal mechanism the seeds
a chenes of other centaurea species C diffuse
diffusa
maculose
macu losa lam C solstitia
lam C maculosa
lis L C
solstitialis
jacea
facea L X C nigra L disperse either as individuals with crop seed vehicles and gravel or
as branches or entire plants moved by wind or
vehicles or in hay squarrose knapweednvolu
knapweed involucral braats
bracts recurve or spread outward with a
short terminal spine about 1 3 mm long the
entire head capitulum is deciduous via an
abscission
abscisson layer at the base of the capitulum
abscisson
thus the capitula of squarrose knapweed function like burs clinging to passing animals as
burdock arctium minus hill bernh
Bernh cockleberah
bur xanthium stru
strumarium
marium L or buffalobur
solanum ro stratum dunal soon after the discovery of squarrose knapweed in california
1950 and in utah 1954 its occurrence was
linked to the practice of trailing rangeland sheep
from one area to another bellue 1954 tingey
1960 on utah rangeland squarrose knapweed
is more abundant along sheep trails and on
bed
bedgrounds
grounds than in other areas H gates and
T roberts personal communication wool is
ideally suited to catching and holding the
budlike
burlike capitula but squarrose knapweed along
trails and in sheep bed
bedgrounds
grounds may have been
carried by vehicles or other means and established in soil disturbed by sheep the objective
of this study was to determine if the distribution
of squarrose knapweed in utah is due to seed
carried in the wool of rangeland sheep
I1

METHODS AND MATERIALS

in mid april 1990 sheep examined in this
study were trailed from winter range west of
tintie junction juab county utah and sheared

before being moved to spring range we
received
ived permission from the owners to collect
reee
rece
wool samples during shealing
shearing of a band that had
wintered on rangeland known to have squarrose
knapweed we had predicted that sheep would
pick up the burs by lying on or brushing
against knapweed plants growing on their
bed
bedgrounds
grounds however we saw no obvious knapweed capitula in belly wool or on the sides of
sheep being sheared one shearer pointed out
several ewes with a profusion of knapweed
capitula around their faces and on top of their
heads fig 1 we then collected samples of
topknot wool that shorn from the top of the
head from 458 randomly selected white ewes
from a band of approximately 2500 ewes at the
jericho shearing station in juab county utah
black ewes were not sampled samples from
1individual ewes
averaging 10 g were kept separate in small plastic bags squarrose knapweed
capitula were sorted by hand from each sample
and the number of achenes per capitulum was
recorded filled achenes hard plump dark tan
or brown achenes and light achenes softer
flatter pale tan or whitish achenes were
recorded separately presence or absence of
insect galls Uro
urophora
phora affinis
alfinis frauenfeld and U
quadrifcisciata Me
quadtifasciata
in the knapweed
meigen
igen
deigen
capitula was noted
achene viability was determined with germination trials run for 10 days at 20 C 12 hours

department of natural resource sciences washington state university pullman washington 991646410
99164 6410
present address department of plant soil and entomological sciences
moscow idaho 83843
university of idaho mos
3departmen
departmentt of range science utah state university logan utah 843225230
84322 5230
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fig

1

wooi of sheep that had a4ntered
numerous squarrose kna or ed capitula were caught as burs in the topknot wool
luab county utah
knapweed occurre9w rangeland in juab

where squarrose

t la containing 0 6 achenes
proportion of ccaapitula
rul
lul
alF
alfcapitula
ail capitula from an intact plant
ali
all
capitulum
comparing
per
with sheep gathered capitula removed from topknot wool
in juab county utah
TABLF 1
TABLE

achenescapitulum

intact plant

compared to capitula and achenes found on
sheep
RESULTS

extracted from wool

we determined that sheep on rangeland
picked up
knapweed
with
infested
squarrose
14
0
budlike capitula squarrose knapand carried its burlike
18
12
1
6
19
weed capitula were present in topknot wool
2
1
35
3
samples from 73 of the ewes A total of 2469
trace
17
4
recovered from the 458
were
capitula
knapweed
0
3
5
ss
55
10 g wool
5.5
capitula
per
of
55
average
an
ewes
0
trace
6
most capitula were on the wool surface
although a few were embedded deeply and
light alternating with 12 hours dark seeds were appeared to have been there longer as they were
placed in germination boxes on wetted blotter saturated with lanolin and spines had worn off
braats
paper filled and light achenes were tested sep- the involucral bracts
seventy five percent of the sheep gathered
arately
tely we germinated 30 filled achenes in four
ara
witia
with 14 ofthe
we re barren compared witla
replications in each of two trials two trials of capitula were
each
ea
eh of capitula produced on a whole plant table 1
light achenes were run with 20 seeds in ach
only 49 of the wool samples that contained
two replications
in august 1989 a squarrose knapweed plant capitula had one or more achenes barren capitcontrol
blo
bio
ofbiocontrol
result
of
biocontrol
the
we
not
this
were
study
ula
in
bag
a
collected
in
was
all
its
of
capitula
with
dissected the capitula and recorded the number insects because we found no insect galls
the number of knapweed capitula on sheep
of achenes per capitulum these values were
75

1992
19921

NOTES

4

fr

WW

k

ac
4c

C

squarrose knapweed plants along the sheep trails
west of the jericho shearing station were grazed in mid april
1990 A few capitula remain on the upper right side of the
plant

fig

2

heads would lead a casual observer to conclude
that the sheep carry more achenes than we
found by dissecting the capitula among all ewes
sampled only 36 carried achenes in the sampled topknot wool these seed carriers aver45
4 5 filled achenes per 10 g wool those
aged 4.5
45
filled achenes averaged 69 germination in
addition to the filled achenes 5 of the light
achenes germinated light achenes composed
only 23 of the total number of achenes
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small opening created as the dried flowers fall
from the capitulum the proportion of empty
capitula increases with time following maturity
as plants are shaken by wind animals or vehicles
sheep acquired knapweed capitula in a
manner different from what we had predicted
although some capitula clung to sheep brushing
against plants or lying upon them the numerous
knapweed capitula in the wool around their
faces suggest that ewes searched out squarrose
knapweed as a food source we observed that
squarrose knapweed plants along the sheep
trails had been grazed fig 2 this relationship
was mutually beneficial for knapweed and
sheep providing propagule
prop agule dispersal for the
knapweed and nourishment for the sheep
previously reported to be poor forage
tingey 1960 squarrose knapweed rosette
leaves may be an excellent source of protein in
late winter and early spring nutrient content of
spotted knapweed rosette leaves is comparable
to native forage plants with 9 18 crude proMilialovich 1987 similar
tein kelsey and mihalovich
values have been obtained for diffuse knapweed
and yellow star
thistle rosette leaves roche
roehe
unpublished data in the study area september 1989 through may 1990 was unusually dry
utah state university tintle research site

weather station unpublished data and the
normal growth of
cheat grass bromus tectorum
ofcheatgrass
cheatgrass
tec torum
tectorium
L was not present on the winter range
squarrose knapweed a deep rooted perennial
forb was one of the few plants exhibiting new
growth at the time sheep would normally forage
cheatgrass
on cheat
grass
although we found that sheep carry
squarrose knapweed seeds as they move across
rangeland they are by no means the only dispersal mechanism for squarrose knapweed
discussion
other animals both domestic and wild may
carry knapweed seeds in addition these
sheep carried squarrose knapweed capitula rangelands are heavily used by off road vehicle
but not as many achenes as the number of recreationists mining traffic railroad activity
capitula would indicate if the proportion were and military maneuvers are important in certain
the same as that estimated in august this find- areas hunters rock
rockhounds
hounds and other
ing could indicate one of two conditions 1 the recreationists also frequent the area
capitula were picked up in late winter or early
shearing limits the dispersion of squarrose
spring when only the lighter capitula remained knapweed by sheep it is unlikely that knapweed
on the plants or 2 some achenes were lost achenes remained on sheep after shearing
from capitula lodged in the wool during late these ewes had not yet lambed
lambea and so all sheep
summer or fall in late summer heavier capitula in this band left the knapweed infested winter
are more easily dislodged from plants than are range shorn of seeds seeds in the wool are
the lighter capitula capitula do not open widely removed at the woolen mill
min
mie which has been one
at maturity instead achenes sift out through a of the fates of squarrose knapweed seed for
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centuries as evidenced by squarrose knapweed
juv6nal
found at juvenal
juvinal gate a woolen mill in france
where imported wool was washed for 200 years
Thel lung 1912
beginning in 1686 thellung
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vegetation associated WITH TWO ALIEN PLANT SPECIES IN A FESCUE
GRASSLAND IN GLACIER NATIONAL PARK MONTANA
robin W tyser i
alien plora
key words alienflora
flora glacier park festuca grasslands

the presence of alien

flora in natural area
grasslands of the great basin and surrounding
areas is of considerable concern given the widespread success of alien flora and associated
decline of native species in this region young et
al 1972 mack 1986 1989 surveys of indigenous bunch
bunchgrass
grass communities in northern
rocky mountain national parks have detected
the occurrence of several alien plant species
koterba and habeck 1971 stringer 1973
weaver and woods 1985 1986 tyser and
worley 1992 in addition alien species have
commonly been used to revegetate human dis
turbed sites such as roadsides and housing areas
in national parks livestock related introduction of eurasian pasture grasses by private out
fitters is also known to have occurred glacier
national park records 1939 however in spite
of these observations and practices the effects
of alien vegetation in natural area grasslands of
this region remain poorly studied
this study compares the indigenous vascular
flora and cryptogamic ground cover associated
with two alien species centaurea maculosa
nwculosa
maculose
iosa
maculosa
lam spotted knapweed and phleum pratense
pretense
pratense
L common timothy that have invaded a
fescue grassland in glacier national park montana C maculosa
macuiosa
nwculosa
maculose
losa now a noxious rangeland
invader throughout the pacific northwest
watson and renney 1974 lacey 1989 was
first detected in the park in the mid 1960s R
wassem personal communication earlier
observations have shown that this species is
expanding into grasslands adjacent to roadsides
in the park and reducing species richness tyser
and key 1988 the impact of C maculosa
nwculosa
maculose
iosa on
maculosa
the cryptogamic ground crust of potential
importance in soil stabilization moisture retention and nitrogen fixation rychert and skujins
department of biology and microbiology university of Wisconsin

1974 anderson et al 1982 brotherson and
rushforth 1983 has not yet been considered
nor has the impact of C maculosa
maculose
macu losa been compared to that of other alien species P pretense
pratense
pratense
is widely distributed throughut
throughput
ut the park
parkss grassthrough
lands unlike C macu
nwculosa
maculose
maculosa
iosa this species appears
losa
to have been intentionally seeded in grasslands
out fitters before the 1940s and along roadby outfitters
sides by park personnel before the 1980s D
lange and
andj
andaJ potter personal communication
STUDY SITE AND METHODS

the ca 10 ha study area

located adjacent to
going to the sun highway in the st mary
drainage of glacier national park montana is
fairly topographically homogeneous ie clearly
defined drainage channels are absent and
slope exposure and substrate texture are relatively uniform the study area includes a large
ca 5 ha irregularly shaped stand dominated by
phleum pr
atense and a small ca 01
oi
pretense
pratense
0.1
01 ha stand
adjacent to the roadside ditch dominated by
centaurea maculosa
iosa the centaurea stand
maculosa
nwculosa
maculose
extends 20 m away from the ditch and is not
part of the road cut corridor the remaining
portion of the study site is composed of a stand
of native festuca grasses and associated vegetation in which invasion by alien species has been
minimal though no home
homesteading
steading is known to
have occurred in the study area before establishment of the park in 1910 this area was likely
used as summer pasture for concession trail
horses from approximately 1915 to 1940 B
fladmark personal communication the study
area has not been used for stock grazing since
that time otherwise there is no indication that
any of the areas sampled in the three stands have
been subjected to anthropogenic disturbance

la crosse la crosse
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wisconsin 54601
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since the park was established in addition no
fires have been recorded in or near the study
area since 1910 A cryptogam ground layer composed of small lichens and mosses covering
undisturbed soil surfaces is commonly present
qualitative observation suggests that mosses are
the dominant element in this layer mean annual
precipitation in the study area is ca 65 cm
finklin 1986
in each stand vegetation was sampled using
50 cm quadrat frames along two transects
20 x soem
placed in representative areas within each
quadrat presence of all vascular species was
determined and the canopy cover of each vascular species and the surface cover of the cryptogamic ground crust were estimated to the
nearest percentage A stratified random samquadrans
quad rats
pling procedure was used in which quadrats
were randomly placed along transect segments
of fixed length for the centaurea stand transects were 20 in long and one quadrat was
randomly placed within each 2 m segment N
quadrans
20 quadrats
quad rats for the phleum and festuca
stands transects were 100 in long and one
quadrat was randomly placed within each 5 m
quadrans
rats per stand
quadrats
segment N 40 quad
five vegetation measures were calculated
for each individual quadrat 1 vascular species
cover diversity using the shannon wiener index
H
1 pi log pi 2 vascular species richness
3 cumulative canopy cover of native forb species 4 cumulative canopy cover of native grass
species and 5 surface cryptogam cover one
way ANOVAs were used to assess among stand
differences for each of these quadrat measures
with the exception of the diversity measures
data did not meet parametric assumptions
normal distributions homogeneous variances
and could not be transformed using standard
logarithmic arcsine or square root transformations therefore data were analyzed by the
one way
non
nonparametric
kruskal wallis
parametric
ANOVA procedure as described by conover
and iman 1983 the tukey multiple comparison procedure applicable to both parametric
nonparametric ANOVAs conover and
and non
parametric
pair wise among
iman 1981 was used to make pairwise
es nomenclature folstand comparisons species
lows that of hitchcock and cronquist 1973

naturalist
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scarrella
sc
F scabrella
abrella
carex spp
app festuca idahoensis E
gaillardia
ahn
sericeus
sericeus table
aristota
ari
atistata
aristata
atistata and lupinus sericeous
atl
Caillardia anh

species composition of this stand was similar
to prairie communities described elsewhere in
the pacific northwest eg the festuca
scabrellalf idahoensis association of western
scabrellaf
montana mueggler and stewart 1980 the
festucaldanthonia
festucadanthonia
Festuca Danthonia prairie of alberta stringer
palouse prairie
1973 and the washington jalouse
daubenmire 1970 estimated surface cover of
the cryptogam layer in this stand was relatively
bunch grass praibuncligrass
high characteristic of western bunchgrass
ries daubenmire 1970 mack and thompson
1982 three alien species were sampled within
the festuca stand though total cover of these
10
species was io
lo1.0
significant among stand variation occurred
for all community measures table 2 each of
these measures was lowest in the centaurea
stand canopy cover of native forbs and cryptogam ground cover in this stand were particularly
respectively of the
low only ca 18 and 4
corresponding festuca stand measures thus
maculose
maculosa invasion on
effects of the centaurea maculosa
the native flora in the study site appear to be
relatively severe the impact of this species is
even more impressive considering its relatively
recent entry into the park
all but one of the phleum stand measures
were significantly lower than those of the
festuca stand table 2 canopy cover by native
graminoids
gramin oids in the phleum stand was reduced to
about 50 of its level in the festuca stand
however forb cover differences between these
two stands were not statistically significant
millefolium
folium
table 2 three species achillea mille
sericeus
seri ceus were
glanca and lupinus sericeous
seris glauca
Ago
agoseris
among the four forb species with highest canopy
cover in each stand suggesting that the forb
components of these two stands were relatively
similar these observations suggest that phleum
gramin oids more
invasion has affected native graminoids
than native forbs it should also be noted that
while mean quadrat richness was lower in the
phleum stand table 2 eight more species were
recorded in this stand than in the festuca stand
N 59 vs N 511 see table 1 thus different
phleum vs festuca richness patterns may occur
if comparisons are derived from sampling units
m2
quad rats used in this
quadrats
m quadrans
larger than the 01 ma
RESULTS AND discussion
study
cryptogam cover in the phleum stand was
prominent graminoid
graminoid and forb species in the approximately 50 lower than in the festuca
millefolium
folium stand table 2 mack and thompson 1982
festuca stand included achillea mille

I

spee
sped

1

1992
19921
TABLE 1

NOTES

canopy cover

species

estimates of species within the festuca phleum and centaurea stands
stan ds

festuca

phleum centaurea

GRAMIN
graminoids
OIDS

agropyron camnum
cabinum
caninum
agropyron spicatum
spica tum
carex spp
app
danthonia
Danthoma intermedial
intermedia
inter media
festuca idahoensis
festuca scabrella
hookers
hookeri
helictotnchon hooken
helictotrichon
joelena
Ko
koeleria
elefia crl
eleria
koelena
cnstata
stata
cristana
cri
cristata
phleum pr
pratense
pretense
atense
poajuncifolia
poa
tensis
poapratensis
pra
pratensis
occidentalist
alis
occident
stipa occidentalis
nchardsomi
richardsonii
nii
stipa richardsonia
richardso

04
03

06
03
56
09
43
41
0011I
04

12 3
123

42
92
71
09
14

02

38
3844
0011I

01

09
21
08

37
01
117

86
43
0011
09
03
10
03
0011I
01
02
18
06
10
0011

40
01
03
10
14
08

02
04
01

05
03

31
0011
03

05

festuca

10

08

ochroleucus
leucus
ochro
lathyrus ochroleucous
lithospermum ru derale
lomatium tntematum
triternatum
triternatum
seni
senceus
serl
lupinus seri
ceus
sericeous
sericeus

93
02
21
01

07

05
01
17
01

09
03
01
620

40

species

epilobium angustifolium
engeron
subtnnervis
erigeron subtrinervis
erysimum inconspicuum
Fra
grana virgain
wrana
01
fragrana
fragrant
dragana
fragana
virgainiana
virgitana
niana
virginiana
virginiaja
iana
gaulardia
gaui
ig
galardin
galardia
11.9
19 9
Gaulardia an
GAl
stata
caul
anstata
anstatt
19
og
galium boreale
06
06
0.6
06
gentiana amarella
113
3
geranium viscosissimum oi
.11
01001
hedysarum boreale
0 55
heuchera cylindrical
cylindrica
cylmdnca
cylindrica
01
01
umbellatum
hieracium umbellatum
balticus
balticus
juncus baltitus

FORBS

achillea mille
millefolium
folium
agosens
glanca
seris glauca
Ago
agoseris
allium cernuum
album
amelanchier alnifolia
almfoha
androsace septentrio
nalis
septentrionalis
septentnonalis
anemone multi
multifida
fida
Antennana microphylla
antennaria
microphylla
arabis glabra
gladra
arabis nuttallia
lii
nuttallii
nuttal
arctostaphylos uva ursi
laevin
aster laevis
iaevis
raevis
berberis rapens
berbens
repens
campanula rotundi
rotundifolia
folia
cusickii
kil
kii
cusickn
castilleja cusic
centaurea maculosa
maculosa0
iosa
macu losa
maculose
cerastium armense
arvense
lineaus
lineans
collomia lilinearis
nearis
umbellate
urnbellata
iata
umbel lata
comandra umbellata
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07

cai

1 9
19

10
sg
56
56
5.6
56

monarda
fistulosa
fistulose
monardafistulosa
12
1 2
orthocarpus tenuifolius
1.2
tenuifolious
12
oxytropis campe
28
campestns
stris
campestris
28
03
splendent
oxytropis splendens
00.3
033
pentstemon
penstemon
Pen stemon confertus
08
confertus
08
potentilla arguta
01
arbuta
potentilla gracilis
0 11
potentilla hip
hippiana
0055
piana
prunus virgi
imana
virgniana
virginiana
virgimana
virginiaja
Rh
rhinanthus
09
crista galli
manthus
09
rosa woodsii
13
wooden
woodsn
1 3
1.3
13
silene parrys
0 44
parryi
sisyrinchium angustifolium 02
0.2
02
02
lg
ig
11.6
solidago missouriensis
166
missounensis
taraxacum officina le
0 22
dubius
tragopogon dubics
0 1
amen
vicia amencana
cana
americana
zygadenus
zigadenus
Ziga denus venenosus
veneno sus
.11
01001
oi

2 among stand comparisons of quadrat means for five vegetation measures N
respectively for the festuca phleum and centaurea stands
TABLE

H

festuca

phleum

centaurea
f297
P
F

richness

096611
0966a

0872
0385c
0385
90084
001

b

t

alien species

phleum centaurea

05
15
03
07
06
18

01
02

07
12

02

02
02

10
02

39
24
60
06
0011I
09

07
03
01

19
11

07

04

03

01
04
23
01
04
18
14
04
16

02
001I1
02
03
10

40 40 and 20 quadrans
quadrats
quad
rats

native
oids
grammoids
graminoids
gramm
gramin olds

native
forbs

cryptogam
crust

484 aa

289
9a
28.9aa
28

148
148b
9b
12
129ab
72c
72
41150

5aa
39
395aa

484
48
48.4

192
116
53807

5511
55
551

40896

001

289b
151
13
31835

001

001

001

b

within each
ch vegetation
math different letters differ significantly from one another P
vath
ge tation measure means with
getation
fetation

suggest that the extensive rhizome tiller mats of
eurasian grasses limit cryptogam colonization
sites which may account for the reduced cryptogam cover observed in the phleum stand A
large elk herd overwinters
overwinters in the st mary valley
grasslands in which the study area was located
martinka 1983 thus it is possible that elk
trampling grazing may reduce cryptogam cover
tramplinggrazing
and facilitate phleum invasion

1

88b

05 tukey multiple comparison tests

the role played by pre

1940 horse grazing in
the occurrence of phleum in the study site
cannot be assessed however the prominence
of this species some 50 years after the cessation
of horse grazing does indicate that ongoing livestock grazing is not necessary for its persistence
maculose
the more recent centaurea maculosa
macu losa invasion
in the study site and in other fescue grasslands
in the park tyser and key 1988 tyser and
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worley 1992 suggests that livestock grazing is
not a prerequisite for successful invasion of natF
ural areas by this species the success of both P
nwculosa
maculose
maculosa
iosa in the study site suglosa
pratense
pretense
pratense and C macu
gests that mechanisms proposed for the success
of alien flora in agro systems eg rapid colonization of disturbed sites structural and physiological adaptations to grazing and trampling
and low palatability mack and thompson 1982
and references therein lacey et al 1986
locken and kelsey 1987 kelsey and bedunah
1989 may also operate in natural area systems
overwintering elk diggings of
in addition to overwintering
herb ivores especially ground
other native herbivores
columbianus were
squirrels spermophilus columbianus
common throughout the study area at any rate
nwculosa
maculose
maculosa
iosa
losa
though the status and impacts of C macu
and P pratense
pretense
pratense require additional research this
study shows that the potential effects of these
losa in
maculosa
maculose
species particularly that of C macu
seribunch
buncligrass
grass prairies need to be seri
natural area bunchgrass
serl
ously contemplated
pratense
pratense is not a realreduction of phleum pretense
istic option in glacier national park or other
natural areas in which this species is now widely
established perhaps the most reasonable recdation for this species and other euraommendation
ommen
sian grasses is simply that resource managers not
use these species for revegetation see also
maculose
macu losa though
wilson 1989 centaurea maculosa
cisn
disruptive
optive
iptive than P
potentially more ecologically disn
pratense
pretense
pratense is at an earlier stage of invasion in the
ark and probably in other natural areas in this
park
P
region as well thus the fate of this species may
yet be influenced by appropriate resource management actions
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